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The great diversity of adult morphologies that we can observe in nature is the product of 
millions of years of evolution of the underlying developmental programs. The genes that 
code for the transcription factors and signaling molecules that govern these processes are 
remarkably conserved across great phylogenetic distances. Thus, it is thought that gene 
expression divergence is the main driver of morphological evolution. The possibility to 
study genome-wide patterns of gene expression based on high-throughput transcriptome 
sequencing (RNA-seq) can provide unprecedented new insights into how the mechanisms 
that regulate gene expression have evolved to give rise to such outstanding variety in 
phenotypes.  
Insects show a striking morphological diversity, especially in the size and shape of their 
head and eyes. To understand what parts of the gene regulatory networks that govern head 
and eye development can evolve to generate morphological differences without disturbing 
the fundamental developmental programs, a deeper knowledge of these networks is 
necessary. In the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, many transcription factors that govern 
compound eye development are known. However, few target genes of these regulators 
have been identified, and still little is known about the development of the other organs 
and cell types that are also part of the fly head. Here I have performed developmental 
transcriptomics on three key stages of D. melanogaster head development in order to obtain a 
more detailed description of these processes and all the implicated genes. Most interestingly, 
by gene co-expression analyses I found that the well-known transcription factor 
Hunchback may play a central role during late eye-antennal imaginal disc development. 
And indeed, subsequent functional analyses revealed a critical role of Hunchback in the 
development of a subtype of retinal glia cells that is involved in axon guidance and the 
formation of an intact blood-brain barrier. This finding and the additional identification of 
other transcription factors and target genes that I could validate, certify that genome-wide 
developmental gene co-expression analysis is a powerful tool to increase our knowledge on 
gene regulatory networks governing developmental processes.   
Recent studies have identified significant differences in the size of the heads and 
compound eyes in the three closely related Drosophila species D. melanogaster, D. simulans and 
D. mauritiana. D. melanogaster has a wider face and smaller eyes than its sibling species, while 




represent a good model to identify the nodes of the developmental networks that present 
divergent expression levels that could give rise to adult morphological differences. 
Although genomic references are available for these species, the comparability of these 
resources varied greatly. In order to perform an unbiased inter-species analysis of 
differential gene expression, I first developed a pipeline to reciprocally re-annotate their 
genomes. A rigorous benchmarking of this new pipeline in comparison to previously 
available methods showed that my strategy increased the number of genes that I could 
compare and it resulted in the most unbiased results. Additionally, this analysis represents 
the first comprehensive evaluation of existing statistical methods in the context of inter-
specific expression divergence. 
The unbiased references allowed me to reliably perform a comprehensive transcriptomics 
analysis to identify all differentially expressed genes between D. melanogaster, D. mauritiana 
and D. simulans during key stages of head and eye development. By studying allele-specific 
expression of the viable F1 hybrids, I could identify the regulatory mechanisms underlying 
the divergent gene expression between these species. Interestingly, I have found that most 
gene expression differences in developing tissues are due to changes in the upstream 
regulatory genes, what is known as variation in trans. These results are different to what has 
been previously reported in adult Drosophila tissues and could indicate that different stages 
of an organism’s life are subject to different evolutionary mechanisms influencing gene 
expression divergence. 
Finally, it has been shown that the compound eyes of D. mauritiana are bigger than D. 
simulans eyes due to differences in facet size. I have combined available quantitative trait 
loci data with my genome-wide differential gene expression data to identify the genetic 
basis of these observed morphological differences. This unbiased strategy in combination 
with functional tests in D. melanogaster has led to the identification of a single gene, namely 
ocelliless, as being the most likely candidate for its regulatory region to have evolved to give 
rise to the observed morphological differences in eye size. 
In conclusion, I could identify new regulatory interactions underlying Drosophila head 
formation. Additionally, I revealed some of the potential molecular changes that may have 
given rise to morphological diversity. All in all, this work shows how comprehensive 
transcriptomics analyses can greatly contribute to a better understanding of both 





2.1 General introduction 
2.1.1 Evo-Devo and the study of morphological evolution 
The great diversity we can observe in all organisms that live on Earth is the result of 
millions of years of evolution acting on the development of different body plans and 
morphologies. To understand how the different phenotypes that are present in nature have 
appeared is one of the main objectives of evolutionary studies. However, in order to 
understand what the underlying molecular basis of these changes is, a deeper knowledge of 
the developmental processes that lead to the final phenotypes is required. Evolutionary 
developmental (evo-devo) studies have been extensively used to understand how the 
evolution of different genotypes gives rise to different morphologies through changes in 
developmental processes (Gould, 1977; Raff and Kaufman, 1983). One of the most 
important findings is that, despite the impressive variety of morphologies that can be 
observed in nature, a relatively small set of highly conserved genes is responsible to regulate 
most of the developmental events that give rise to the different body plans (Wagner, 2007). 
This set of genes is known as the genetic “toolkit”, and it involves mainly transcription 
factors and signaling pathways (Carroll, 2001). The coding sequence of most of these genes 
is incredibly well conserved across the metazoan phylogeny. This is shown by the fact that 
the orthologs of many of these transcription factors can be exchanged between very 
distantly related species and they can still correctly perform most of their functions (Grens 
et al., 1995; Halder et al., 1995; Malicki et al., 1990; McGinnis et al., 1990). But if the 
genetic structure of the main orchestrators of development is so well conserved, how could 
the current striking morphological diversity evolve? A large body of evidence indicates that 
the main source of morphological variation comes from differences in how these “toolkit” 
genes are regulated. That is, morphological diversity arises by divergence in the non-coding 
regions of genes to change their expression domains in terms of time, place or expression 
levels (Britten and Davidson, 1971; Carroll, 1995, 2008; King and Wilson, 1975; 
Prud’homme et al., 2007).   
 




2.1.2 Gene expression divergence and transcriptomics 
Understanding the genetic basis of gene expression divergence is a challenging task because 
it can be regulated at very different levels. On the one hand, it can be caused by variation at 
the locus of the gene that shows expression divergence, i.e. by changes in its cis regulatory 
region that affect the binding of the transcription factors that activate, repress or enhance 
its expression at a specific time and place. On the other hand, it can be caused by changes 
in the upstream gene that regulates its expression, what is called a change in trans, since the 
underlying molecular change that causes this divergence can be in any location on the 
genome, also far away from the gene locus. Additionally, changes in trans can be caused 
both by changes in the coding region of the upstream transcription factor or by changes in 
the regulation of this transcription factor (which would be also changes in cis). It is a long-
standing question whether morphological evolution is more often caused by cis or trans 
changes (Wittkopp et al., 2004), and examples of both types of regulation causing gene 
expression divergence and morphological diversity have been described (e.g. Belting et al., 
1998 for cis and Löhr and Pick, 2005 for trans).  
There are many different methods to study gene expression. Traditionally, methods like 
Northern Blot (Alwine et al., 1977) and in situ hybridization (Gall and Pardue, 1969) have 
been used to detect gene expression, as well as quantitative real-time PCR methods (Bustin, 
2000). These methodologies can be used to study the expression of specific genes of 
interest, but cannot be used for genome-wide analyses. The development of microarray 
technology  allowed analyses of gene expression of thousands of genes at the same time, 
provided that one synthesizes the corresponding sequences and creates a chip to hybridize 
them onto (Fan et al., 2004). New technological advances allowed the development of what 
is known as “second-generation sequencing” (Margulies et al., 2005), a name used to 
distinguish it from Sanger sequencing, the “first-generation sequencing” (Sanger et al., 
1977). These methods are based on sequence amplification and high-throughput 
sequencing. High-throughput sequencing of in vitro transcribed RNA (RNA-seq) is one of 
the main applications of this technology (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009). 
RNA-seq can provide a snapshot of all transcripts present at a specific stage, tissue or cell 
type and genotypic condition, and in the recent years it has become widely used, mainly due 
to its dropping costs (Wetterstrand, 2016). Most interestingly, RNA-seq can be used on any 
organism, provided that a genomic or transcriptomic reference is available, to interrogate 
the expression of its complete set of transcripts, regardless of previous biological 




working, for example, with non-model organisms, and makes it especially useful for 
evolutionary studies (Brawand et al., 2011; Hornett and Wheat, 2012; McManus et al., 
2010).   
2.1.3 Morphological diversity in insects 
Insects are the most diverse animal group and more than half of all the described species of 
organisms belong to this group. Their body is divided in three parts: the head (a fusion of 
several segments), three thoracic segments, which harbor three pairs of legs, and the 
abdomen. Apart from this conserved body structure, insects show an incredible diversity of 
morphologies, for example, the presence or absence of wings or horns, very different 
pigmentation patterns or highly specific mouth parts, which represent adaptations to 
different feeding behaviors (Chapman, 1998; Snodgrass, 1935). This incredible diversity 
and plasticity has allowed them to adapt to almost all possible environments on Earth. A 
stunning diversity of head and eye shape can also be observed among insect species. For 
instance, a case of directional evolution can be observed in male flies of the genus Zygothrica 
(Drosophilidae), where the width of the cuticle between their eyes (subsequently called 
face) and the angle in which their eyes are oriented gradually increases with taxonomical 
distance (Grimaldi, 1987). All insects have compound eyes, which are constituted by 
multiple small subunits called ommatidia. The number of ommatidia per eye can range 
from fewer than 6 in some worker ants to more than 25,000 in dragon fly species. Even 
between closely related species or sexes of the same species this number can vary (Posnien 
et al., 2012; Talarico et al., 2011). These examples of diversity have long fascinated 
scientists, who have been studying these organisms for centuries.  
2.1.4 The model species Drosophila melanogaster 
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is the most extensively studied insect species by far. A 
great amount of the knowledge we have of arthropod, invertebrate or even metazoan 
physiology and development comes from studies on this model species and a large 
percentage of the genes of this species have been studied. D. melanogaster was also one of 
the first species to have its genome sequenced (Adams et al., 2000). Currently, D. 
melanogaster has one of the best quality assembled genome and genome annotation, and 
both are regularly being updated by the FlyBase Consortium (St. Pierre et al., 2014; dos 
Santos et al., 2014). FlyBase houses also a well curated website with all current knowledge 




project launched to facilitate and promote various genome-wide analyses to contribute to a 
better understanding of genome organization and regulation (Celniker et al., 2009). Finally, 
the genomes of other Drosophila species are also available. The initial project of sequencing 
12 different Drosophila species, ranging from D. melanogaster to D. grimshawi (which diverged 
40 million years ago) was later followed by the sequencing of other fruit fly species, like D. 
mauritiana (Nolte et al., 2013) or D. americana (Fonseca et al., 2013), among many others. All 
these resources make D. melanogaster and its related species one of the most useful model 
species for all kinds of biological research, including developmental and evolutionary 
studies. 
2.1.5 Drosophila head structures develop from eye-antennal imaginal 
discs 
Drosophila are Dipteran species, and as such they are holometabolous insects, meaning that 
they undergo complete metamorphosis during development to change from the larval into 
the final adult morphology. Most of the epidermal adult structures of Drosophila develop 
from imaginal discs, which are sac-like tissues that grow during larva and pupa stages and 
evert during metamorphosis to give rise to the adult organs, such as legs, wings, genitalia or 
the head and eyes (Fristrom and Fristrom, 1993). The imaginal discs are formed by two 
layers: the disc proper or imaginal epithelium, where the main patterning and 
differentiation processes take place, and a squamous layer called peripodial epithelium, 
which during metamorphosis participates in the eversion and fusion of the imaginal discs 
(Fristrom and Fristrom, 1975).  
The eye-antennal imaginal discs of Drosophila give rise to the different head structures, 
including the eyes, ocelli, antennae and maxillary palps (reviewed in Haynie and Bryant, 
1986) (Figure 2.1). These discs have served for extensive research on primordia fate 
determination, since the initially uniform disc gives rise to structures that are functionally 
completely different (such as the head capsule, the eyes and the antenna) and all of them 
develop in the same tissue, where they differentiate and grow adjacent to one another. 
Regional specification is achieved by the interplay of different gene regulatory networks 
(GRNs) that generally promote a specific fate (for instance retinal fate), while repressing 
another (for instance head capsule or antennal fate) (Weasner and Kumar, 2013). Many 
different GRNs are involved in this process to control differentiation, proliferation and 




(Freeman, 1994) and cell cycle genes (Lopes and Casares, 2015) or the complex network of 
retinal determination genes (reviewed in Kumar, 2009; Treisman, 2013; see below).  
 
Figure 2.1. Adult head structures develop from larval eye-antennal imaginal discs. Eye-
antennal imaginal discs (picture on the left) develop during larval stages (from 22h to 120h after egg 
laying) and pupal stages to give rise to the adult head (picture on the right). False-color schematic 
represents the correspondence of the different organ primordia with the adult organs that they will 
develop into. In red the compound eye and ocelli, in blue the antenna, in green the maxillary palp 
and in grey the head capsule. 
2.1.6 Thesis overview and organization 
In order to better understand and describe the processes that take place during Drosophila 
eye-antennal imaginal disc development, I sequenced the transcriptome of three relevant 
stages: late LII stage (72h after egg laying (AEL)), when the early patterning of the disc 
finishes; mid LIII stage (96h AEL), at the middle of the process of photoreceptor 
differentiation; and late LIII stage (120h AEL), at the end of photoreceptor differentiation 
(Figure 2.2). The comparison of the expressed transcripts at each of these stages can 
provide a better insight into all the relevant events and key regulators of this process and 
can also shed light on new regulatory interactions. 
Although the GRNs that control head and eye development in Drosophila have to be tightly 
controlled to ensure proper functionality of all organs, they must also be flexible enough to 
allow the variation that has given rise to the different morphologies that can be observed in 
adult fly heads and eyes. Therefore, I have also sequenced the eye-antennal imaginal discs’ 
transcriptomes of two closely related species, Drosophila simulans and Drosophila mauritiana at 
the same developmental stages (Figure 2.2). These species diverged from D. melanogaster less 
than 3 million years ago, but significant differences in the size of their eyes and in the width 




2012). A comprehensive transcriptomics analysis of this complex dataset was used to 
identify the sets of conserved genes and thereupon the flexible nodes of the underlying 
GRNs that govern head and eye development.   
 
Figure 2.2. Conditions that have been sequenced in this study. The transcriptomes of eye-
antennal imaginal discs of three developmental times (late LII, 72h; mid LIII, 96h; late LIII, 120h) 
and three species (D. mauritiana, D. simulans and D. melanogaster) have been sequenced. The 
comparison of the transcriptomes across the three stages can provide information on the 
developmental processes taking place in this tissue (arrow “development”). The comparison of the 
transcriptomes across the three species can identify the core of genes with conserved gene 
expression and the variable nodes that allow morphological variation (arrow “evolution”).  
This thesis comprises four projects where I have used different approaches to study the 
development and/or the evolution of the head and eyes of the fly D. melanogaster and its 
closely related species D. simulans and D. mauritiana. Each of the sections of this thesis (i.e. 
Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results and Discussion) is divided in four parts, 
corresponding to the different projects, and they appear in the same order in all sections. 
The first project is entitled “New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head 
development”. It contains the developmental transcriptomics analysis of eye-antennal 
imaginal discs of D. melanogaster and the in-depth analysis of a newly discovered role of the 
transcription factor Hunchback in the development of retinal glia cells. 
The second project, “A robust (re-)annotation approach to generate unbiased 




closely related species”, is the full description of a new method that I have developed to 
enable the inter-species analyses that were required in the third and fourth projects. This 
method is shortly introduced in the Introduction section and its implications discussed in 
the Discussion section. In the Results section (section 4.2.), the original manuscript written 
by me and my supervisor Dr. Nico Posnien can be found as it has been submitted to BMC 
Genomics, where it is currently under revision (minor revision). 
The third project is entitled “Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila 
species”. It consists of a comprehensive analysis of the evolution of the transcriptomes of 
the three closely related species D. melanogaster, D. mauritiana and D. simulans during key 
events of eye-antennal imaginal disc development. Moreover, an allele-specific expression 
analysis is described, which has provided new insights into the different types of regulatory 
changes that give rise to expression divergence during early developmental processes 
among closely related species. 
Finally, the fourth project is entitled “Eye size variation in two closely related 
Drosophila species”. This describes the analysis performed to reveal the genetic basis of 
the differences in ommatidia size observed between the closely related species D. simulans 





2.2 New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head 
development 
The most prominent parts of a fly’s head are its large compound eyes. The events that 
define the development of Drosophila compound eyes have received much more attention 
than any other region of the eye-antennal imaginal disc. The study of this organ has 
produced a lot of our current knowledge on cell differentiation and the development of the 
visual circuitry (Rister and Desplan, 2011; Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). D. melanogaster has 
around 800 ommatidia in each compound eye, and each ommatidia is composed of 8 
photoreceptors (PRs), four cone cells and two primary pigment cells, forming a compact 
cluster (Waddington and Perry, 1960). Two photoreceptors (R7 and R8) are in the center 
of the cluster, being R8 below R7, and project their axons to the brain medulla, the area 
responsible for color vision; the other six photoreceptors (R1-R6) surround R7 and R8 and 
project their axons to the lamina, which is the brain region responsible for motion 
detection (Wolff and Ready, 1993). Each photoreceptor forms a rhabdomere in its apical 
region, which is a tightly folded membrane that harbors Rhodopsins, the protein receptors 
that detect the light photons (Leonard et al., 1992). The cone cells secrete the lens that is 
located at the top of the ommatidium and the pigment cells isolate the light that each 
ommatidium receives. Additional secondary and tertiary pigment cells are shared between 
adjacent ommatidia and contribute to this isolation (Burnet et al., 1967; Wolff and Ready, 
1993).  
2.2.1 Drosophila head and eye development 
Not only the compound eyes develop from the eye-antennal imaginal disc, but also the 
antenna, the maxillary palps, the ocelli and the head cuticle. During LI (1st larval stage), 
imaginal disc cells ubiquitously express the “eye selector genes” eyeless (ey) and twin of eyeless 
(toy), which are paralogues of the mammalian Pax6 gene (Gehring, 2002), and the 
homeodomain transcription factor homothorax (hth) (Pai et al., 1998; Rieckhof et al., 1997). 
In LII stage (2nd larval stage), the expression of ey and toy gets restricted to the posterior 
part of the disc, where the eye will later develop, and at the anterior region expression of 
the gene cut is activated, marking the future antenna region (Kenyon et al., 2003). Cut and 
Ey/Toy repress each other to pattern the antenna and eye primordia, respectively (Punzo 
et al., 2004). Cut activates expression of Distalles (Dll) and hth, which together promote 




during late LII stage, in the eye region of the imaginal disc the expression of “early retinal 
genes” starts to promote retinal differentiation (Kenyon et al., 2003; Kumar and Moses, 
2001).  
A critical time point for cell fate decisions in the different organ primordia is between late 
LII and early LIII (Weasner and Kumar, 2013). While the anterior third of the eye-antennal 
imaginal disc will give rise to the antenna and maxillary palps, the posterior two thirds of 
the disc contain the compound eye and the face area, with the ocelli developing at the 
dorsal margin outside the compound eye field (Figure 2.2). At the start of LIII stage, retinal 
differentiation starts at the posterior margin of the eye disc. This can be clearly detected by 
the appearance of a transient indentation on the apical surface of the disc, known as 
morphogenetic furrow. This furrow moves anteriorly as photoreceptor differentiation 
progresses and it marks the separation between undifferentiated, proliferating cells (or 
arrested in G1 directly anterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Wolff and Ready, 1993)) 
from differentiated clusters of retinal cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. The 
relative sizes of the eye and face are determined during this process, and are mainly 
regulated by the expression of wingless (wg). In short, wg expression at the dorsal and ventral 
margins of the central third of the disc acts to repress decapentaplegic (dpp) (which is 
expressed at the morphogenetic furrow and promotes its progression) (Royet and 
Finkelstein, 1996) and at the same time promotes expression of pannier (pnr) (Maurel-
Zaffran and Treisman, 2000), hedgehog (hh) (Domínguez and Hafen, 1997) and hth (Pichaud 
and Casares, 2000). This expression, thus, represses eye tissue in favor of face tissue 
(Baonza and Freeman, 2002; Ma and Moses, 1995; Treisman and Rubin, 1995). 
The cell fate of each type of photoreceptor (R1-R8) inside each ommatidial cluster is 
determined by cell-cell interaction mechanisms (Ready et al., 1976). The proneural protein 
Atonal (Ato) is the one responsible to initially single out the cell that will become R8 from 
an arranged cluster of undifferentiated cells in the morphogenetic furrow, called “rosettes”. 
This cell will then step-wise recruit R2 and R5 cells to the cluster, followed by R3 and R4, 
next R1 and R6 and finally R7 (Wolff and Ready, 1993). This process of cell fate 
determination by cell contact is regulated by the activation of two pathways, Notch and 
EGFR (Brennan and Moses, 2000; Freeman, 1997), which contribute to spreading the 
signaling cascades concentrically in the cluster in order for each developing photoreceptor 
to activate the correct set of genes. Retinal differentiation ends at the end of LIII stage, 
before pupariation. At that time morphogenetic furrow progression stops and all 




1989). However, these cells continue to develop during pupal stages, for example to 
express the specific Rhodopsin receptor proteins to populate the rhabdomeres (Wernet et 
al., 2006) and also programmed cell death takes places to remove inter-ommatidia cells that 
will not develop into pigment cells (Cagan and Ready, 1989). 
2.2.2 Discovery of new GRN interactions by developmental 
transcriptomics  
Developmental processes involve the interplay of large numbers of different molecules that 
need to be tightly regulated, as they require for each gene to be expressed at the right time, 
at the right place and in the correct amount. Transcription factors are the main 
orchestrators of these processes, as they regulate the correct expression of other genes. 
Transcription factors bind to enhancer elements of their target genes and in that way they 
activate or repress their expression (reviewed in Lemon, 2000; Spitz and Furlong, 2012). 
Enhancer elements are usually bound by more than one transcription factor, and therefore 
this regulation can be better fine-tuned. Developmental gene regulatory networks (GRNs) 
represent the interactions between transcription factors, their binding sites and the targets 
they regulate (Davidson, 2006; Davidson et al., 2002) In the era of high-throughput 
techniques, interactions between transcription factors and their targets genes can be 
inferred by gene expression profiling. For instance, reverse genetics strategies are usually 
used to remove the expression of specific transcription factors and to identify which genes 
show an effect on their expression levels after this perturbation (Marbach et al., 2012). This 
analysis can reveal direct and indirect target genes of the studied transcription factors. In 
order to test whether these interactions are direct (the transcription factor directly binds to 
the regulatory DNA sequence of the target genes), chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis 
can be performed with a transcription factor of interest, followed by deep sequencing of 
the regions this transcription factor binds to (ChIP-seq) (Johnson et al., 2007). This 
method can unravel direct interactions between transcription factors and their binding sites. 
However, the described approaches require previous knowledge of the transcription factors 
that are involved in the developmental process of interest. 
As it has been described above, some of the main transcription factors governing Drosophila 
head development are known, especially for the differentiation of compound eye 
photoreceptors (Domínguez and Casares, 2005; Kumar, 2009; Treisman, 2013). An 
extensive study to describe the GRN underlying photoreceptor differentiation has been 




transcription factor perturbations and transcriptome sequencing of posterior eye-antennal 
imaginal disc tissue, which allowed the identification of more than 5,000 direct 
transcription factor-gene interactions. However, this approach only provided information 
of the regulatory events taking place in photoreceptor cells, as only the transcriptome of 
cells expressing photoreceptor specific genes were sequenced (Potier et al., 2014a). Many 
other cell types are present in the eye-antennal imaginal discs such as undifferentiated, 
proliferating cells, cells that will give rise to head cuticle or to the mouth parts, antennal 
precursors, including other types of neurons, and also glia cells that support these neurons 
(Choi and Benzer, 1994; Haynie and Bryant, 1986; Jurgens and Hartenstein, 1993). 
Especially, very few genes involved in the important transition from LII stage eye-antennal 
imaginal discs to LIII stage ones are currently known.  
In order to obtain a better understanding of these transitions I have incorporated 
developmental high-throughput data (i.e. at different consecutive time points) into the 
current knowledge of the different networks that coordinate Drosophila head development. 
I have performed a comprehensive genome-wide analysis of the expression profiles to 
identify groups of genes that are dynamically co-expressed across the different stages. Since 
these modules of co-expressed genes can appear as a result of the action of upstream co-
regulators, I combined these data with known information about transcription factor-DNA 
and transcription factor-gene interactions to identify some of these upstream factors. This 
developmental transcriptomics analysis has provided a list of putative regulators of 
Drosophila head development, some of which have not been previously described to have a 
function in this process and therefore I have tested their possible role during eye-antennal 




2.3 A robust (re-)annotation approach to generate unbiased 
mapping references for RNA-seq-based analyses of 
differential expression across closely related species 
Since it has been proposed that morphological divergence may be mainly the result of 
variation in expression of a limited number of highly conserved “toolkit” genes, it is of 
major interest to study genome-wide expression differences among species (Carroll, 2001, 
2008; King and Wilson, 1975). Thus, in evolutionary studies that make use of RNA-seq 
technology, transcriptomic data from different species is compared. To obtain reliable 
results in this kind of analyses it is of upmost importance to use unbiased references for 
each of the sequenced species and it has already been recognized that this can pose a 
challenge (Musser and Wagner, 2015; Roux et al., 2015), mainly due to the lack of 
references for some non-model species or due to the different qualities of these references. 
Inter-species RNA-seq-based analyses of differential gene expression have already been 
performed, but they have mostly focused on a small set of highly conserved genes or have 
only analyzed general transcription patterns (Brawand et al., 2011; Busby et al., 2011; 
McManus et al., 2010; Rifkin et al., 2003). But for an unbiased genome-wide comparison of 
gene expression profiles, it is important to study gene expression between all orthologous 
genes of the analyzed species.  
My aim was to compare gene expression levels across three closely related Drosophila 
species, D. melanogaster, D. mauritiana and D. simulans. However, I could recognize that the 
quality of the genome annotation of D. melanogaster was of higher quality than the 
annotation of the other two non-model species. In particular, a large number of annotated 
genes in D. mauritiana and D. simulans were truncated, mainly due to assembly errors, and 
therefore were shorter than their D. melanogaster orthologs. A large number of statistical 
methods have been developed to reliably identify genes that are significantly differentially 
expressed between two or more conditions of interest based on RNA-seq data (e.g. Chu et 
al., 2015; Love et al., 2014a; Ritchie et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2010; Trapnell et al., 2012). 
In general, these analyses are performed comparing different tissues, different time points 
or control versus diseased or mutant conditions, and therefore the reference used to map 
the RNA-seq reads is the same in all compared conditions. To compare the relative 
expression of genes within one sample, researchers have usually applied RPKM-based 
(reads per kilobase per million reads) methods, where the number of counts mapped to a 




longer genes have more reads that map to them, which does not indicate higher expression 
level. However, the use of these methods has been discouraged (Dillies et al., 2012). It has 
been shown that, even after this correction, longer genes appear more frequently as 
significantly higher expressed than shorter genes (Oshlack and Wakefield, 2009). 
Additionally, it has not been shown yet whether this correction can or should be used in 
inter-species analyses of differential gene expression to correct for differences in the length 
of orthologous genes.  
In order to overcome these challenges, I have developed a pipeline to reciprocally re-
annotate the genomes of D. melanogaster, D. mauritiana and D. simulans. This project is 
included in this Thesis as a manuscript which is currently in revision in BMC Genomics. 
Please note that only after the development of this pipeline, the analyses described in the 
sections “Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila species” and 
“Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila species” could be reliably 
performed, since they both required the comparison of gene expression between the 





2.4 Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila 
species 
The striking morphological diversity present in animals is the result of millions of years of 
evolution. Evo-devo studies have demonstrated that many processes and their underlying 
genes are conserved (developmental “toolkit” of genes) (Carroll, 2001; Halder et al., 1995). 
However, even if developmental processes have been conserved over large phylogenetic 
distances, they need to be flexible to allow for the incredible diversity of morphologies that 
exist in nature. An interesting and recurring question in biology is how can GRNs, which 
need to be tightly controlled to perform the biological processes that allow an organism to 
develop and live normally, can also be flexible enough to generate inter-species 
morphological differences. As previously mentioned, many evo-devo studies have shown 
that a main driver of speciation, especially to generate morphological differences, is gene 
expression divergence (Carroll, 1995; King and Wilson, 1975). Traditionally, the study of 
coding sequence evolution has been preferred, as changes in nucleotide sequences can be 
directly linked to protein sequence divergence (McGinnis et al., 1984; Quiring et al., 1994; 
Scott et al., 1989). Especially with the sequencing and assembly of new genomes, these 
studies are relatively straightforward. In contrast, comparing expression at the transcript or 
protein level across different species poses more difficulties, for instance due to the 
difficulties of properly normalizing expression levels across different species (Wolf et al., 
2010). It is even more challenging to identify the molecular basis of the detected expression 
differences, since the genetic code of cis regulatory elements, if existing, is still largely 
unknown (Wray, 2007; Yáñez-Cuna et al., 2013). Some studies have been already 
performed to compare expression levels between orthologous genes across different 
species (e.g. in yeast species (Busby et al., 2011), mammalian species (Brawand et al., 2011) 
or fly species (Suvorov et al., 2013)). Still a common standard on how to best perform this 
kind of analyses, both for the experimental design and for the required subsequent 
bioinformatics and statistics analyses, does not exist, and it is often complicated to compare 
results obtained by different groups. What this type of studies have already revealed is that 
an almost linear correlation between phylogenetic distance and gene expression divergence 
exists (Khaitovich et al., 2006). And even between very closely related species extensive 





2.4.1 Gene expression divergence, GRN evolution and micro-evo-devo 
What is interesting, however, is not only to show that differences in gene expression exist 
among orthologs, but rather what kind of regulatory changes are more likely to give rise to 
morphological differences and get fixed in the genome of the different species (Stern, D. L. 
and Orgogozo, 2009; Wray, 2007). In other words, what parts of the GRNs underlying the 
development of an organism’s morphology are more likely to evolve? The relationship 
between network topology and evolution has been studied at the protein level, and some 
analyses have been performed to investigate if genes with many connections are less likely 
to be under positive selection than terminal genes which have fewer connections (Siegal et 
al., 2007). Studies mostly conclude that there is no clear correlation between gene 
connectivity and amino acid changes (Davila-Velderrain et al., 2014; Montanucci et al., 
2011). However, very few such studies have been performed at the gene expression level, 
mainly due to the lack of high confidence knowledge on conserved networks available for 
different species and also due to the previously mentioned difficulties of analyzing inter-
species gene expression variation.  
One way of tackling the lack of available network information is to analyze the type of 
regulatory variation that generates expression differences between orthologous genes. That 
is, to determine whether the underlying cause of a gene’s expression difference is a change 
in its cis regulatory sequence or if it is a change somewhere else acting in trans. This can tell 
us if the gene expression changes only for that gene or because another upstream factor 
has changed, and therefore likely affects other gene’s expression as well. Different methods 
can be used for this kind of studies in a genome-wide manner, such as expression 
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mapping (Brem et al., 2002) or genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS) (Dixon et al., 2007). However, these methods demand great effort to 
create the required mapping population and the ability for the studied species to give rise to 
viable, fertile hybrids. Moreover, these methods are used to find a link between gene 
expression and sequence divergence, but this link relies on a relatively arbitrary measure of 
distance between the polymorphism and the gene with expression differences (Gibson and 
Weir, 2005). A method that can more precisely classify the type of regulatory variation 
between orthologs is the study of allele-specific expression (ASE) in hybrid animals 
(Cowles et al., 2002; Wittkopp et al., 2004).  
The use of distantly related species for evo-devo studies can seem more appealing because 
usually morphological diversity is more pronounced, and also trait innovations are more 




nucleotide level gets reduced by evolutionary time (Erives and Levine, 2004; Richards et al., 
2005). Therefore, all analyses aiming at identifying the exact molecular changes underlying 
morphological diversification can only be performed between closely related species, where 
crosses among them can still produce viable hybrids (ASE studies (Cowles et al., 2002)) or 
even fertile offspring (eQTL, GWAS (Erickson et al., 2004; Gibson and Weir, 2005)). 
Micro-evo-devo can be regarded as the study of within species variation or the study of 
very closely related species (Johnson, 2007; Nunes et al., 2013). This kind of analyses can 
provide better insight into how natural selection works at the initial steps of speciation to 
generate morphological diversity (Filteau et al., 2013). 
2.4.2 Allele-specific expression studies 
In general, the analysis of allele-specific expression (ASE) consists of the distinction of the 
relative contribution to gene expression of each of the two alleles of a gene in a diploid cell 
(Knight, 2004; Yan et al., 2002). This kind of analyses are often used in epigenetic studies, 
for example to identify alleles that are silenced due to chromatin modifications (e.g. Wedd 
et al., 2015; Wei and Wang, 2013) or to identify imprinted genes, that is genes whose 
expression depends on the sex of the parent that has contributed them (e.g. Raissig et al., 
2011; Skaar and Jirtle, 2015; Mott et al., 2014). In evolutionary studies, ASE analysis can be 
used to infer the relative contribution of regulatory changes in cis and regulatory changes in 
trans on gene expression divergence (Cowles et al., 2002; Wittkopp et al., 2004; Yan et al., 
2002). This is based on the fact that in the F1 hybrid environment, where no recombination 
has taken place, each allele is still under control of its cis regulatory elements, but the trans 
regulatory environment is the same for the two alleles (Figure 2.3). To classify the type of 
regulatory change driving expression divergence, the relative expression of the orthologous 
genes in each wild type species (parents) is compared to the relative expression of each 
allele in the hybrid individuals (Cowles et al., 2002; McManus et al., 2010; Wittkopp et al., 
2004). Thus, if the differential gene expression in the parents is also present for the two 
alleles in the F1 hybrid, the expression of this gene is assumed to be divergent due to 
changes in cis (Figure 2.3B). In contrast, if a gene is differentially expressed in the parents 
but the two alleles have equal expression levels in the hybrid environment, the gene is 
assumed to have expression divergence due to changes in trans, i.e. the change is in one of 
the upstream factors that control its expression. Other types of regulatory changes can also 
be distinguished with this method, for example cis and trans changes are assumed to interact 




but in the hybrid the allele from the other species has higher expression (Figure 2.3C). 
Finally, compensatory regulation is assumed to take place when the alleles are differentially 
expressed in the F1 hybrids but the orthologs have equal expression in the parents (Figure 
2.3D).  
 
Figure 2.3. Regulatory types that can give rise to expression divergence. Blue circles 
represent D. mauritiana transcription factors and red circles represent D. melanogaster transcription 
factors. Small colored boxes represent the cis-regulatory elements that control expression of the 
downstream gene (large colored boxes). In the hybrid, the transcription factors from both parents 
can bind to the corresponding cis-regulatory elements, but this regulatory region controls the 
expression of only the corresponding allele. Arrow thickness represents expression level. (A) 
Conserved expression. (B) Divergence due to variation in cis. (C) Divergence due to variation in 
trans. (D) Divergence due to cis x trans variation. (E) Compensatory variation. Figure adapted from 
McManus et al. 2010. 
Comparative evolutionary studies using ASE have already been performed in many 
organisms, for example in plants (Zhang and Borevitz, 2009), yeast (Tirosh et al., 2009) and 
animals (Wilson et al., 2008), including Drosophila. Actually, a rather large number of ASE 
studies between D. melanogaster and some of its closely related species already exist. In most 
of these studies expression was compared between D. melanogaster and D. simulans 




2008), one study compared D. melanogaster with D. sechelia (McManus et al., 2010) and the 
most recent one compared expression across the three species (Coolon et al., 2014). The 
methods used in these studies were very different (from pyrosequencing of a few selected 
genes to microarray and RNA-seq analysis), including the statistical analyses to infer 
differential gene expression, and therefore the results obtained are very different. However, 
all studies between D. melanogaster and D. simulans reported higher percentage of genes with 
divergent expression due to changes in cis, although in some cases only this type of 
regulation was studied (see Coolon and Wittkopp, 2013 for a review).  
2.4.3 Regulatory divergence in developing tissues of three closely 
related Drosophila species 
In all previously published ASE studies in Drosophila, adult tissue was analyzed (either 
whole animals or only heads) (Fontanillas et al., 2010; Graze et al., 2009, 2012; Landry et al., 
2005; McManus et al., 2010; Wittkopp et al., 2004, 2008). Although gene expression 
divergence can influence morphological variation at all stages of an organism’s life cycle, it 
is clear that the most important contribution takes place during development. It is during 
early stages of patterning of the body plan and the different tissues and organs that gene 
expression regulation is most important, and especially when the “toolkit” genes are active. 
In this study, I have used the three closely related species D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana (see also below 2.5.1) to try to better understand the mechanisms generating gene 
expression divergence at the early steps of species evolution. At a genome-wide level, these 
species need to have relatively conserved gene expression and GRN topology, since their 
head and eyes are extremely similar in morphology. However, some nodes of this network 
are divergent because they present, at least, significant differences in the size of their eyes 
and face (Arif et al., 2013; Hilbrant et al., 2014; Posnien et al., 2012; see also next section 
"Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila species"). Thus, an ASE study 
can help to identify what type of regulatory mechanism is more widely present to generate 
expression differences between these species during head and eye development. To this 
aim I have performed the following inter-species crosses: D. melanogaster x D. mauritiana and 
D. simulans x D. mauritiana. In each case, I have dissected and sequenced the transcriptomes 
of eye-antennal imaginal discs of mid LIII and late LIII stage larvae from the F1 hybrids of 
each of the two crosses and also from the three parental species. In order to study whether 




proportion of its organs have been described, I also sequenced the transcriptome of wing 
imaginal discs at mid LIII stage for both crosses and for all parents. 
With this data, I aim to study the extent of gene expression divergence between three 
closely related species, two more closely related (D. simulans and D. mauritiana) and one 
slightly more distantly related (D. melanogaster diverged around 2.5 million years ago from 
the other two species (Lachaise et al., 1988)). First, I want to investigate if the major 
developmental processes that govern head and eye formation that I identify in my first 
project (“New regulators governing Drosophila head development”) are conserved 
even though these species show significant morphological differences in the size of their 
eyes and face (Arif et al., 2013; Hilbrant et al., 2014; Posnien et al., 2012). If that is the case, 
I will examine if there are genes in the underlying networks that have divergent gene 
expression in these three closely related species. Ultimately, I aim to classify each gene with 
divergent gene expression according to whether changes in cis or trans are responsible for 
the difference in orthologous gene expression. This comprehensive transcriptomics analysis 
in different developing tissues of closely related Drosophila species can provide new insights 





2.5 Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila 
species 
In order to reveal the molecular and developmental basis underlying morphological 
variation, the study of closely related species can be very useful. The short divergence time 
between species can increase the resolution of evolutionary studies (True and Haag, 2001), 
making it possible to identify the underlying locus and ideally even the causative 
mutation(s) that have generated the different phenotypes that can be observed in nature. 
There are already multiple publications of such micro-evo-devo studies where the genetic 
basis of morphological variation has been identified. For example, variations in the 
regulation of the gene ultrabithorax (ubx) have been found to give rise to different trichome 
patterns in the legs of different Drosophila species (Stern, 1998) and, more recently, 
differences in the regulation of the unpaired-like (upd-like) gene have been shown to 
modulate differences in wing size and shape between Nasonia wasp species (Loehlin and 
Werren, 2012). Here my aim is to identify the genetic basis of the variation in eye size 
observed between two very closely related species, D. simulans and D. mauritiana. 
2.5.1 Eye size variation between D. mauritiana and D. simulans 
The two studied species belong to the melanogaster subgroup (subgenus Sophophora, genus 
Drosophila (Bock and Wheeler, 1972; Sturtevant, 1939)), from which members are 
distributed mostly in Africa and the Asian-Pacific region. Besides D. melanogaster, D.simulans 
is one of the most extensively studied species and it was first described in the early 20th 
century (Sturtevant, 1919). This species, as D. melanogaster, is a cosmopolitan species that 
can be found all over the world, with the only exception of it being rare in East Asia. Most 
studies in D. simulans concentrated on comparing it to D. melanogaster in terms of e.g. 
population genetics, morphology, ecology or genome organization. D. mauritiana has only 
more recently been described (Tsacas and David, 1974) and it is endemic only in the 
Mauritius island, located east from Madagascar in the Indian Ocean, where neither D. 
melanogaster nor D. simulans are usually found. D. simulans and D. mauritiana are very closely 
related, and they diverged less than 0.5 million years ago (McDermott and Kliman, 2008). 
These two species are thought to have diverged from D. melanogaster approximately 2.5 
million years ago (Lachaise et al., 1988). 
Although these two species and D. melanogaster can only be reliably distinguished by their 




described. For example, D. melanogaster has a broader cheek (face surface below the eye) 
than D. simulans (Burla, 1951) and D. mauritiana has the most dimorphic wings of the 
complete melanogaster subgroup (Gidaszewski et al., 2009). 
A recent set of studies has shown that significant differences exist also in the size of the 
eyes and face of the closely related species D. mauritiana and D. simulans (Arif et al., 2013; 
Hilbrant et al., 2014; Posnien et al., 2012). D. mauritiana has significantly larger eyes 
compared to D. simulans (Figure 2.4.A). Conversely, D. simulans has a wider face than its 
sibling species. However, analysis of these differences during development of the eye-
antennal imaginal discs indicate that these two traits are determined independently from 
each other (Arif et al., 2013). A more detailed comparison between the D. mauritiana 
TAM16 strain and D. simulans YVF strain showed that the observed differences in eye size 
are not due to a difference in the total number of ommatidia (Figure 2.4.B), but instead it is 
due to different ommatidia facet size (Figure 2.4.C).  
2.5.2 Differences in ommatidia structure 
In Posnien et al. 2012, the authors analyzed ommatidia size differences by measuring the 
area of the ommatidia facet, which is the hexagonal surface of the ommatidia (Ready et al., 
1976). This facet corresponds to the corneal lens, and it is located at the top of the 
corresponding ommatidium. This measurement is a good indicator of eye size, since larger 
facets (if the total number of ommatidia is conserved) will inevitably result in larger 
compound eyes. However, the corneal lens provides little information about the structure 
of the underlying ommatidial cells, like the pigment cells and especially the photoreceptors, 
and about their organization (Hardy, 1985; Waddington, 1961). Importantly, these facet 
size differences could be caused by differences in the length of the ommatidia, the angle in 
which they are oriented or their width. A better insight into the underlying nature for the 
observed differences in the size of the ommatidial lens from D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
can also help in the understanding of the genetic basis of this variation. 
Previous studies have imaged the inner structure of the Drosophila compound eyes using 
light microscopy, for example to study photoreceptor cluster organization (Reinke and 
Zipursky, 1988; Zheng et al., 1995) or to measure ommatidia length (Marrone et al., 2011) 
in mutant flies. This typically requires embedding of the adult heads in paraffin, resin or gel, 
followed by the very labor intensive process of micro-sectioning (Jenny, 2011; Tomlinson 
and Ready, 1987) and usually the analysis requires the use of an electron microscope. With 




is especially challenging to compare size and shape measurements, since it is difficult to 
identify comparable sections between different individuals’ heads. Furthermore, a 3D 
reconstruction from the obtained sections is not feasible, as each section is cut 
independently from the others.  
 
Figure 2.4. Eye and face size variation between D. mauritiana and D. simulans. (A) Adapted 
from Posnien et al. 2012. (B) The difference in number of ommatidia between D. mauritiana 
TAM16 and D. simulans YVF is not significantly different (Posnien et al. 2012). (C) The difference 
in the size of the ommatidia as measured by facet area is significantly larger in D. mauritiana TAM16 
compared to D. simulans YVF (Posnien et al. 2012). (D) Quantitative trait loci related to eye size 
variation (black line) and face size variation (grey line) between the species D. mauritiana TAM16 
and D. simulans YVF. Figure taken from Arif et al. 2013. 
Here I have used a straightforward method to obtain high resolution images of the interior 
of intact Drosophila heads using confocal laser-scanning microscopy (McGurk et al., 2007; 
Smolla et al., 2014). This method consists of a complete clearing of all cuticular structures 
to make the interior accessible to the laser beam. Afterwards, cuticular structures inside the 
head can be imagined by virtue of their auto-fluorescence (Haug et al., 2011; Klaus et al., 
2003). My purpose was to image the interior of the head of both D. simulans YVF and D. 
mauritiana TAM16 adult flies to take precise measurements of the ommatidia structure and 
compare these between the two species. First, I wanted to confirm the observed 
differences between ommatidia facet size and additionally I aimed to investigate if other 




2.5.3 A quantitative trait locus (QTL) correlates with eye size variation 
Quantitative traits are those that show a continuous variation across populations and are 
likely to be controlled by multiple genes (Falconer and Mackay, 1995). Organ size is a clear 
quantitative trait since spatial measurements of any kind typically range in a continuous 
scale of values. Between closely related species a common method to identify causative 
mutations is quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping. QTL analyses aim to identify the 
genetic basis of the variation in a trait by determining the genomic regions that are 
significantly linked together with a specific phenotype (Liu, 1998; Lynch and Walsh, 1998). 
This methodology depends on the availability of polymorphic molecular markers and the 
recent advances in molecular genetics techniques (Borevitz and Chory, 2004) has allowed 
the spread of high precision QTL analyses, mainly in the field of agriculture and farming 
(e.g. Baack et al., 2008; Frary et al., 2000; Hayes and Goddard, 2001), but also in medical, 
ecological and evolutionary studies (Cheverud and Routman, 1993; Erickson et al., 2004). 
However, this method usually identifies many different loci or very large genomic regions, 
so that the biggest challenge is to afterwards be able to identify the underlying causative 
polymorphism(s). 
Here I have focused on the identification of the genetic causes of the variation in eye size 
between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF. Recent data has identified different 
quantitative trait loci in the genome of D. simulans that are strongly associated with variation 
in compound eye size (Figure 2.4.D) (Arif et al., 2013). Using a combination of visible and 
molecular markers, different rounds of D. mauritiana x D. simulans crosses and F1 back 
crosses were performed, followed by genotyping and phenotyping procedures to identify 
the region(s) in the genome that is/are significantly correlated with eye size differences. 
This analysis identified a region on the X chromosome as being highly associated with 
larger eyes (Figure 2.4.D, peak in black line). A second region with significant but with 
lower association score was identified in the 2nd chromosome. Interestingly, the loci 
significantly associated with face size (Figure 2.4.D, grey line) are different to the ones 
associated with eye size, supporting the developmental data that eye and face develop 
independently from each other (Arif et al., 2013). 
Chromosomal introgression was also performed by Arif et al. 2013. This experiment 
confirmed that when D. simulans YVF had the identified X chromosome QTL region 
corresponding to D. mauritiana TAM16 genome, its eyes were bigger. The identification and 
usage of additional molecular markers allowed to increase the mapping resolution of this 




8.5 Kb on the D. simulans X chromosome (genome assembly from Hu et al., 2013; Dr. 
Maria Santos Nunes, Oxford Brookes University, UK, unpublished results). Unfortunately, 
this region presents a high gene density and contains a total of 81 coding genes. At the start 
of my work, all these genes were putative candidate genes to be causing the observed 
differences in eye size between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF. In order to 
reduce this list of candidate genes, I and Dr. Isabel Almudi (Oxford Brookes University, 
UK) performed several unbiased analyses to determine the genes that are more likely to be 
responsible for the observed eye size differences. 
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3 Materials and Methods 
3.1 Fly strains, culture and crosses 
Flies were kept on standard food at 25°C and 12h:12h dark:light cycle if not stated 
otherwise.  
The Drosophila species used were D. melanogaster (OregonR), D. mauritiana (TAM16, 
collected in Mauritius in 2007 (Nolte et al., 2013)) and D. simulans (yellow vermillion forked, 
YVF; DSSC, University of California, San Diego, Stock no.14021-0251.146).  
3.1.1.1 UAS/Gal4 crosses 
For the Hunchback study I used the following fly lines: UAS-hbdsRNA (Bloomington Stock 
Center #34704), hb-Gal4 (Vienna Tile library (Pfeiffer et al., 2008) VT038543, VT038544 
and VT038545), UAS-hb (Bloomington Stock Center #8503), repo-Gal4/TM6B (kindly 
provided by Dr. Marion Sillies), UAS-stinger-GFP (nGFP) ((Barolo et al., 2000) kindly 
provided by Dr. Gerd Vorbrüggen), UAS-mCD8:GFP,UAS-H2B:RFP (kindly provided by 
the Wodarz Lab). Prof. Dr. Christian Klämbt kindly provided moody-Gal4 (Schwabe et al., 
2005), Mz97-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995) and c527-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995). From Bloomington 
Stock Center I obtained all the lines expressing Gal4 under control of regulatory regions of 
the Hb putative target genes: brk-Gal4 (#53707), CadN-Gal4 (#49660), Dl-Gal4 (#45495), 
Fas2-Gal4 (#48471), kni-Gal4 (#50246), rho-Gal4 (#49379), robo3-Gal4 (#41256), Sox21b-
Gal4 (#39803) and Src64B-Gal4 (#49780). Additionally, I also used Mef2-Gal4 (#25756). 
For the study on eye size variation I used the following lines: UAS-CG1885dsRNA 
(Bloomington Stock Center, #51786), UAS-SptrdsRNA (VDRC (Dietzl et al., 2007), 
17018/GD), GMR-Gal4 (Freeman, 1996) and UAS-dicer (Bloomington Stock Center, 
#36510).  
All crosses were performed with an approximate ratio of 4:3 female:male flies. Crosses 
were always provided with additional yeast and were kept at 12h:12h dark:light cycle and 
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3.1.1.2 hbts cross 
hbts1, rsd1/TM3, Sb1 flies (Bloomington Stock Center #1753) were crossed to hb12, st1, 
e1/TM3, Sb1 flies (Bloomington Stock Center #1755) to generate a hbts1/hb12 stock. This line 
was kept at 18°C and constant light and larvae were only transferred to the restrictive 
temperature (28°C) for the loss of function experiments. 
3.1.1.3 Inter-species crosses 
400 D. melanogaster OreR or D. simulans YVF virgin females were crossed to 300 D. 
mauritiana TAM16 males respectively. 
3.1.1.4 Dissections 
Dissection time points are expressed as hours after egg lying (AEL) when eggs and larvae 
develop at 25°C. 72h AEL corresponds to late LII stage and 120h corresponds to late LIII 
stage (wandering larvae). These stages corresponded well in the three studied species. Mid 
LIII stage was defined as the time point when the morphogenetic furrow is located in the 
middle of the retinal field (analysis performed by Dr. Isabel Almudi, Oxford Brookes 
University, Oxford, UK). Only in D. simulans the advance of the differentiation wave was 
found to be slightly slower than the other two species. Therefore we dissected at 96h AEL 
in D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana but at 98h AEL in D. simulans. However, throughout 
this manuscript, this time point is referred to as “96h AEL”.  
3.2 Immunohistochemistry 
Antibody stainings were performed using standard procedures (Klein, 2008). Larvae were 
dissected in cold PBS solution and eye-antennal imaginal discs were dissected (together 
with the mouth parts and brain to facilitate the washing steps and to better preserve their 
integrity). All following steps were done in a rocking plate at room temperature. The 
dissected tissue was incubated in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 25 minutes, followed 
by three washes with PBS + 0.3% Triton-X (PBT) and incubation in blocking solution (5% 
goat serum + 5% sheep serum in PBT) for 30 minutes. After that, the tissue was incubated 
with the corresponding primary antibodies for 90 minutes, followed by three more washes 
with PBT and incubation in blocking solution for 30 minutes. Next, the tissue was 
incubated with the corresponding secondary antibodies and/or Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin 
(Life Technologies, used at 1:100), then washed two times with PBT and then incubated 
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with DAPI (Carl Roth) for 10 minutes. The tissue was washed once more with PBT and 
after that with PBS, and finally transferred to mounting medium (80% glycerol + 4% n-
propyl gallate in PBS) and left over-night at 4°C. The next day the tissue with mounting 
medium was transferred to a microscope slide and the discs were separated from the 
mouth parts and from the brain if necessary. Pictures were taken on a Zeiss LSM-510 
confocal laser scanning microscope. 
Antibodies used: rabbit α-Repo ((von Hilchen et al., 2013), 1:1000), guinea-pig α-Hb 
((Kosman et al., 1998) , 1:50), rabbit α-Hb (kind gift from Prof. Chris Q. Doe, 1:100), Cy3-
α-HRP (kind gift from M Göpfert, 1:300), goat α-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, 
1:1000), goat α-rabbit Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen, 1:100) and goat α-guinea-pig Alexa 
Fluor 555 (Invitrogen, 1:1000). 
3.3 Blood-eye barrier assay 
The integrity of the blood-eye barrier of hunchback knock-down flies was studied following 
the protocol from (Pinsonneault et al., 2011). moody-Gal4 virgin females were crossed with 
UAS-hbdsRNA males at 28°C. UAS-hbdsRNA flies were used as control and also raised at 28°C. 
2-3 day old adults from these crosses were injected in the abdomen (Figure 4.1.14B) with 
3-5 kDa FITC dextran (Sigma-Aldrich) (0.3 µl the females and 0.2 µl the males of 25 
mg/ml solution). Animals were allowed to recover in fresh food over-night. Only surviving 
animals were scored. Dye penetrance in each eye was assessed qualitatively using a LEICA 
M205 FA fluorescent stereo microscope.  
3.4 In situ hybridization 
3.4.1.1 Molecular cloning 
I cloned and performed in situ hybridization of 5 of the 14 reported candidate genes (see 
Results), namely CG10958, CG1632, Sptr, sni and CG1885. The remaining candidate genes 
were analyzed by Dr. Isabel Almudi, at the time member of the Research Group of Prof. 
Alistair McGregor in Oxford Brookes University (Oxford, UK). 
D. simulans and D. mauritiana genomes were annotated as described in (Torres-Oliva et al. in 
revision). Annotated gene sequences of each pair of orthologs (Appendix 7.4) was aligned 
using MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002). Primer3Plus software (Untergasser et al., 2007) was 
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used to design primers in a region with the minimal number of mismatches between the 
two species (Table 3.1). RNA was extracted from D. simulans LIII wandering larvae using 
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and cDNA was synthesized using RevertAid First Strand cDNA 
Synthesis Kit (ThermoScientific). All genes were cloned into pCRII vector (Invitrogen) 
using standard techniques. Clones were sent for sequencing to LGC Genomics and the 
sequences were confirmed by local blastn to D. simulans reciprocally re-annotated 
transcriptome (Torres-Oliva et al. in revision). 





























* similarity of the cloned sequence between D. simulans and D. mauritiana. 
3.4.1.2 Probe synthesis 
PCR was performed to amplify the correct fragments from the pCRII vector using M13 
(GTAAAACGACGGCCAGTG) and M13 reverse (GGAAACAGCTATGACCAT) 
primers. The antisense in situ probes were then synthesized by in vitro transcription using 
Dig labeling mix (Roche) and T7 or Sp6 Polymerase (Roche) following the manufacturer’s 
protocol.  
3.4.1.3 Staining 
D. simulans and D. mauritiana larvae were dissected at 120h AEL in PBS on ice. Discs 
attached to mouth parts were collected in an Eppendorf tube with ice-cold PBS for no 
longer than 20 minutes, when the PBS was replaced with 4% paraformaldehyde and 
incubated for 20 minutes on a rocking plate at room temperature. The tissue was washed 
three times with PBT (PBS + 0.1% Tween20) for 20 minutes. The following steps were 
performed at 65ºC. The tissue was incubated in a 1:1 solution of PBT:Solution B (50% 
formamide + 5x saline-sodium citrate buffer + 0.1% Tween20) for 10 minutes, followed by 
two times 10 minutes in Solution B. Tissue was then pre-incubated for 10 minutes in 
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Solution A (100 µg/ml denatured herring sperm DNA + 50 µg/ml heparin in Solution B) 
followed by a 1h incubation in Solution A. The DIG-labelled probe was then diluted in 
Solution A (0.5 µl of probe in 100 µl Solution A) and hybridized over-night. The tissue was 
then rinsed in a graded series of Solution B:PBT (3:1, 1:1, 1:3). The tubes were transferred 
back to room temperature for the following steps. The tissue was washed two times for 20 
minutes in PBT and subsequently incubated 20 minutes in blocking solution (0.14 g 
albumin fraction V + 280 µl sheep serum + 280 µl goat serum in PBT) and then incubated 
for 90 minutes with the anti-DIG antibody (1:2000 in blocking solution, Sigma-Aldrich). 
After that, the tissue was washed three times in PBT for 20 minutes and then rinsed with 
AP buffer (100 mM NaCl + 500 mM MgCl2 + 100 mM Tris-HCl at pH 9.5 + 0.1% 
Tween20) three times for 5 minutes. Finally, the reaction mix (4,5 µl NBT + 3,5 µ BCIP + 
1 ml AP buffer-tween) was added and the discs were transferred to a block dish to control 
the staining. The discs were stained for approximately 3h depending on the probe. Note 
that stainings for the same gene were stopped at the same time in the two species. The 
reaction was stopped by washing three times with PBT and then the mounting medium 
(80% glycerol) was added. Discs were then transferred to a microscope slide and prepared 
by separating them from the mouth parts. Pictures were taken with a Zeiss Axioplan 2 
microscope.    
3.5 Optical sectioning of Drosophila heads 
Fly heads were cleared following the protocol from (Smolla et al., 2014). D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana flies were raised separately at 25°C in 12h:12h light:dark cycle. 5 days old flies 
were anesthetized with CO2, their heads cut and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde and left 
over-night at 4°C. Second left legs of each individual were also dissected and kept on sticky 
tape to estimate whole body size. Heads were washed three times with PBT and then 
transferred to 15% H2O2 solution to remove eye pigmentation. After 5 days the 
depigmented heads were washed 3 times with PBS and then dehydrated in a graded ethanol 
series (50%, 70%, 90%, 95% and three times 100%). Finally, heads were cleared in methyl-
salicylate. Cleared heads were mounted on microscope slides facing up and covered with 
cover slides using modelling clay spacers and applying no pressure to prevent flattening. 
Pictures were taken on a Zeiss LSM-510 confocal laser scanning microscope with 488 nm 
emission light (argon laser) using a 20x (0.5 NA) dry objective and 0.8 zoom. Heads were 
scanned from top to bottom in 50 sections, of approximately 5 µm each. Head 
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reconstruction from the 50 sections was made using AMIRA 3D software v4.5.4 (FEI 
Company, Berlin, Germany). 
Measurements were taken on the central section of the heads for both species. To make 
sure that the section was the same in all individuals, the first section where the lamina was 
clearly visible beginning from the dorsal side was selected and used to take all 
measurements (Figure 4.4.3B). Measurements were made with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). 
For ommatidia length (from the base of the ommatidia and from the base of the lens) and 
ommatidia width (from the pseudocones and from the lens), the measurement was taken 
for the 5 central ommatidia of each analyzed eye and the mean of these 5 measurements 
was used. To correct for body size, the residuals of the linear regression between the 
measured trait and the length of the tibia of the second left leg were eventually compared. 
T-test was applied to determine if the differences between species were significant.  
3.6 RNA-seq and bioinformatics analysis 
3.6.1.1 RNA extraction and sequencing 
RNA-seq of Drosophila larval imaginal discs was performed for all the described projects, 
but using different stages (72h AEL, 96h AEL and/or 120h AEL), tissues (mostly eye-
antennal imaginal discs but also wing imaginal discs) and species (D. melanogaster, D. simulans 
and/or D. mauritiana) and different analysis pipelines according to the biological question I 
wanted to answer (Table 3.2). The procedures for sample preparation and sequencing were 
the same in all cases (if not stated otherwise) and are described here first. The project-
specific details and analysis steps are described below for each section. The description of 
the methods for the reciprocal (re)-annotation of closely related species’ genomes is 
included in the respective manuscript (section 4.2). 
Table 3.2. Summary of RNA-seq samples.  
Species Stage Tissue Sex Type Project* 
D. melanogaster 72h eye male+female SE 50 bp A, C 
 96h eye female SE 50 bp A, C 
 120h eye female SE 50 bp A, B, C 
 96h wing male+female SE 50 bp C 
D. mauritiana 72h eye male+female PE 100 bp C 
 96h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 120h eye female PE 100 bp B, C, D 
 120h eye female SE 50 bp B, C 
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 96h wing male+female SE 50 bp C 
D. simulans 72h eye male+female PE 100 bp C 
 96h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 120h eye female PE 100 bp B, C, D 
 96h wing male+female SE 50 bp C 
D. melanogaster x D. mauritiana 96h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 120h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 96h wing male+female SE 50 bp C 
D. simulans x D. mauritiana 96h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 120h eye female SE 50 bp C 
 96h wing male+female SE 50 bp C 
*A: New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head development; B: Torres-Oliva et al. in revision; C: 
Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila species; D: Eye size variation between two closely 
related Drosophila species. “SE”: single-end reads; “PE”: paired-end reads. 
Parental flies were raised at 25ºC and 12h:12h dark:light cycle for at least two generations 
and their eggs were collected in 1h windows. Freshly hatched LI larvae were transferred 
into fresh vials in density-controlled conditions (30 freshly hatched LI larvae per vial). At 
the required time point, either only female larvae (for the 96h and 120h eye-antennal 
imaginal disc samples) or male and female larvae (for the 72h eye-antennal imaginal disc 
samples and the 96h wing disc samples) were dissected and eye-antennal/wing discs were 
stored in RNALater (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands). We dissected 40-50 discs for the 120h 
samples, 80-90 discs for the 96h samples and 120-130 discs for the 72h samples. We 
generated three biological replicates for each sample type. This procedure was performed 
by Dr. Isabel Almudi (Oxford Brookes University, UK), the Master students Elisa 
Buchberger and Melissa Jüds and me.  
The following steps were performed by the Transcriptome and Genome Analysis 
Laboratory (TAL) in Göttingen. Total RNA was isolated using the Trizol (Invitrogen, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) method according to the 
manufacturer’s recommendations and the samples were DNAseI (Sigma, St. Louis, 
Missouri, USA) treated in order to remove DNA contamination. RNA quality was 
determined using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 
USA) microfluidic electrophoresis. Only samples with comparable RNA integrity numbers 
were selected for sequencing. 
Library preparation for RNA-seq was performed using the TruSeq RNA Sample 
Preparation Kit (Illumina, catalog ID RS-122-2002) starting from 500 ng of total RNA. 
Accurate quantitation of cDNA libraries was performed using the QuantiFluor™dsDNA 
System (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). The size range of final cDNA libraries was 
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determined applying the DNA 1000 chip on the Bioanalyzer 2100 from Agilent (280 bp). 
cDNA libraries were amplified and sequenced using cBot and HiSeq 2000 (Illumina): only 
D. simulans and D. mauritiana 120h eye-antennal imaginal disc samples were sequenced as 
paired-end (PE) reads (2 x 100 bp), all the rest of samples were sequenced in single-end 
(SE) reads (1 x 50 bp). Sequence images were transformed to bcl files using the software 
BaseCaller (Illumina). The bcl files were demultiplexed to fastq files with CASAVA 
(version 1.8.2). 
3.6.1.2 Quality control 
I carried out quality control analysis using FastQC software (version 0.10.1, Babraham 
Bioinformatics). I identified a number of samples coming from the same lane with a peak 
of N bases in the same position, probably a product of the presence of bubbles in the 
sequencing plate. These samples were re-sequenced and this phenomenon disappeared. All 
samples had Phred quality score >Q10 and only few had <Q20. Following recently 
published guidelines (Macmanes, 2014; Williams et al., 2016) I did not trim these bases, but 
instead relied on the aligner software to make the quality call. 
At present, only the samples used in Torres-Oliva et al. (in revision) (D. melanogaster 120h 
(SE 50 bp), D. mauritiana 120h (SE 50 bp and PE 100 bp) and D. simulans 120h (PE 100 
bp)) have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) and 
are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE76252 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE76252). 
3.6.2 New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head 
development 
The RNA-seq reads used for this analysis were D. melanogaster OregonR eye-antennal 
imaginal discs at 72h AEL, 96h AEL and 120h AEL (all SE 50 bp, 3 biological replicates 
for each stage). I downloaded the transcript sequences (only CDS) of D. melanogaster (r5.55) 
from FlyBase and used a python script (kindly provided by Nicola Palmieri (University of 
Veterinary Medicine, Vienna)) to extract only the longest transcript per gene. This 
sequences were used as reference to map the reads using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 
2012) with parameters –very-sensitive-local –N 1. The number of reads mapping 
to each transcript were summarized using the command idxstats from SAMtools v0.1.19 
(Li et al., 2009). 
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3.6.2.1 Differential expression analysis and GO term enrichment 
For each pair-wise comparison (72h vs. 96h and 96h vs. 120h) HTSFilter (Rau et al., 2013) 
was used with default parameters to filter out genes with very low expression in all samples. 
For the remaining genes in each pair-wise comparison, differential expression was 
calculated using DESeq2 v1.2.7. with default parameters (design = ~ time) (Love et al., 
2014a). Gene Ontology (GO) terms enrichment analysis for Biological Process was 
performed with GO TermFinder (Boyle et al., 2004) with default parameters. Only the first 
non-redundant terms were plotted. 
3.6.2.2 Expression clusters 
In this analysis, the count data for the three time points (72h, 96h and 120h AEL) was used. 
HTSFilter (Rau et al., 2013) was again used to discard lowly expressed genes across all 
samples. The function PoisMixClusWrapper from the library HTSCluster (Rau et al., 
2015) was applied on the rest of genes with the parameters: gmin=1, gmax=25, 
lib.type=”DESeq”. Genes with predicted MAP < 99% were discarded. For the plots, the 
variance stabilizing transformation from DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) library was used to 
normalize the background read count of the genes belonging to each cluster. 
The GO terms enriched in each cluster of genes were obtained with the plugin BiNGO 
(Maere et al., 2005) in Cytoscape v3.1.1 (Cline et al., 2007) in batch mode and default 
parameters. Only the first four non-redundant terms are reported. The dataset with all 
known genetic interactions among Drosophila genes was downloaded from DroID (data 
version 2014_10) (Murali et al., 2011). Networks of genetic interactions between genes of 
each cluster were constructed with Cytoscape. 
The transcription factors enriched to regulate the genes of each cluster were obtained with 
i-cisTarget method (Herrmann et al., 2012) with the following parameters: dm3 assembly, 
only “TF binding sites”, 5 Kb upstream and full transcript as mapping region, 0.4 as 
minimum fraction of overlap, 3.0 as NES threshold and 0.01 ROC threshold. 
3.6.2.3 Targets analysis 
From Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BDTNP) site (Li et al., 2008), I 
downloaded BED files for the Hb (anti-Hb (antibody 2), stage 9) ChIP-chip experiment 
(Symmetric-null test and 1% FDR cutoff). The LiftOver tool from UCSC Browser (Kent et 
al., 2002) was used to transform the dm2 coordinates into the dm3 assembly. The closest 
gene to each ChIP-chip interval was identified with the script annotatePeaks.pl from 
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the HOMER suite of tools (Heinz et al., 2010). I confirmed that the regulatory regions of 
the identified genes were enriched for the Hb motif with the script findMotifGenome.pl 
from the same suite. I checked then in which of the closest genes to the ChIP-chip 
intervals the Hb motif (searched as matrix) could be identified using again the script 
annotatePeaks.pl with the parameters tss –size -1000,1000 –m motif_matrix. 
The genes with at least one instance of the motif were selected as Hb high confident 
targets.  
3.6.3 Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila species 
All reads summarized in Table 3.2 were used for this analysis. These samples were obtained 
from different dissections at different days (October 2012, August 2013 and November 
2015). The use of different sequencing types corresponds to these different experiments: in 
October 2012 we generated PE 100 bp reads and in the other experiments SE 50 bp. 
Before the mapping step, PE 100 bp reads were converted into SE 50 bp by splitting the 
reads in half and merging right and left reads into a single file. 
To analyze the possible bias due to sequencing type, a matrix with the count values for the 
parental samples (eye-antennal imaginal discs at 72h, 96h and 120h AEL) of the three 
species was normalized using normalizeQuantiles from the limma package (Ritchie et 
al., 2015), then log transformed and plotMDS from the same package was used on the 
resulting matrix. 
3.6.3.1 Differential expression between stages of three Drosophila species 
The reciprocally re-annotated references described in Torres-Oliva et al. (in revision) were 
used to map the species-specific reads. Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) was used 
to map the reads to each reference (–very-sensitive-local –N 1) and the idxstats 
command from SAMtools v0.1.19 (Li et al., 2009) was used to summarize the number of 
mapped reads. 
HTSFilter (Rau et al., 2013) was used to discard lowly expressed genes across all samples. 
On the rest of genes, HTSCluster (Rau et al., 2015) was applied to cluster genes by 
expression pattern with the function PoisMixClusWrapper with the parameters: gmin=1, 
gmax=25, lib.type=”DESeq”. The genes in clusters 1 and 2 were separated and re-
clustered using the same parameters (see Results). Clusters 3 to 8 and all subclusters 
(resulting from the clustering of genes in clusters 1 and 2) were introduced to BiNGO 
(Maere et al., 2005) to identify enriched GO Terms and to i-cisTarget (Herrmann et al., 
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2012) to identify transcription factors enriched as regulators of the genes in each cluster 
(parameters: only “TF binding sites”, 5 Kb upstream and full transcript as mapping region, 
0.4 as minimum fraction of overlap, 4.0 as NES threshold and 0.01 ROC threshold).  
The count data for all the samples (eye-antennal imaginal discs at 72h, 96h and 120h AEL) 
was also analyzed for differential gene expression using DESeq2 v.1.2.7 (Love et al., 2014a), 
specifying design = ~ species + time in the DESeqDataSetFromMatrix function. 
The order of the levels of the time factor was specified to be 72h, 96h, 120h, so that 
the calculated variation was between 72h and 120h. The 1,000 most differentially expressed 
genes (defined by lowest p-adjusted values) were selected and their normalized counts 
values obtained (see above: normalizeQuantiles). The distances between each gene 
(row) were calculated with the dist function (R Core Team, 2015) (method = 
“euclidean”) and then hierarchical clustering analysis was performed with the hclust 
function (method = “complete”). The resulting dendrogram was used to separate the 
data into 8 clusters with the function cutree (k = 8). Finally, the results were plotted with 
the heatmap.2 function. The genes belonging to each cluster were analyzed with the i-
cisTarget method (Herrmann et al., 2012) as described in section 3.6.2.2. 
3.6.3.2 Differential expression between species 
For this analysis, the same raw counts were used as in the previous section. However, nine 
pair-wise analyses were performed, one between each pair of species for each time point 
using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) with default parameters (design = ~ species). 
Afterwards the complete dataset (3 species, 3 time points) was analyzed with DESeq2 using 
design = ~ time + species. The order of the levels of the species factor was specified 
to be D. mel, D. mau, D. sim, so that the calculated variation was between D. 
melanogaster and D. simulans. The same procedure as described previously was followed to 
cluster the 1,000 most differentially expressed genes into 8 clusters. In i-cisTarget, the 
collection of PWMs was searched for enrichment as well as the collection of ChIP-chip 
experiments for transcription factor enrichment.  
3.6.3.3 Generation of strain-specific references 
To generate strain specific genomes, first genomic high throughput data was obtained for 
the strains of interest: D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF reads were kindly 
provided by Dr. Alistair McGregor (PE 72 bp, generated with Illumina GenomeAnalyzer 
IIx, unpublished) and D. melanogaster OreR reads were downloaded from the Sequence 
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Read Archive using the SRA toolkit v2.5.2 (experiment SRX671606, run SRR1538754, PE 
125 bp, generated with Illumina GenomeAnalyzer IIx by the Baylor College of Medicine as 
part of the modENCODE project). Reads were trimmed using the script trim-fastq.pl 
from the PoPoolation software v1.2.2. (Kofler et al., 2011) with parameters –quality-
threshold 18 –min-length 50. Trimmed reads were aligned to the corresponding 
published genome: OreR reads were mapped to the reference D. melanogaster M36 genome 
r5.55 (Tweedie et al., 2009), D. mauritiana TAM16 reads were mapped to the published D. 
mauritiana MS17 genome (Nolte et al., 2013) and D. simulans YVF reads were mapped to the 
reference D. simulans w501 genome (Hu et al., 2013). Reads were mapped using the aln 
command from BWA v0.7.5 (Li and Durbin, 2009) with parameters -l 150 –o 2 –d 12 
–e 12 –n 0.01, followed by the sampe command from the same program. SAMtools 
v0.1.19 (Li et al., 2009) was used to discard reads that did not map unambiguously or that 
were not correctly paired (view –q 20 –F 0x0008 | view –F 0x0004 | view –f 
0x0002). To exclude possible contamination, the genomes of Wolbachia (Genebank 
accession number NC 006833.1), Acetobacter pasteurianus (AP011121.1) and Lactobacilus 
plantarum (AL935263.2) (all downloaded from NCBI) were also used as references and 
reads mapping to them were discarded. The mpileup command from SAMtools was used 
to list all the variants (single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions and deletions 
(INDELs)) between the reference genomes and the specific strains used in this study. A 
python script kindly provided by Dr. Martin Kapun (University of Lausanne, Switzerland) 
was used to replace the high confidence variants present in the strain-specific genome in 
the reference genomes (mpileup_parse.py –base-quality-threshold 20 –
coverage-threshold 5,20). 
The strain-specific genomes were reciprocally re-annotated as described in Torres-Oliva et 
al. (in revision) but using the longest D. melanogaster full transcript sequences (instead of 
CDS sequences) in order to include UTR regions (r5.55, downloaded from the FlyBase 
site). 
The references for the D. simulans x D. mauritiana F1 hybrids analysis were not specific 
enough (see Results, section 4.3.3.1) and a second round of re-assembly was applied, in this 
case using the parental RNA-seq reads in the strain-specific, reciprocally re-annotated 
transcripts set (described in the previous paragraph). Reads from the first replicate of our D. 
simulans YVF 96h (eye-antennal and wing discs) and 120h eye-antennal imaginal disc 
samples were concatenated and mapped against the generated YVF transcript set; in 
parallel, reads from the first replicate of my D. mauritiana TAM16 96h (eye-antennal and 
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wing discs) and 120h eye-antennal imaginal disc samples were concatenated and mapped 
against the generated TAM16 transcript set. Reads were aligned using BWA with 
parameters -l 150 –o 2 –d 12 –e 12 –n 0.01, followed by the samse command. 
SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) was used to keep only the unambiguously mapped reads (view 
–F 0x0004). The detected SNPs and INDELs were summarized with the mpileup 
command from SAMtools. Since in RNA-seq experiments coverage depends on gene 
expression and it can be extremely high, the python script from Dr. Martin Kapun was 
modified not to require a maximum coverage value. 
To check if the number of SNPs between species increased with the newly generated 
references, mismatches in the original published references and in the corresponding newly 
generated strain-specific references were detected with blastn between orthologous genes.  
3.6.3.4 Detection of allele-specific expression and inference of regulation type  
For this analysis, RNA-seq reads from the parental samples were mapped to the 
corresponding species reference. In contrast, in order to detect allele-specific expression, 
RNA-seq reads from the F1 hybrid individuals were mapped to a combined reference of 
both parental species (Figure 3.1). 
To map the reads to the corresponding references, Bowtie v1.0.0 (Langmead et al., 2009) 
was used for all samples. This version (instead of Bowtie2) was preferred due to the 
available –best –strata mode, which classifies the read alignments in different “strata”, 
according to the number of mismatches. This is of key importance in the analysis of reads 
coming from F1 hybrid animals, since one can only allow the reads to be reported as 
mapped if there is only one best possible alignment, meaning that at least one 
polymorphism differentiates the reference sequence between the two parental species at 
that position. The reads from parental samples were mapped to the species-specific 
reference transcriptomes, i.e. reads from D. simulans YVF were mapped to the newly 
generated RNA-seq-based YVF reference, D. melanogaster OreR reads were mapped to the 
newly generated DNA-seq-based OreR reference and D. mauritiana were mapped twice 
independently: for the comparison with D. melanogaster, the reads were mapped to the first 
version of the TAM16 specific reference (based on DNA-seq), and for the comparison 
with D. simulans, the reads were mapped to the RNA-seq-based version of the TAM16 
specific reference. For the comparison between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana, the 
Bowtie parameters used were –S —best—strata -v 1 -m 1, where the option –v 1 
allows one mismatch between the mapped read and the reference sequence; since these two 
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species showed enough differentiating polymorphisms, this option can increase the number 
of mapped reads. However, for the comparison between D. simulans and D. mauritiana, the 
Bowtie parameters used were –S —best—strata -v 0 -m 1, where no mismatch is 
allowed in order to increase specificity. The reads from hybrid samples were mapped to a 
reference that contained the sequences of both parental species, to represent the two 
possible alleles. In this FASTA file, the header of each allele included a label to indicate the 
corresponding species. Reads from D. melanogaster x D. mauritiana hybrids were mapped 
with Bowtie with parameters –S —best—strata -v 1 -m 1, and reads from D. simulans x 
D. mauritiana hybrids were mapped with parameters –S —best—strata -v 0 -m 1. Read 
counts were summarized with the command idxstats from SAMtools (Li et al., 2009).  
 
Figure 3.1. Mapping of parental and hybrid reads. Parental reads are mapped to the species-
specific reference (panels on the left). Reads from the hybrid individuals are mapped to a reference 
that contains the reference of both parents (panels on the right). Polymorphisms that distinguish 
the reference from each species are used to map the reads to the correct allele. Only reads that map 
uniquely to one of the two alleles are kept. (A) and (B) show examples of the analysis of a gene 
with divergent expression levels, which is higher expressed in D. mauritiana individuals. (A) If the D. 
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mauritiana allele is also higher expressed than the D. melanogaster allele in hybrid individuals, it means 
that the expression divergence is due to variation in the cis regulatory region of the gene. (B) If the 
D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster alleles are equally expressed in the hybrid individuals, it means that 
the divergent expression detected in the parents is due to variation in upstream factors (trans).   
The analysis of regulatory divergence was performed in R v3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2015). 
Differential expression between the parental samples (D. melanogaster vs. D. mauritiana and 
D. simulans vs. D. mauritiana) was analyzed with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) and default 
parameters (design = ~ species). The count-tags from the hybrid samples were first 
split according to which of the two parental species’ allele they corresponded to (using the 
label present in the headers). Then an allele-specific differential expression analysis was 
carried out with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) with default parameters. The overLapper 
function from systemPipeR library (Girke, 2015) was used to identify the overlap of genes 
differentially expressed in the parental and/or in the hybrids. Genes not differentially 
expressed between parental species nor hybrids were considered to have conserved 
expression; genes differentially expressed in the parents and in the hybrids with the same 
species having higher expression in both cases were considered to have divergent 
expression because of variation in cis (Figure 3.1A); genes differentially expressed in the 
parents but not in the hybrids were considered to be divergent because of variation in trans 
(Figure 3.1B); genes differentially expressed in the parents and in the hybrids but in 
opposite direction were considered to have cis x trans regulation; genes differentially 
expressed in the hybrids but with conserved expression in the parental species were 
considered to have compensatory regulation (McManus et al., 2010; Wittkopp et al., 2004). 
3.6.4 Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila species 
The RNA-seq reads used for this analysis were D. simulans YVF and D. mauritiana TAM16 
eye-antennal imaginal discs at 120h AEL (Table 3.2). All samples were PE 100 bp and, 
prior to mapping, were converted into SE 50 bp by splitting the reads in half and merging 
right and left reads into a single file. Reads were mapped to reciprocally re-annotated 
(Torres-Oliva et al. in revision) strain-specific references (generated in Oxford Brookes 
University, unpublished) using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) (–very-
sensitive-local –N 1) and the total number of reads mapping to each transcript 
were obtained with the command idxstats from SAMtools v0.1.19 (Li et al., 2009). 
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3.6.4.1 Differential expression analysis  
Genes with less than 1 read per million reads in at least 4 samples were filtered out before 
starting the differential expression analysis. Differential expression analysis was performed 
with two programs with default parameters: edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) and DESeq 
(Anders and Huber, 2010). Although an improved version of DESeq (namely DESeq2) is 
currently available, this analysis was performed in 2013, when the new software was not yet 
published. The candidates that were later tested were based on this initial analysis; therefore 
I report here the results for DESeq (first version) although in the other sections of the 
Thesis I have used DESeq2. 
3.6.4.2 Analysis of coding sequence identity 
The genomic references of each strain (generated in Oxford Brookes University, 
unpublished) were annotated using the longest transcript isoform (only CDS) from D. 
melanogaster r5.55. For this annotation, Exonerate v2.2 (Slater and Birney, 2005) was used 
with parameters—model est2genome—softmasktarget yes—bestn 1 --minintron 
20 --maxintron 20000. The species-specific transcript sequence of the genes on the 
QTL region which are expressed in eye-antennal imaginal discs (76 genes) were obtained 
from these annotations. Geneious v6.0.6 (Kearse et al., 2012) was used to translate the 







4.1 New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head 
development 
4.1.1 Differentially expressed genes during head development 
To identify the genes expressed during D. melanogaster eye-antennal imaginal disc 
development and their expression dynamics, I performed RNA-seq on this tissue at three 
relevant larval stages: 72h AEL (late LII; before the process of photoreceptor 
differentiation has started in the eye disc), 96h AEL (mid LIII; when the morphogenetic 
furrow is in the middle of the retinal field) and 120h AEL (late LIII; at the end of 
morphogenetic furrow progression). 
Figure 4.1.1. Multidimensional scaling plot of D. melanogaster samples. The 9 studied 
samples are represented with a label “OreR” + time point. Labels are color coded according to the 
corresponding time point. (A) First two dimensions separating the 9 samples from the three stages 
(three replicates per stage). (B) First two dimensions separating 96h and 120h samples. 72h samples 
are removed from the analysis. 
I sequenced three biological replicates of each time point, and once the reads had been 
mapped to the D. melanogaster reference, I analyzed the count matrices by multidimensional 
scaling clustering (Fig. 4.1.1A). Dimension 1 clearly separates the 72h replicates from the 
later stages indicating that the largest difference in gene expression is between LII eye discs 
(72h) and LIII eye discs (96h and 120h). Dimension 2 separates samples 96h A and B from 
120h B. However, samples 96h C, 120h A and 120h C cluster together. This scaling 




likely that the genes varying between 72h and the other two time points are not changing 
much between 96h and 120h. Therefore, I repeated the analysis without the 72h samples 
(Fig. 4.1.1B). In this case, the two dimensions can separate the data better, with the 96h 
samples situated on the lower right corner of the two-dimensional plot and the 120h on the 
top left corner. 
Before performing differential expression analysis, I removed the genes that were not 
expressed or that had very low expression levels across all samples. These genes are 
unlikely to be differentially expressed and, additionally, their discreteness interferes with the 
statistical analysis of genes with larger expression levels. Filtering of lowly expressed genes 
with HTSFilter (Rau et al., 2013) indicated that 9,020 genes are expressed at 72h and/or 
96h, and that 8,134 genes are expressed at 96h and/or 120h (Table 4.1.1). I used DESeq2 
(Love et al., 2014a) to identify the genes that are differentially expressed during the studied 
developmental transitions. As anticipated by the multidimensional scaling plot (Figure 
4.1.1A), the number of genes that change their expression between 72h and 96h is much 
larger than between 96h and 120h (Table 4.1.1). In only 24 hours, during the transition 
from LII to LIII, 50% of the expressed genes change their expression significantly. In the 
transition from 96h to 120h, in contrast, only 22% of the genes undergo a change in their 
expression. 
Table 4.1.1. Differentially expressed genes.  
Time points Expressed genes Up-regulated Down-regulated 
72h vs. 96h 9,020 2,897 (32.12%) 2,591 (28.72%) 
96h vs. 120h 8,134 898 (11.04%) 887 (10.90%) 
Expressed genes are those that passed the HTSFilter cut-off. Differentially expressed are those with p-adj < 
0.05. 
To better understand and characterize these developmental transitions, I investigated the 
biological processes that are involved in each stage. To that aim I performed a Gene 
Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis on the genes that are differentially expressed in 
each transition. I found 1,010 GO terms enriched for the genes that are up-regulated 
between 72h and 96h discs and only 99 GO terms on the down-regulated genes. In the 
transition from 96h to 120h, 113 GO terms were enriched on the up-regulated genes and 
71 on the down-regulated.  
The transition from LII to LIII represents a complete shift in the biological processes that 
are taking place in the eye-antennal imaginal disc (Figure 4.1.2A). The genes that are down-




in contrast, code for transcription factors (regulators of biological process and of gene 
expression) and other proteins involved in differentiation, signaling, growth, axon 
projection and eye development, among others. Interestingly, these are also some of the 
categories that are still enriched in the genes that have higher expression at 120h compared 
to 96h (Figure 4.1.2B). In this transition, the genes up-regulated are also involved in 
signaling, regulation and differentiation, and also in chemotaxis, pigmentation and R7 cell 
differentiation. The down-regulated genes are mainly involved in cell cycle processes, as 
well as generation of energy and cuticle development.  
Figure 4.1.2. Biological Process GO terms enrichment. The first non-redundant enriched terms 
of the up- (green) and down-regulated (red) genes in the transition from (A) 72h to 96h transition 
and (B) 96h to 120h transition. 
4.1.2 Co-expressed genes during eye-antennal imaginal disc 
development 
In order to better characterize the different expression profiles of the genes expressed in 




used a recently published method that is based on Poisson Mixture models and, unlike 
other commonly used methods such as the k-means algorithm or hierarchical clustering, it 
is able to estimate the best number of clusters to describe the data (Rau et al., 2015).  
First I used HTSFilter (Rau et al., 2013) to identify the genes that were expressed in at least 
one of the three stages (9,194 genes) and only those were introduced to HTSCluster (Rau 
et al., 2015), allowing to test between 1 and 25 clusters. This method outputs the results 
with four different model selection criteria, and the user can chose among them. These 
models predicted different number of clusters to describe the data: ICL = 25, BIC = 25, 
Djump = 13 and DDSE = 19. Previous analysis (data not shown) had shown that ICL and 
BIC models predicted a number of clusters always as large as the highest number of 
clusters it has been selected to test, so I discarded the results from these models. Inspection 
of the 19 clusters estimated by the DDSE model showed that some of them were 
redundant (data not shown), and the 13 clusters estimated by Djump were sufficient to 
describe all the expression profiles present in the data (Figure 4.1.3). The model reports 
that for a total of 8,836 genes there is a high confidence that they are placed in the correct 
cluster (MAP > 99%), and therefore I discarded the rest of genes from further analysis. 
I ordered the 13 predicted clusters predicted according to their expression profile (Figure 
4.1.3): four clusters contain clearly early expressed genes, two of them contain genes 
expressed only at 72h (cluster 1 and 2) and two contain genes predominantly expressed 
early but also with low expression at 96h and/or 120h (clusters 6 and 8); one cluster shows 
down-regulation at 96h but a peak of expression again at 120h (cluster 5); the largest 
clusters present almost constant expression throughout the three stages (clusters 12 and 
10); one cluster shows constant expression at 72h and 96h and down-regulation at 120h 
(cluster 7); one cluster shows a peak of expression at 96h (cluster 3) and four clusters 
contain clearly genes with a late expression, one with high and constant expression at 96h 
and 120h (cluster 9), two with up-regulation in both transitions (cluster 13 and cluster 11) 
and one with genes expressed only at 120h (cluster 4).  
The enriched GO terms for each of these ordered clusters (Table 4.1.2) describe the 
different events and processes that take place during the development of the larval eye-
antennal imaginal discs in more detail than when using only pair-wise up- and down-





Figure 4.1.3. D. melanogaster expression clusters. 13 clusters predicted by HTSCluster (Rau et 
al., 2015) (model Djump). Only genes with MAP > 99% are presented in the plots’ titles and 
represented as background grey lines. The cluster number corresponds to the predicted output of 
HTSCluster. The clusters are shown in the order according to expression profile of the respective 




To examine if relationships between the genes belonging to each cluster where already 
known, I searched which published genetic interactions existed between genes of the same 
cluster (Table 4.1.2). It can be clearly observed that the clusters of early genes have very 
few known interactions among their members, while clusters of genes expressed in LIII 
discs have a large number of known interactions.  
Table 4.1.2. GO terms of predicted clusters and genetic interactions.  
Cluster GO terms # Genes* # Interactions** 
Cluster 
1 
cuticle development, aminoglycan metabolic process, 
body morphogenesis, humoral immune response 4 2 
Cluster 
2 
oxidation-reduction process, single-organism 
metabolic process, negative regulation of peptidase 




ATP metabolic process, electron transport chain, 





translation, gene expression, mitotic spindle 
elongation, ncRNA metabolic process 7 4 
Cluster 
5 
- 0 0 
Cluster 
12 
cellular metabolic process, cellular localization, tRNA 
processing, ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis 25 16 
Cluster 
10 
cellular macromolecule metabolic process, biological 
regulation, RNA processing, cellular response to stress 97 84 
Cluster 
7 
DNA replication, cell cycle, cytoskeleton organization, 
neurogenesis 11 6 
Cluster 
3 
cellular component organization, biological regulation, 
cell cycle, cell differentiation 106 113 
Cluster 
9 
biological regulation, imaginal disc development, cell 
differentiation, generation of neurons 226 505 
Cluster 
13 
biological regulation, transcription from RNA 
polymerase II promoter, RNA metabolic process, 




system development, generation of neurons, taxis, 
compound eye morphogenesis 77 106 
Cluster 
4 
generation of neurons, puparial adhesion, pigment 
metabolic process, response to stimulus 26 18 
* number of genes in the cluster that have a known interaction with at least one other gene in the cluster.  
** number of genetic interactions between two genes from the cluster. 
This interconnectivity can be better seen in a graphic representation (Figure 4.1.4). The 
early clusters (Figure 4.1.4A) have virtually no known genetic interactions with each other, 
although the GO term enrichment analysis shows that they clearly are involved in related 




and head development. In striking contrast, the genes classified in the clusters of late 
expressed genes (Figure 4.1.4B) have numerous known interactions between them and high 
interconnectivity, with the best example being cluster 9 (Figure 4.1.4C) with 505 known 
interactions and with at least 6 clear hubs (Hairless (H), Notch (N), Epidermal growth factor 
receptor (Egfr), Cyclin E (CycE), armadillo (arm) and wingless (wg)) with more than 24 genetic 
interactions with other genes of the cluster. 
 
Figure 4.1.4. Networks of genetic interactions. Nodes are genes and edges are known genetic 
interactions. The color shading represents the number of interactions of each gene (from light blue 
to dark blue). (A) Cluster 2. Only three independent, linear interactions are known. (B) Cluster 11. 





4.1.3 Transcription factors regulating Drosophila head development 
One of the reasons for genes to be co-expressed could be that they are co-regulated by the 
same transcription factors or combinations thereof. Taking advantage of the available data 
of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experiments in Drosophila, I investigated what transcription 
factors are enriched to bind to the regulatory regions of a significant number of genes in 
each cluster. To do that I used the method i-cisTarget (Herrmann et al., 2012). The authors 
of this program have divided the non-coding regions of the genome of D. melanogaster into 
a large number of smaller regions. They have linked the presence of known cis-regulatory 
elements information coming from a large collection of experimental datasets (ChIP-seq, 
DNA-seq and motif discovery) to each of these regions, and then each of these regions to 
the adjacent coding genes, which are likely to be regulated by these cis-regulatory elements. 
When the user introduces a list of co-expressed genes, the method performs a statistical 
ranking to find enriched regulatory features in the regulatory regions of this set of genes. 
The significance of the predicted enrichment of a regulatory element for that set of genes is 
reported as normalized enrichment score (NES), and a higher score indicates a more 
significant result.  In this case I used their collection of ChIP datasets, which include those 
published by the modENCODE Consortium (Celniker et al., 2009), by the Berkeley 
Drosophila Transcription Network Project (Li et al., 2008) and by the Furlong Lab (Zinzen 
et al., 2009; Junion et al., 2012).  
Table 4.1.3 summarizes the results for this analysis and it lists all transcription factors that 
present a NES ≥ 3.0. The transcription factor Caudal is found in the first two clusters and 
the co-factor Nejire is found enriched in up to 9 clusters. Clusters 8, 12, 11 and 4 are the 
ones with most enriched transcription factors, with more than 5 each. The clusters with 
genes expressed later are mostly enriched for transcription factors known to play a role in 
retinal development, such as Sloppy paired 1 (Slp1) (Sato and Tomlinson, 2007), Mothers 
against dpp (Mad) (Wiersdorff et al., 1996) or Daughterless (Da) (Lim et al., 2008). 













Caudal adult female Celniker et al., 2009 9.58 227 
Snail emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 3.96 136 
  Bagpipe emb. 10-11 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.66 124 
  Biniou emb. 12-13 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.32 47 




Caudal adult female Celniker et al., 2009 8.12 294 







emb. 12-13 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.71 65 
Cluster 
6 




Pannier emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 9.70 874 
dTFIIB emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 6.25 672 
  Nejire larva LI Celniker et al., 2009 5.70 526 
  Medea emb. 14 Li et al., 2008 4.99 677 




emb. 10-11 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.07 486 
  Pmad emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 3.01 486 
Cluster 
5 




Pannier emb. 8-9 Junion et al., 2012 10.03 1269 
dTFIIB emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 5.66 943 





Pmad emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 4.51 672 
Nejire larva LI Celniker et al., 2009 4.50 548 
  Biniou emb. 10-11 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.54 98 




Pannier emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 9.27 1119 
Pmad emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 6.97 757 
  Dorsocross2 emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 4.54 614 




Nejire adult male Celniker et al., 2009 6.23 222 
Pannier emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 4.30 200 




Pannier emb. 8-9 Junion et al., 2012 5.31 510 
Nejire larva LIII Celniker et al., 2009 3.46 469 
  Pmad emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 3.33 224 
Cluster  15376 Nejire larva LIII Celniker et al., 2009 8.32 1049 
9  Dorsal emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 4.95 1098 
  Zelda emb. 5 Li et al., 2008 3.92 976 
  dTCF emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 3.54 910 
Cluster 
13 
5563 Pannier emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 7.92 575 
Cluster  7062 Ecdysone receptor prepupa Celniker et al., 2009 7.60 535 
11  Sloppy paired 1 emb. 8-9 Junion et al., 2012 5.13 465 




emb. 10-11 Zinzen et al., 2009 4.05 292 
  Nejire pupa Celniker et al., 2009 3.96 430 
  Tinman emb. 8-9 Zinzen et al., 2009 3.50 331 
  Twist emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 3.49 405 
  dTCF emb. 10-11 Junion et al., 2012 3.29 289 
Cluster  3944 Mothers against dpp emb. 5 Li et al., 2008 4.39 163 
4  Snail emb. 4-5 Li et al., 2008 4.30 189 
  Runt emb. 5 Li et al., 2008 3.61 164 
  Ecdysone receptor prepupa Celniker et al., 2009 3.51 147 
  Daughterless emb. 5 Li et al., 2008 3.25 38 




* number of regions from the i-cisTarget collection that are present in the list of co-expressed genes. 
† normalized enrichment score.  
** number of regions corresponding to the indicated transcription factor that are included in the total regions. 
4.1.4 Validation of identified transcription factors 
Most of the identified enriched transcription factors are known to play different roles 
during eye, antenna or head development in Drosophila (e.g. Kumar, 2004; Lim et al., 2008; 
Sato and Tomlinson, 2007; Sprecher and Desplan, 2008; Wiersdorff et al., 1996). However, 
I was intrigued by the presence of two well-studied transcription factors that appeared in 
more than one cluster and had not been previously related to head development: Myocyte 
enhancer factor 2 (Mef2) and Hunchback (Hb). 
4.1.4.1 mef2 expression in the eye-antennal imaginal disc 
Mef2 is enriched in cluster 2, 8 and 11 and not expected to be expressed in eye-antennal 
imaginal discs. I checked its expression with a Gal4- driver line (Supplementary Figure 2) 
and it appears to be expressed in the most anterior part of the antennal disc, in a triangular 
domain between the antenna and the maxillary palp field. This region belongs to the 
peripodial membrane and participates in head eversion during metamorphosis (Haynie and 
Bryant, 1986). 
4.1.4.2 hb expression in the eye-antennal imaginal disc 
An interesting finding was the transcription factor Hb, which is enriched in clusters 4 and 
11 and is the only one from these clusters (besides Mef2) that has no description of it 
playing a role in head or eye development. 
I used available driver lines from the Vienna Tile Gal4 Library (Pfeiffer et al., 2008), more 
specifically lines VT038544 and VT038545 (Figure 4.1.5, Supplementary Figure 1), to 
investigate the possibility of hb being expressed in the eye-antennal imaginal discs. At late 
LIII stage a clear signal can be observed in two large cells at the base of the optic stalk in 
the posterior region of the eye disc. Line VT038543 (Supplementary Figure 1) was also 




Figure 4.1.5. hb is expressed in the eye disc in two cells at the base of the optic stalk. 
Expression of histone-bound RFP driven by two adjacent genomic regions in the regulatory region 
of hb (Supplementary Figure 1). (A) VT038544 drives expression in two individual cells with very 
large nuclei (A’) at the most posterior region of the eye disc (ed), at the base of the optic stalk (os). 
(B) VT038545 drives expression in the same two cells. 
To confirm the expression pattern observed with Gal4- driver lines, I performed 
immunostaining in late LIII larval eye-antennal imaginal discs. I obtained rabbit α-Hb (kind 
gift from CQ Doe) and guinea-pig α-Hb (Kosman et al., 1998) antibodies and they both 
showed a faint signal in the same two large cell nuclei in the most posterior region of the 
eye disc (Figure 4.1.6 and Figure 4.1.8B, respectively). This signal was weaker than the 
signal in the hb-expressing cells in the brain (data not shown), but it was distinct in the 
majority of analyzed eye discs and was always found in the same region. 
  
Figure 4.1.6. hb is expressed in the posterior region of the eye disc. (A) LIII eye-antennal 
imaginal disc stained with rabbit α-Hb antibody. Signal can be recognized in two cells on the 
posterior part of the disc (white arrowheads). (B) Phalloidin staining shows that, at this stage, the 
region where hb is expressed contains a large number of photoreceptor axons that project to the 
optic stalk. This picture was taken by the student Gordon Wiegleb during his Bachelor Thesis 




4.1.5 hb is expressed in retinal sub-perineural glia cells 
Motivated by this consistent results of hb being expressed in the eye imaginal disc I decided 
to further investigate its possible new role in visual system development. A better 
observation of the Z-stack projections of the immunostaining and driver lines expression 
revealed that the expression in the disc proper was basal to the differentiating 
photoreceptors (data not shown). It has previously been shown that various glia cell types 
are present in this part of the eye-antennal imaginal disc, supporting the developing 
photoreceptors (Choi and Benzer, 1994). These retinal glia cell types include migratory 
surface glia (including perineural and sub-perineural glia cells) and wrapping glia. During 
LIII stage, surface glia cells enter the eye disc through the optic stalk and migrate towards 
the anterior part of the disc, remaining always posterior to the advancing morphogenetic 
furrow (Choi and Benzer, 1994; Rangarajan et al., 1999). When photoreceptors differentiate, 
the contact of their growing axons with perineural glia cells triggers the reprogramming of 
these glia cells into differentiated wrapping glia (Silies et al., 2007). These glia cells extend 
their cell membrane to ensheath bundles of axons that project to the brain lobes through 
the optic stalk (Hummel et al., 2002). Perineural glia cells are in the most basal part of the 
disc and above them are two sub-perineural glia, known as carpet cells, that separate them 
from the projecting axons and the differentiated wrapping glia cells (Figure 4.1.7). Carpet 
cells have polyploid nuclei and strikingly large cell bodies, each of them covering half of the 
retinal field (Silies et al., 2007). 
Figure 4.1.7. Schematic representation of 
the carpet glia cells on the eye imaginal 
disc. Two large glia cells known as carpet 
cells are present on the eye region (light grey 
area), behind the morphogenetic furrow. 
These cells have very large, polyploid nuclei 
(dark grey circles). These cells serve as 
surface for other glia cells to facilitate and 
coordinate their migration into the eye disc 
to find the nascent photoreceptor axons. 
Figure adapted from Silies et al. 2007. 
Co-staining with the pan-glial marker Repo (Figure 4.1.8A) and the sub-perineural glia 
marker Moody (Schwabe et al., 2005) (Figure 4.1.8B) showed that the two cells expressing 
hb are sub-perineural glia cells. Their large nucleus size and the position at the posterior 




Figure 4.1.8. hb is expressed 
in sub-perineural glia cells. 
Co-staining of Hb with other 
glia markers. “ed”: eye disc; 
“os”: optic stalk. (A) Co-
staining of hb (as visualized 
with a hb-Gal4 driver line 
crossed with UAS-H2B-RFP 
reporter) and rabbit α-Repo 
antibody. The hb-expressing 
cells also express repo 
(arrowheads), indicating that 
they are glia cells. (B) Co-
staining of rabbit α-Hb 
antibody and moody (moody-Gal4 
driving UAS-GFP expression). 
The two cells expressing hb are 
also moody-positive (arrow-
heads), indicating that they are 
sub-perineural glia cells. 
 
 
One important feature of carpet cells is that they migrate through the optic stalk into the 
eye-antennal imaginal disc (Choi and Benzer, 1994; Silies et al., 2007). In order to test 
whether the hb positive cells also show this behavior, I followed the expression of the hb 
driver lines at LII and LIII larval stages (Figure 4.1.9). I could corroborate that these cells 
indeed migrate through the optic stalk during LII and early LIII stage, and then enter the 
disc and remain at the posterior region of the disc, adjacent to the optic stalk. Already by 
LII stage their cell nuclei can be easily recognized by their large size (Figure 4.1.9A). By late 
LIII they sit at the right and left sides of the optic stalk inside the eye disc (Figure 4.1.9C), 
and they are never found in the midline of the retinal field (Silies et al., 2007). 
Figure 4.1.9. Cells expressing hb migrate through the optic stalk into the disc during larval 
stages. (A-C) hb-expressing cells are visualized with VT038544 (hb-Gal4) driving histone-bound 
RFP (red), actin is shown by Phalloidin staining (green) and the cell nuclei with DAPI (blue). “ed”: 




optic stalk and their bigger nuclei can be already recognized. (B) Eye disc at mid LIII stage (96h 
AEL). Carpet cells are entering the eye disc. (C) Eye disc at late LIII stage (120h AEL). The hb-
expressing cells are in the eye disc margin, each at one side of the optic stalk base. These pictures 
were taken by the student Julia Schneider during her Master’s Lab Rotation under my supervision. 
4.1.5.1 hb is not expressed in brain sub-perineural glia 
To investigate if hb is expressed in other glia cells, I checked if it is also co-expressed with 
the pan-glial marker Repo in the brain (Figure 4.1.10). In brains of both LII and LIII stage 
I was able to identify only one cell showing overlapping expression of hb and repo, although 
it is not clear if it is the same cell in the two stages. This cell(s) is located on the right side 
of the brain, at the edge of the optic lobe and near the central brain. No hb expression 
could be detected in sub-perineural glia cells, which are located on the brain surface and 
can be identified by moody expression (data not shown). 
 
Figure 4.1.10. hb and repo expression in the brain. (A-B) guinea-pig α-Hb antibody in red, 
repo>>GFP in green. “ol”: optic lobe; “vnc”: ventral nerve cord. (A) Larval brain at LII stage. Only 
one cell (arrowhead) on the right side of the brain can be observed that is positive for both hb and 
repo, near the margin between the optic lobe and the central brain. (B) At late LIII stage, also only 
one glia cell could be identified that might express repo. This cell is in the right optic lobe and more 
posterior than the cell at LII (although it could be the same cell that has migrated). 
4.1.6 Hb function in the development of retinal glia 
To better understand the possible role of Hb during carpet cell development I performed 
different loss and gain of function experiments using available glia cell driver lines. Since 
sub-perineural glia cells form the blood-brain barrier (Carlson et al., 2000), a possible effect 





4.1.6.1 Hb loss of function experiments 
To study the effects of Hb loss of function in the carpet cells, first I used an RNAi 
approach. I obtained 4 different UAS-hbdsRNA lines from Bloomington Stock Center 
(#54478, #29630 and #34704) and from the Vienna Drosophila Research Center 
(#107740). In order to evaluate the knock-down efficiency I took advantage of the fact that 
Hb is known to be necessary during early embryogenesis (Lehmann and Nüsslein-Volhard, 
1987; Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). I crossed the UAS-hbdsRNA flies with the hb-
Gal4 lines (VT038544 and VT038545) to see if this indeed affected the survival of the 
offspring. Only one of the RNAi lines, namely #34704, produced no adult flies and few 
dead pupae when crossed with the hb-Gal4 flies. The other three lines produced a normal 
number of offspring with no obvious phenotype. Consequently, I used the #34704 line for 
the following knock-down experiments. Please note that the evaluation of knock-down 
efficiency in the developing eye-antennal imaginal discs using quantitative PCR is very 
limited due to the fact that the expression of hb is very low (practically no reads are 
detected by RNA-seq, not shown). 
I also used a temperature sensitive hb mutant (hbts) (Bender et al., 1987) to investigate the 
effects of loss of Hb function. Since Hb is necessary during embryogenesis, the analyzed 
flies were kept at 18ºC during egg collection procedure, and only transferred to the 
restrictive temperature of 28ºC during larval stages (either at LI or LII stage). 
LIII eye-antennal imaginal discs were analyzed from knock-down (repo>>hbdsRNA and 
moody>>hbdsRNA) and mutant (hb
ts) flies and diverse phenotypes were observed. The most 
common was the absence of one or both of the large carpet cell nuclei (Figure 4.1.11). 
Carpet cell nuclei were easily identified by α-Repo staining because of their large size and 
their position on the posterior end of the eye disc on each side of the base of the optic 
stalk (Figure 4.1.11A). In wild type animals the two carpet cells could be observed almost 
in 90% of the eye-discs. In most cases where only one carpet cell nucleus could be 
identified it was due to technical problems like folding of the disc during mounting or 
because rests of the optic lobes covered the retinal field region. In contrast, in 30% to 38% 
of the studied Hb loss of function discs only one carpet cell nucleus was observed in the 
eye discs (Figure 4.1.11B and D). In some cases, this single polyploid Repo-positive nucleus 
was located in the midline of the retinal field (Figure 4.1.11B). In other discs no carpet cell 
nuclei could be observed in the retinal field of the eye-antennal imaginal discs (Figure 
4.1.11C and D). The number of discs with no observable carpet cell nuclei varied greatly 




carpet cell nuclei and in the hbts flies that were transferred to the restrictive temperature at 
LI about 38% of the discs did not possess carpet cell nuclei (Figure 4.1.11D). A slightly 
larger percentage of discs with no carpet cell nuclei were observed when the larvae were 
transferred to the restrictive temperature at LI stage in comparison to when they were 
transferred to 28ºC during LII stage. 
  
Figure 4.1.11. Hb loss of function results in loss of carpet cell nuclei. (A-C) Late LIII eye 
discs stained with rabbit α-Repo (red) and Phalloidin (green). (A) In wild type discs, carpet cells can 
easily be recognized by their large nuclei stained with Repo (arrowheads). (B) A phenotype 
observed in knock-down experiments (in this picture, repo>>hbdsRNA), is the presence of only one 
carpet cell as observed by Repo staining (arrowhead). In some cases, this cell can be in the midline 
of the retinal field, which is never the case in wild type. (C) Another phenotype observed as a result 
of Hb loss of function experiments is the absence of carpet cell nuclei. In this picture, hbts flies 




Hb loss of function experiments as count of observable carpet cells by Repo staining. (wild type 
n=34, repo>>hbdsRNA n=51, moody>>hbdsRNA n=101, hbts (LI) n=57, hbts (LII) n=75). In wild type 
two carpet cells can be observed in 90% of the discs, and at least one can always be identified. hb 
RNAi driven by repo reduces the percentage of discs with 2 carpet cells, and in some cases no carpet 
cell can be identified. The phenotypes in moody driven hb RNAi and hbts mutants are even stronger, 
with the strongest phenotype observed when hbts mutant larvae are moved to the restrictive 
temperature at LI stage. 
Besides the loss of carpet cell nuclei, other phenotypes were observed. In parts of the 
retinal field where also carpet cells were missing I observed absence of other glia cells 
(compare Figure 4.1.12A’ to B’). Co-staining with HRP was used to visualize axon 
projections. This analysis revealed that axon projections were in some cases unorganized 
(compare Figure 4.1.12A to B). And eventually, for some LII stage discs, I observed that 
glia cells prematurely migrated into the eye disc before photoreceptor differentiation 
started (data not shown).  
 
Figure 4.1.12. Hb loss of function affects axon projection and the organization of other 
retinal glia cells. Late LIII eye imaginal discs attached to the optic lobe immunostained with HRP 
(red) and Repo (green). “ol”: optic lobe; “os”: optic stalk; “ed”: eye disc. (A) In wild type larvae, 
axons project in an organized manner from the developing photoreceptors in the eye disc into the 
optic lobes through the optic stalk (red). (A’) Glia cells occupy all the basal surface of the eye disc 
posterior to the morphogenetic furrow to support the developing photoreceptors and their axons. 
Carpet cells can be observed at the posterior margin of the eye disc (arrowheads). (B) In some 
repo>>hbdsRNAi larvae, axons don’t project correctly and form unorganized bundles (arrowhead). 
(B’) In the basal surface of the eye disc some patches without glia cells can be observed 




4.1.6.2 Hb gain of function experiments 
To investigate the role of Hb in retinal glia cells, I also performed overexpression analyses 
in glia cell types other than the sub-perineural glia. Misexpression of hb in all glia cells 
(repo>>hb) prevented embryos to hatch and therefore no animals could be analysed. When 
hb was overexpressed in larval perineural glia cells (c527-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995) was crossed 
to UAS-hb), most larvae died before they reached LIII stage. Only a few larvae at LII stage 
could be studied. In these animals, retinal glia cells in the optic stalk seemed to be bigger 
and the carpet cells were not recognizable among them, which usually are at this stage. It 
also seemed like these larvae could have more glia in the optic stalk than expected at LII 
stage, although no thorough quantification could be performed. A more detailed analysis is 
needed since very few larvae could be studied. 
I also performed hb overexpression in wrapping glia (Mz97-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995) was 
crossed to UAS-hb) and larvae could develop normally until pupal stage. A closer look at 
the eye-antennal imaginal discs showed that in these animals, glia cell nuclei were located 
between the axon bundles in the optic stalk, which was never the case in wild type animals 
(Figure 4.1.13). The cell bodies and nuclei of perineural glia in the optic stalk form a single 
outer layer surrounding the axon bundle (Figure 4.1.13A), and these cells were never 
located between the axon bundles. In contrast, wrapping glia cell nuclei remain on the eye 
disc or at the most anterior part of the optic stalk, and only their cell bodies project 
together with the photoreceptor axons bundles through the optic stalk into the lamina 
(Hummel et al., 2002; Murakami et al., 2007; data not shown). When wrapping glia 






Figure 4.1.13. hb overexpression in wrapping glia. Immunostaining with Repo (green) and HRP 
(red). (A and B) z-section of the optic stalk corresponding to the horizontal yellow line in A’ and 
B’. (A) Wild type 120h eye disc. In the optic stalk, the photoreceptor axons are organized in a 
single bundle and ensheated by a monolayer of glia cells. Glia cell nuclei are never found inside this 
axon bundle in wild type (Hummel et al., 2002). (B) 120h eye disc where wrapping glia cells (Mz97) 
are overexpressing hb. Glia cells, as recognized by Repo (green) staining, can be observed inside the 
optic stalk and completely surrounded by axonal projections.  
4.1.6.3 Loss of Hb function results in blood-brain barrier defects 
Sub-perineural glia cells (including carpet cells), together with the perineural glia, cover the 
entire surface of the brain from larval stages onwards (Figure 4.1.14A), contributing to the 
establishment of a protective blood-brain barrier by establishing inter-cellular septate 
junction (Carlson et al., 2000). The blood-brain barrier prevents the substances that 
circulate in the hemolymph to enter the brain and helps maintaining the proper 
homeostatic conditions of the nervous system (Edwards et al., 1993). I decided to 
investigate if the loss of Hb in developing carpet cells had an effect on the integrity of this 
blood-brain barrier, since our previous analyses indicated that loss of Hb function 
interferes with carpet cell formation. To do this I injected fluorescently labeled dextran into 
the abdomen of moody>>hbdsRNA adult flies (Figure 4.1.14B). Nearly all wild type animals 
with a properly formed blood-brain barrier presented a fluorescent signal in their body but 
not in the brain nor in the retina (Figure 4.1.14C). However, in animals that have an 
incomplete blood-eye barrier, the dextran penetrated into the retina and fluorescence was 
observed in the compound eyes (Figure 4.1.14D). Since it is known that blood-brain barrier 
permeability can increase after exposure to stress conditions (Sharma and Dey, 1986; 
Skultétyová et al., 1998), I only scored animals that survived 24h after the injection of 
dextran. In most cases, the two eyes of an individual presented different fluorescent 
intensity, and even no fluorescence in one eye but strong signal in the other. Therefore, I 
scored each eye separately. Interestingly, moody>>hbdsRNA flies had a significantly higher rate 
of fluorescent retinas (p = 8.08e-7, χ2 test), indicating that their eyes were not properly 
isolated from the blood circulating in the body cavity (Figure 4.1.14E). 
In summary, the loss of Hb affects the sub-perineural glia cells, either by reducing their 
nucleus size, by affecting their polyploidy or by affecting their presence in the eye disc all 




Figure 4.1.14. Blood-eye barrier integrity. (A) Sub-perineural glia cells (moody-positive, here 
stained in green) cover the brain surface with their large cell membranes and form the blood-brain 
barrier. Carpet cells are also sub-perineural glia cells and, in the adult, they form the blood-eye 
barrier. (B) To assay the integrity of the blood-eye barrier I injected fluorescent dye in the abdomen 
of adult flies (black arrow) and scored the presence of dye in the fly eye. (C) In flies that have a 
correctly formed blood-eye barrier, fluorescence can be observed in the body but not in the eye. 
(D) In flies with impaired blood-eye barrier, fluorescent dye can be observed in the fly eye. (E) 
Quantification of eyes with or without dye penetration in the eye. Knock-out flies have a significant 
increase in the penetrance of dye in the eye, indicating a defective blood-eye barrier. (wild type 





4.1.7 Expression of putative Hb target genes in the eye-antennal 
imaginal disc 
Since I have detected Hb because of its target genes, I also investigated whether some of 
these targets are expressed in the carpet cells. The i-cisTarget method (Herrmann et al., 
2012) to detect transcription factor enrichment in the regulatory regions of co-regulated 
genes is based on the arbitrary partition of the Drosophila genome in more than 13,000 
regions. All genes included in a particular region are associated to the transcription factor 
binding interval, resulting maybe in an unspecific association between transcription factor 
and target genes. Therefore, I decided to generate a more confident list of putative Hb 
target genes in the eye-antennal imaginal disc. I selected only one gene for each ChIP 
genomic interval, i.e. the closest gene to the peak. I searched then the region around the 
transcription start site of each gene (1,000 bp up- and downstream) and only kept those 
genes that contained at least one instance of the Hb binding motif. This resulted in 1,288 
putative Hb target genes. I combined this with my developmental transcriptomics data and 
I found that 77 of these genes are present in the clusters that have enrichment for Hb 
(cluster 4 and 11, Figure 4.1.15A). I searched the GO terms for biological function known 
for these 77 genes (Figure 4.1.15B) and found  that 17 code for transcription factors and 
up to 25 code for proteins integral to membrane (Supplementary Table 1). A number of 
GO terms are related to neuronal development and eye development and to note is the 
presence of genes known to be related to glia cell migration and endoreduplication. 
 
Figure 4.1.15. Hb target genes. (A) Overlap of genes in clusters 4 and 11 and high confidence 
Hb target genes. (B) Some GO terms annotated for the 77 Hb target genes in clusters 4 and 11. 
Full list of genes can be found in Supplementary Table 1. 
Based on their annotated GO terms, predicted or known cellular location and the 
availability of driver lines, I selected 9 of these targets: brinker (brk), Cadherin-N (CadN), 




oncogene at 64B (Src64B). Analysis of late LIII eye-antennal imaginal discs showed that four 
of these targets (Fas2, rho, Sox21b and Src64B) are expressed in the most posterior region of 
the disc (Figure 4.1.16), brk is expressed ubiquitously (Supplementary Figure 3) and CadN 
showed expression in one cell located near where the ventral carpet cell is located 
(Supplementary Figure 3). The lines tested for Delta and kni showed no expression in the 
eye-antennal imaginal disc at late LIII stage, and robo3 only in a ventral domain in the 
antennal disc (data not shown). 
 
Figure 4.1.16. Expression of Hb target genes in eye-antennal imaginal discs. Gal4 driver 
lines crossed with UAS-H2B-RFP. All discs are from 120h AEL larvae. DAPI staining in blue. (A) 
Fas2 is expressed in a few cells in the retinal field and optic stalk and in a long domain in the ventral 
side of the antennal disc. (B) rho is expressed in several cells in the retinal field (posterior to the 
morphogenetic furrow) and in the complete antennal domain. (C) Sox21b is expressed in regularly 
spaced cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow and in two domains posterior and anterior to 
the developing antenna domain. (D) Src64B is expressed in photoreceptor cells that are more 





4.2 A robust (re-)annotation approach to generate unbiased 
mapping references for RNA-seq-based analyses of 
differential expression across closely related species  
The following parts of my Thesis (“Gene expression divergence in closely related 
Drosophila species” and “Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila 
species”) include the comparison of RNA-seq data from different species (D. simulans, D. 
mauritiana and D. melanogaster in the former and only between D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
in the later). In order to do that in an unbiased manner, I developed a method to 
reciprocally re-annotate the available genomes of these species. What follows is the 
manuscript that I have written to describe this methodology. I wrote the full first draft 
version of the manuscript and I and my supervisor Dr. Nico Posnien have written this final 
version. Dr. Isabel Almudi and Dr. Alistair P. McGregor (Oxford Brookes University, UK) 
are co-authors in this work. Dr. Isabel Almudi collaborated in the dissection of eye-
antennal imaginal discs that were sequenced by RNA-seq (see Materials and Methods). Dr 
Alistair P. McGregor was involved in the initial design of the RNA-seq experiment. This 







RNA-seq-based on short reads generated by next generation sequencing technologies has 
become the main approach to study differential gene expression. Until now, the main 
applications of this technique have been to study the variation of gene expression in a 
whole organism, tissue or cell type under different conditions or at different developmental 
stages. However, RNA-seq also has a great potential to be used in evolutionary studies to 
investigate gene expression divergence in closely related species. 
Results 
We show that the published genomes and annotations of the three closely related Drosophila 
species D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana have limitations for inter-specific gene 
expression studies. This is due to missing gene models in at least one of the genome 
annotations, unclear orthology assignments and significant gene length differences in the 
different species. A comprehensive evaluation of four statistical frameworks (DESeq2, 
DESeq2 with length correction, RPKM-limma and RPKM-voom-limma) shows that none 
of these methods sufficiently accounts for inter-specific gene length differences, which 
inevitably results in false positive candidate genes. We propose that published reference 
genomes should be re-annotated before using them as references for RNA-seq experiments 
to include as many genes as possible and to account for a potential length bias. We present 
a straightforward reciprocal re-annotation pipeline that allows to reliably compare the 
expression for nearly all genes annotated in D. melanogaster. 
Conclusions 
We conclude that our reciprocal re-annotation of previously published genomes facilitates 
the analysis of significantly more genes in an inter-specific differential gene expression 
study. We propose that the established pipeline can easily be applied to re-annotate other 






Comparative studies of gene expression have been used to understand the regulation of a 
wide range of biological processes. With the development of next generation sequencing 
(NGS) technologies, and in particular the use of Illumina sequencing platforms, reliable 
genome wide comparison of gene expression between different biological conditions has 
become possible (Garber et al., 2011; Ozsolak and Milos, 2011; Wang et al., 2009). 
Moreover, a growing number of available genome and transcriptome sequences (Ellegren, 
2014; Evans et al., 2013; Haussler et al., 2009; Koepfli et al., 2015; Poelchau et al., 2014) 
now provides the opportunity to compare gene expression not only in well-established, but 
also in emerging model systems. Especially, the comparison of gene expression between 
both closely (Coolon et al., 2014; Graze et al., 2009, 2012; McManus et al., 2010; Paris et al., 
2013; Wittkopp et al., 2004, 2008; Zhao et al., 2015) and distantly related species (Aubry et 
al., 2014; Brawand et al., 2011; Gerstein et al., 2014; Perry et al., 2012) has great potential to 
help understand phenotypic divergence and species adaptations at a mechanistic level 
(Musser and Wagner, 2015). 
Experiments to study differential gene expression using NGS technologies (RNA-seq) are 
based on a sequencing library generated from reverse transcribed messenger RNA (mRNA) 
that is extracted from the tissue and conditions of interest. Illumina sequencing, for 
example, results in the generation of millions of short reads ranging from 36 bp to 150 bp 
(Metzker, 2010; Shendure and Ji, 2008). The first step of the bioinformatics analysis is to 
align these reads to a reference that represents all transcripts that should be quantified 
(Bray et al., 2015; Langmead et al., 2009; Li and Durbin, 2009; Trapnell et al., 2009, 2010). 
This reference can be a whole genome sequence with annotated gene models or a 
transcriptome. The latter can either be generated by a de novo assembly of the RNA-seq 
reads (Haas et al., 2013; Schulz et al., 2012) or it could be extracted from an annotated 
genome. The next step is to determine the number of reads that are aligned to a gene 
model or transcript. Depending on the type of reference used (genome or transcriptome) 
various different methods have been established (Anders et al., 2014; Li et al., 2009). Finally, 
the number of reads assigned to a given gene model or transcript is compared between 
different conditions to identify differentially expressed genes. 
The steps outlined above for a general RNA-seq experiment are suitable to compare gene 
expression levels between different conditions, stages or tissues of the same species. 
However, comparison of gene expression between different species or populations of the 




be mapped to species-specific references for which the expression level of a gene in one of 
the species is compared to the expression level of its ortholog in the other species. Most 
importantly, this requires sets of orthologous genes reliably identified in all references. 
Since genomes or transcriptomes are usually generated by different research groups for 
different applications and using different pipelines for assembly and annotation, annotated 
references for inter-specific gene expression studies are often not comparable. For instance, 
orthologous genes might be missing from one or more of the references as result of natural 
variation or technical problems like incomplete assemblies or too many sequencing errors, 
which hampers unequivocal identification of orthologous genes. Additionally, it is common 
practice to filter out genes that are incomplete or lack synteny in relation to a model 
reference from new gene model predictions (Yandell and Ence, 2012). Even though there 
are many tools available to perform genome annotation, a general standard does not exist. 
Therefore, the final gene set generated by each genome project will have genes missing as a 
result of methodological problems and filtering criteria, and this can directly influence the 
result of the differential gene expression analysis (Zhao and Zhang, 2015). 
Additionally, even if most one-to-one orthologs have been successfully identified in 
different references, these gene models may vary in length for various reasons: First, the 
genes could naturally differ in length among species. Second, as a consequence of 
differences in the sequence or assembly quality of the reference genomes (e.g. stretches of 
Ns or premature stop codons due to sequencing errors, incorrect scaffolding or repetitive 
regions), orthologous gene models might be truncated in one or more of the references. To 
our knowledge, a comprehensive evaluation of methods that could be applied to account 
for inter-specific gene length differences has not been performed yet. 
A plethora of statistical approaches have been developed to determine whether differences 
in the number of reads are due to technical variation or due to real biological differences in 
gene expression. Detailed evaluation and comparison of these methods concluded that the 
most accurate statistical validation of differential gene expression is reached when statistical 
models are used that directly take the number of aligned reads into account (Bullard et al., 
2010; Dillies et al., 2012; Rapaport et al., 2013; Soneson and Delorenzi, 2013). These 
methods include standard and generalized Poisson and negative binomial distributions to 
model count-based expression data (Chu et al., 2015; Dillies et al., 2012) as implemented in 
DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010), DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014b), edgeR (Robinson et al., 
2010) or deGPS (Chu et al., 2015). Also the differential expression analysis based on 




2004) using log-transformed count per million values originating from normalization with 
voom (Law et al., 2014) (referred to as voom-limma below) has been shown to perform 
extremely well (Rapaport et al., 2013). While all of these methods account for most 
technical biases and highly reduce the false positive rate, none of these methods is 
specifically designed to account for gene length differences as they occur in inter-specific 
expression studies. One potential solution could be the application of the normalization 
method reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) as it accounts for length 
differences in gene models (Mortazavi et al., 2008). However, it has been shown that even 
after correcting for length differences, a longer transcript is more likely to appear as 
differentially expressed if RPKM values are used to assess the statistical significance 
(Bullard et al., 2010; Oshlack and Wakefield, 2009; Rapaport et al., 2013; Robinson and 
Oshlack, 2010; Wagner et al., 2012). RPKM normalization is still widely used to compare 
gene expression levels of different genes within a species, but to our knowledge it has not 
been tested if this method efficiently normalizes length differences when comparing gene 
expression in different species. 
Here we show that the published genomes of three closely related Drosophila species, D. 
melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana have qualitative limitations as references for 
comparative gene expression studies. This is mainly due to the fact that many genes cannot 
be properly compared because orthologous genes are missing in the annotation of at least 
one of the genomes. Even after a direct re-annotation of the three genomes using the same 
annotation pipeline many orthologous gene models exhibit significant length differences. 
Taking advantage of these inter-specific gene length differences in the published and the 
directly re-annotated references, we benchmarked four statistical frameworks (DESeq2 
without length correction, DESeq2 with length correction, RPKM-limma and RPKM-
voom-limma) for their ability to reduce the number of potentially false positives. We 
demonstrate that none of these methods sufficiently accounts for the observed differences 
in gene length. Therefore, we propose that the length normalization should be performed 
prior to read mapping during the generation of the mapping references. We report a 
straightforward re-annotation method that relies on a reciprocal re-annotation of 
orthologous gene models in two or more species. This approach allows the comparison of 
nearly all genes that have been annotated in D. melanogaster in all three species. Additionally, 
we find that the use of the new gene sets as mapping references results in a more robust 
estimation of transcript abundance and a more reliable comparison of gene expression 




resources or the re-annotation of existing genomes will be powerful tools to establish gene 
expression profiling in many emerging model systems. 
4.2.3 Results and Discussion 
4.2.3.1 Analysis of published genome annotations reveals a reduced number of 
comparable gene models for differential gene expression studies between 
species 
We first assessed the completeness and comparability of the published gene sets for the 
three closely related species D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana. At the time of our 
analysis, the annotation of the D. melanogaster genome (r5.55) - one of the best curated 
metazoan genomes available at FlyBase (Adams et al., 2000; Myers et al., 2000; St. Pierre et 
al., 2014) - included 13,676 unique protein coding genes. The most recent annotations for 
D. simulans (Hu et al., 2013) and D. mauritiana (Nolte et al., 2013) were generated using the 
D. melanogaster gene set as reference (for the D. simulans project the authors used the D. 
melanogaster annotation r5.33, and for the D. mauritiana project r5.32 was used). Both gene 
sets contain a large fraction of the 13,676 D. melanogaster genes (86.55% in D. simulans and 
87.78% in D. mauritiana, Table 4.2.1). However, orthologs of almost 2,000 D. melanogaster 
genes are not included in each of the final gene sets either because the authors applied 
various filtering steps to exclude incomplete orthologous sequence with respect to the D. 
melanogaster gene (see the filtering criteria in the Methods of (Hu et al., 2013; Nolte et al., 
2013)) or because the genes are not present in one of the species. Since these filtering steps 
are influenced by the quality of each of the assembled genome and the scientific question 
of each research group, the missing genes in both annotations are not the same. Only 9,994 
genes (73.08%) can be identified unequivocally as orthologs in all three annotations (see 
Materials and Methods). Among the genes missing in at least one annotation, we found 
some important and well-studied developmental genes including the Hox genes abdominal B 
(abd-B), Ultrabithorax (Ubx) or Antennapedia (Antp), the head and brain patterning gene 








Table 4.2.1. Number of genes obtained by each annotation method.  































The last column contains the number of genes for which 1:1 orthologs were identified in the three species. 
“after filtering” indicates the remaining common genes after filtering out genes with length difference larger 
than 49 bp. Percentages in brackets are always given in relation to the total number of gene models in D. 
melanogaster (r5.55; 13,676 gene models). 
Next we assessed the comparability of the three reference genome annotations in terms of 
gene length, since length differences larger than the length of the RNA-seq reads are likely 
to introduce a bias during mapping and the subsequent differential expression analysis. If 
we consider 50 bp single-end reads, which have been shown to be long enough to produce 
accurate results when measuring differential gene expression (Chhangawala et al., 2015; 
González and Joly, 2013; Li and Dewey, 2011), genes that have a length difference larger 
than 49 bp among the annotations of the three Drosophila species are likely to bias a 
subsequent differential gene expression analysis. A pair-wise comparison of annotated gene 
length for the 9,994 genes present in all three Drosophila species (Figure 4.2.1A) shows that 
in the published annotations, the gene length differences are larger than 49 bp in 7.6% 
(757) of the orthologous genes between D. mauritiana and D. simulans, 9.1% (912) between 
D. melanogaster and D. simulans and 7.1% (706) between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana 
(Figure 4.2.1A, Supplementary Table 2). If these length differences are not accounted for, 






Figure 4.2.1. Pair-wise length difference between orthologous genes. Bars indicate the 
number of genes with that difference in length (calculated in number of nucleotides in the 
annotated transcripts) for each pair of species. Green shades indicate differences lower than 50 bp 
while orange to red indicate larger differences. The comparison is showed for (A) the published 
annotations, (B) the direct re-annotation of the published genomes and (C) the reciprocal re-




4.2.3.2 Direct re-annotation of published genomes 
Next we asked whether a direct re-annotation of the D. simulans and D. mauritiana genomes 
individually using the same D. melanogaster gene set as reference and the same annotation 
pipeline allows the comparison of more genes in an inter-specific differential gene 
expression study.  
We used the 13,676 protein sequences of D. melanogaster (r.5.55) as reference to re-annotate 
the published genomes of D. simulans (Hu et al., 2013) and D. mauritiana (Nolte et al., 2013) 
using the program Exonerate (Slater and Birney, 2005). Without applying any filtering, we 
find orthologs of 13,328 D. melanogaster genes that are comparable among the two species 
(Table 4.2.1). Next, we determined the length of directly re-annotated genes that are found 
in all three species. This comparison shows an increase in number of genes with the same 
length between the three species after direct re-annotation (Figure 4.2.1B; Supplementary 
Table 2). However, a high number of orthologous genes have a length difference of more 
than 49 bp (Figure 4.2.1B; Supplementary Table 2): 706 (5.3%) between D. melanogaster and 
D. mauritiana, 740 (5.6%) between D. melanogaster and D. simulans and 658 (4.9%) between D. 
mauritiana and D. simulans. These observed length differences could be due to real natural 
variation in coding sequence length between species or they could be technical artifacts, for 
example truncated gene sequences arising from sequencing or genome assembly errors. 
In summary, although annotated genomes are available for the three closely related 
Drosophila species D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana, their use as mapping 
references for inter-species differential gene expression analyses is limited due to missing 
orthologs and a potential bias because of different annotated gene lengths. The use of the 
same reference gene set, annotation pipeline and the lack of filtering incomplete gene 
sequences results in an increase in the number of comparable genes in these three closely 
related species. 
4.2.3.3 Length difference in reference genes introduces biases in differential 
expression studies 
Since we find a high number of gene models with length differences > 49 bp in the 
published annotations and after the direct re-annotation (Figure 4.2.1A and B; 
Supplementary Table 2), the three Drosophila genomes are excellent models to test whether 
length differences larger than the read length do indeed influence the statistical analysis of 
differential gene expression. We used the published D. melanogaster annotation and the 




references for pair-wise comparisons of gene expression between D. melanogaster and D. 
mauritiana and D. simulans and D. mauritiana using 50 bp single-end Illumina RNA-seq reads 
generated for these three species (see Materials and Methods). The mapping was always 
species-specific: RNA-seq reads generated from one species were mapped only to the gene 
set of that species.  
Table 4.2.2. Differentially expressed genes and correlation between calculated log2-fold 
changes and length difference between orthologous genes.  



















D. mau vs D. mel 11,503 2,438  (21.2) 6.52e-33 *** -0.36 
D. mau vs D. sim 10,023 2,974(29.7) 2.15e-20 *** -0.33 
Direct 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,401 2,665 (19.9) 3.35e-20 *** -0.33 
D. mau vs D. sim 13,328 3,710 (27.8) 5.90e-58 *** -0.57 
Reciprocal 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,331 2,501 (18.8) 5.12e-02 n.s. -0.23 





D. mau vs D. mel 11,503 1,192 (10.4) 2.24e-05 *** -0.13 
D. mau vs D. sim 10,023 1,545 (15.4) 3.20e-02 * -0.08 
Direct 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,401 1,259 (9.4) 1.07e-02 * -0.09 
D. mau vs D. sim 13,328 1,957 (14.7) 5.24e-04 ** -0.13 
Reciprocal 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,331 1,215 (9.1) 7.03e-01 n.s. -4.6e-02 




D. mau vs D. mel 11,503 1,904 (16.6) 4.42e-04 *** -0.11 
D. mau vs D. sim 10,023 2,427 (24.2) 1.06e-03 ** -0.12 
Direct 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,401 1,890 (14.1) 5.68e-03 * -0.10 
D. mau vs D. sim 13,328 2,795 (21,0) 4.49e-04 *** -0.14 
Reciprocal 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,331 1,830 (13.7) 5.92e-01 n.s. -6.4e-02 





D. mau vs D. mel 11,503 1,853(16.1) 9.39e-04 *** -0.10 
D. mau vs D. sim 10,023 2,204(22.0) 4.63e-02 * -0.07 
Direct 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,401 1,899(14.2) 1.01e-02 * -0.10 
D. mau vs D. sim 13,328 2,607(19.6) 5.92e-03 * -0.11 
Reciprocal 
D. mau vs D. mel 13,331 1,819(13.6) 5.79e-01 n.s. -0.07 
D. mau vs D. sim 13,320 2,519(18.9) 4.06e-01 n.s. -0.17 
Results are shown for the four applied methods, the three studied annotation strategies and the two described 
pair-wise species comparisons. 
* FDR 0.05 
+Spearman’s rank correlation is measured between log2FC and length difference of genes showing more than 
49bp length difference: Published annotation: D. mau vs. D.mel: 1,038 genes / D.mau vs. D.sim: 764 genes; 
Direct annotation: D.mau vs. D.mel: 716 genes / D.mau vs. D.sim: 658 genes; Reciprocal annotation: D.mau vs. 







Figure 4.2.2. Length differences between orthologous genes introduce gene expression 
biases. Relation between length differences and the log2-fold change in the RNA-seq experiment 
between D. mauritiana and D. simulans using the direct re-annotation of these species as mapping 
references. Dots represent genes with length difference > 49 bp in these annotations (658 genes). 
Genes significantly differentially expressed in the presented analysis (p-adj < 0.05) are shown in red. 
A negative log2-fold change indicates higher expression in D. mauritiana. A positive length 
difference indicates that the ortholog of D. mauritiana is longer. The p-value and rho of the 
Spearman’s rank correlation are indicated on the lower right side of the plots. (A) Results of 
DESeq2 without length correction. (B) Results of DESeq2 applying length normalization factor 
matrix. (C) Results of applying RPKM normalization and limma to call differentially expressed 
genes. (D) Results of applying voom normalization followed by a length normalization matrix and 
limma to call differentially expressed genes. 
Using this experimental setup, we compared four different statistical frameworks, namely 
DESeq2, DESeq2 with gene length correction (Love et al., 2014b), limma with length 
correction based on RPKM (Mortazavi et al., 2008; Ritchie et al., 2015; Russo and Angelini, 




For each method, we first report the number of differentially expressed genes for each of 
the two pair-wise species comparisons. Next we evaluate the impact of the length 
differences between gene models on the fold-change in gene expression between species. 
And eventually, we compare the results of each of the four methods to an independent 
qPCR experiment for a subset of genes.  
DESeq2 without length correction 
First we performed the statistical analysis for differential gene expression with DESeq2 
(Love et al., 2014b) using directly the read counts for each gene model. For both pair-wise 
comparisons using the published and the direct re-annotation as reference, we found that 
between 19.9% and 29.7% of all comparable genes are significantly differentially expressed 
(Table 4.2.2). 
Additionally, we found a very strong correlation between inter-specific length differences 
of the gene models (considering only those gene models with differences > 49 bp) and the 
log2-fold change in gene expression (Figure 4.2.2A, Supplementary Figure 4; Table 4.2.2). 
The negative correlation means that genes that are longer in one species appear to be more 
up-regulated and vice versa. The correlation can be explained by the mapping procedure: in 
orthologous genes with different length, more reads align to the ortholog that has the 
longer gene model (Figure 4.2.3, upper panel). This results in an artificially higher 
expression for this specific gene in the species with the longer gene model. From this 
correlation we also see that most of those genes with length differences and a high log2-
fold change are also significantly differentially expressed (Figure 4.2.2A, Supplementary 
Figure 4, p < 0.05, red dots), showing that this method introduces a large number of false 
positives.  
In order to specifically test whether differences in the length of gene models indeed 
influence the differential expression analysis we chose seven genes that were shorter in the 
D. mauritiana published annotation compared to the published D. melanogaster annotation. 
When we analysed the differential expression using DESeq2 without any length correction, 
the expression of all seven genes were significantly different (Table 4.2.3). The log2-fold 
change value indicated that D. melanogaster had a significantly higher expression than D. 
mauritiana (Table 4.2.3). To validate the results obtained by the RNA-seq experiment, we 
measured the relative expression of the seven genes in D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana 
using qPCR. This analysis showed that the seven genes that had length differences in the 




Table 4.2.3). As a control we chose another three genes that showed significant differential 
expression in the RNA-seq data but had the same length in both species in the two 
annotation methods (piwi and alrm are significantly higher in D. mauritiana and Nplp1 is 
higher in D. melanogaster). We found that piwi and alrm showed a significantly higher 
expression in D. mauritiana when using this alternative quantification method, confirming 
the results obtained by RNA-seq (Figure 4.2.4, Table 4.2.3). Moreover, Nplp1 had higher 
expression in D. melanogaster again consistent with our RNA-seq data, although this 
difference was not significant (p=0.072; Figure 4.2.4, Table 4.2.3).  
 
 
Figure 4.2.3. Schematic representation of length bias in inter-species differential expression 
analysis and our reciprocal re-annotation strategy to correct it. Length bias in the analysis of a 
non-differentially expressed gene. Colored rectangles represent the part of the transcript which is 
included as reference for the RNA-seq reads to map to, while unfilled rectangles are regions of the 
transcript which are omitted and to which RNA-seq reads cannot be mapped. Red “N”s represent 
sequencing errors that prevent the complete annotation of a transcript. Mapped reads are shown as 
thin black lines and the number bellow indicates the total of reads mapped. (upper panel) If one 
transcript is shorter in one of the references compared to its orthologs, for the same expression 
levels fewer reads will map to it. This can result in false positives in the analysis of differential 
expression. (lower panel) Our strategy to correct this bias is to shorten the orthologs in the other 








Table 4.2.3. Analysis of differential expression. Expression comparison is for D. mauritiana vs. 
D. melanogaster, thus a positive log2-fold change (log2FC) indicates higher expression in D. 
melanogaster and vice versa. *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005; ***: p < 0.0005. 

































lace -0.19 1791 903 1.40*** 0.38 0.41 0.15 902 902 0.03 
CG3558 0.08 3147 1956 1.50*** 0.67 0.75 0.26* 3150 3135 0.16 
dac -0.29 3243 1878 1.47*** 0.57 0.65 0.18 1887 1878 0.46 
RAF2 1.0e-03 3351 1854 1.77*** 0.84 0.94 0.31 1959 1966 0.33 
Cp110 -0.18 1998 1218 2.31*** 1.38* 1.4** 0.55** 2000 1998 0.11 
CBP -0.21 1653 894 1.42*** 0.35 0.54 0.14 1656 1653 -0.24 
CG6766 -0.41 1575 852 1.81*** 0.79 0.88 0.25* 855 855 0.31 
piwi -2.60** 2529 2526 -2.48*** -2.54*** -1.99** -1.08** 2532 2529 -2.48*** 
alrm -2.37*** 1413 1413 -6.54*** -6.67*** -4.93*** -2.68*** 1416 1416 -6.49*** 




Figure 4.2.4. qPCR results. Boxplot of normalized Ct values (reference gene: actin 79B) For each 
studied gene (one color) boxplot is showed for Ct values in D. melanogaster OreR (“D. mel”) and D. 
mauritiana TAM16 (“D. mau”). (Significance calculated by t-test (for genes with homogeneous 
distribution of variances) or t-Welch-test (for genes with not homogeneous distribution of 




In summary, these results suggest a high level of potentially false positive candidates when 
methods based on direct read counts without the application of length correction are used 
with mapping references that exhibit differences in the length of orthologous genes. 
DESeq2 with length correction 
Next we benchmarked the use of DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014b) including a normalization 
factor matrix incorporating gene length to account for the length differences between 
orthologous genes. Using this approach for pair-wise gene expression analyses, we found 
that only 9.4% to 15.4% of the comparable genes were significantly differentially expressed. 
Even though the gene length was accounted for during the DESeq2 analysis of differential 
gene expression, we still find a correlation between inter-specific gene length differences 
and log2-fold changes (Figure 4.2.2B, Supplementary Figure 5, Table 4.2.2). However, the 
significance of this correlation is greatly reduced in comparison to the DESeq2 analysis 
without length correction (Table 4.2.2), suggesting that the length correction incorporated 
in DESeq2 helps to reduce the number of false positive candidate genes. This finding is 
further supported by the comparison of the RNA-seq results to the qPCR data. After 
length correction only one (Cp110) of the seven genes that are longer in D. melanogaster 
show significant differential expression (Figure 4.2.4, Table 4.2.3).  
limma with RPKM length correction 
RPKM values are commonly calculated for RNA-seq datasets to account for variation in 
library sizes and to correct for length differences between different genes within the same 
species (Mortazavi et al., 2008). The moderated t-statistics incorporated in the limma R 
package (Ritchie et al., 2015; Smyth, 2004) can subsequently be used to assess differential 
gene expression. It has not been tested if this approach also corrects properly for 
differences in the length of the same gene being compared between two species. Using this 
method, we found between 14.1% and to 24.1% of the comparable genes to be 
significantly differentially expressed (Table 4.2.2). Our correlation analysis shows that the 
correction of a length bias using RPKM values still results in a clearly significant correlation 
between the gene length difference and the observed log2-fold change (Figure 4.2.2C, 
Supplementary Figure 6, Table 4.2.2). However, compared to the DESeq2 analysis without 
length correction, the significance values are highly reduced (Table 4.2.2), showing that the 
number of false positives is lower. Accordingly, six of the seven genes that we 
benchmarked with qPCR show no significant differential gene expression although they 




Cp110 is the only gene that appears as significantly differentially expressed also after 
correcting for length differences. 
voom-limma with RPKM length correction 
It has recently been shown that differential gene expression analysis with limma (Ritchie et 
al., 2015; Smyth, 2004) using normalized read counts from voom (Law et al., 2014) perform 
very well for RNA-seq datasets (Rapaport et al., 2013). Although this method is designed to 
work with direct read counts, in this case we tested it with an additional transcript length 
correction. Between 15% and 23.5% of the comparable genes are significantly differentially 
expressed (Table 4.2.2). After length correction (RPKM) and normalization with voom, we 
found a significant correlation between gene length differences and log2-fold changes when 
the published annotations and the directly re-annotated reference gene sets were used 
However, this was slightly reduced compared to the RPKM-limma analysis, especially for 
the D. simulans and D. mauritiana comparison. (Figure 4.2.2D, Supplementary Figure 7, 
Table 4.2.2). For the seven qPCR benchmarked genes that have clear length differences 
between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana the use of the voom-limma method results in 
three significantly differentially expressed genes (Table 4.2.3), suggesting a higher false 
positive rate. 
Length correction during the statistical analysis might be insufficient 
The comprehensive comparison of four methods for differential gene expression analysis 
shows that the incorporation of a length correction drastically reduces the number of false 
positive candidate genes. Although the correlation between gene length differences and the 
observed log2-fold changes (Figure 4.2.2, Supplementary Figure 4-7, Table 4.2.2) is reduced 
in the three methods that account for gene length differences (length matrix in DESeq2, 
RPKM-limma and RPKM-voom-limma), none of them sufficiently corrects the length bias 
present in the two gene sets used as mapping references. This is also supported by the 
qPCR validation of seven genes that exhibit clear length differences between the published 
D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana annotations (Figure 4.2.4, Table 4.2.3). In all three methods 
at least one gene was still artificially significantly differentially expressed. This is most 
pronounced for the voom-limma method where three of the seven genes are significantly 
differentially expressed. Of the seven genes we analyzed using qPCR, Cp110 was in all cases 
identified as a false positive candidate. In order to further characterize this gene, we visually 
inspected the distribution of mapped reads. Interestingly, the 3’-region is missing in the D. 




melanogaster reads that map to this 3’-part of the transcript than to the 5’-region 
(Supplementary Figure 8C). The number of D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana reads mapped 
to the 5’-part of the transcript is comparable (compare Supplementary Figure 8B to C). 
Hence, a very likely explanation for the inefficient length correction of the three applied 
methods could be an unequal distribution of the mapped reads along the transcripts. 
Besides an insufficient length correction, the DESeq2 method including a length matrix 
results in the lowest number of significantly differentially expressed genes, suggesting that 
the length correction applied here might be extremely conservative and could lead to a high 
rate of false negatives. Interestingly, in many pair-wise comparisons we found more 
significantly differentially expressed genes with a higher expression in D. mauritiana 
compared to D. melanogaster and D. simulans (not shown), although D. mauritiana gene 
models are generally shorter than those of the other two species (Figure 4.2.2, 
Supplementary Figure 4-7). This finding suggests that the length correction applied here 
might reduce the power to detect differential expression for the already short D. mauritiana 
genes. 
In summary, all three methods that include a length correction decrease the chance of 
identifying false positives. The RPKM-voom-limma and RPKM-limma methods seem to 
give the best ratio of false positives and false negatives, while DESeq2 including a length 
matrix is very conservative. However, none of the length correction methods tested does 
efficiently account for all differences in gene length observed in the reference annotation of 
the three studied Drosophila species. The length bias is most obvious when the distribution 
of reads is not uniform across the transcript body (e.g. Cp110). Therefore, all genes that 
exhibit length differences larger than the read length should be excluded from any of the 
reference gene sets (see Table 4.2.1; number of comparable genes after filtering). 
4.2.3.4 Reciprocal re-annotation reduces the number of false positive candidates 
Overview of the reciprocal re-annotation pipeline 
To overcome problems due to length differences between orthologous genes and 
simultaneously maximize the number of comparable genes, we developed a pipeline to 
reciprocally re-annotate the reference genomes of the three species (Figure 4.2.5, Materials 
and Methods). Instead of directly annotating the D. simulans and D. mauritiana genomes 
individually using the D. melanogaster reference gene set, we first annotated the genome of D. 




annotated D. simulans gene models to annotate the genome of D. mauritiana. This gene set 
was then used as a reference to re-annotate again the previously generated D. simulans gene 
set. And finally, we used these D. simulans gene models that already contain consensus 
features of D. simulans and D. mauritiana to re-annotate the D. melanogaster gene set (Figure 
4.2.5). Therefore, we obtained the longest sequence present in all three species and then, if 
necessary, reduce its length in the other references accordingly. Thus, we expect to equalize 
the length of all the genes for the three references (Figure 4.2.3, lower panel). It is 
important to note here that it does not matter in which order the reciprocal re-annotation 
is done. As long as the first reference is the one of D. melanogaster (i.e. the best curated 
annotation), we obtained the same results when we first annotate D. simulans or D. 
mauritiana (not shown). 
 
Figure 4.2.5. Pipeline of reciprocal transcriptome re-annotation method. Black numbers in 
white circles represent genome annotation steps using the “est2genome” command of Exonerate 
(Slater and Birney, 2005). Grey numbers in grey circles represent conversion of the resulting GFF 
file into a new transcript set. Filled horizontal bars represent the annotated set of transcripts; non-
filled horizontal bars at the start/end of the transcripts represent parts of the transcript that cannot 
be correctly annotated in one reference and are therefore eliminated from the transcript set. The 
boxes with red frame indicate the transcript sets that will be used as reference for RNA-seq read 
mapping (after confirmation by reciprocal blast). Step 1: the transcript set of the best annotated 
genomes (D. melanogaster in our study) is used to annotate one of the other genomes (D. simulans in 
our study) and generate a new transcript set for this species. Due to sequencing errors, some 
transcripts will be shorter. Step 2: the new transcript set form D. simulans is used to annotate the 
last genome (D. mauritiana in our study). The gene set generated contains shorter transcripts due to 
sequencing errors in D. mauritiana but also in D. simulans. Step 3: the transcript set from D. 




information from the D. mauritiana assembly. Step 4: the second transcript set from D. simulans is 
used to annotate the D. melanogaster set in order to integrate the information from D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana. 
Reciprocal re-annotation efficiently reduces gene length differences between species 
With the reciprocal re-annotation of the published genomes we obtained 97.33% of the 
13,676 D. melanogaster gene models in each of the three species (Table 4.2.1). In accordance 
with our expectations, only a small fraction of those genes found in all three species have a 
length difference of more than 49 bp (Figure 4.2.1C; Supplementary Table 2): 71 genes 
(0.53%) genes between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana, 41 genes (0.3%) between D. 
melanogaster and D. simulans and only 26 genes (0.19%) between D. mauritiana and D. simulans. 
Hence, the reciprocal re-annotation of the published genomes allows the analysis of the 
highest number of comparable genes with less than 50 bp length differences in a 
differential gene expression study (Table 4.2.1; 13,239 (96.80%) of the 13,676 D. 
melanogaster gene models). 
Evaluation of the reciprocal re-annotation in RNA-seq experiments 
To quantitatively test whether the number of false positives due to gene length differences 
is indeed reduced after reciprocal re-annotation, we applied a pair-wise analysis of 
differential gene expression between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana and D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana (see Materials and Methods). We mapped the RNA-seq reads to the new 
references and performed the statistical analysis using the four methods evaluated above: 
DESeq2, DESeq2 with length correction (Love et al., 2014b), RPKM-limma (Mortazavi et 
al., 2008; Ritchie et al., 2015; Smyth, 2004), RPKM-voom-limma (Law et al., 2014).  
As for the published and directly re-annotated references, the statistical analysis with 
DESeq2 resulted in the highest number of significantly differentially expressed genes 
(18.8% and 26.3% of the comparable genes; Table 4.2.2). This number clearly dropped to 
9.1% and 14.3% after including a length correction during the DESeq2 analysis. Similarly, 
the number of differentially expressed genes is greatly reduced if RPKM-limma and 
RPKM-voom-limma are being used (Table 4.2.2). However, only 71 (D. melanogaster vs. D. 
mauritiana) and 26 (D. simulans vs. D. mauritiana) pair-wise comparable genes exhibit length 
differences greater than 49 bp after reciprocal re-annotation. One would expect that only 
those genes should be affected by any of the three length correction methods. 
Therefore, we propose that the combination of a reciprocal re-annotation in combination 




the most comprehensive and reliable estimation of inter-specific gene expression 
differences. This is further supported by the lack of a significant correlation between log2-
fold changes and gene length differences if the DESeq2 is used in combination with the 
reciprocal re-annotation as mapping reference (Supplementary Figure 4-7; Table 4.2.2). 
Although the correlation is not significant, we still find that most significantly differentially 
expressed genes with length differences larger than 49 bp have higher expression in the 
species with the longer transcript (Supplementary Figure 4-7). Therefore, we propose that 
those genes should be filtered out from further differential gene expression analysis. 
Additionally, the seven genes that were validated using qPCR did not show a significant 
differential expression after their length was equalized (Figure 4.2.4, Table 4.2.3), 
suggesting that the length correction during the annotation of genomes can facilitate the 
reduction in false positive candidate genes in RNA-seq analyses. 
Assessment of power to detect differential gene expression 
It is important to note that the gene models generated by our reciprocal re-annotation 
pipeline do not necessarily represent the complete gene and thus the most comprehensive 
annotation for each species. This is due to the fact that potential full gene models in one 
species might have been adjusted to the shortest orthologous gene model. Therefore, in 
each round of annotation some gene models are truncated to fit the length of its orthologs 
(see Figure 4.2.3 and 4.2.2). If the gene models would be extremely shortened, this could of 
course lead to a loss of statistical power for the differential gene expression analysis. In 
order to estimate how much sequence information we really lose, we compared the length 
of the D. melanogaster gene models before and after the reciprocal re-annotation. This 
comparison shows that 12,642 (92.44%) of the 13,676 gene models still contain 90% to 
100% of their original sequence length after the reciprocal re-annotation (Supplementary 
Figure 9). 
Next we assessed the potential loss of power by comparing the number of mapped reads 
between the published annotations (13,676 genes in D. melanogaster, 12,005 genes in D. 
mauritiana and 11,837 genes in D. simulans; Table 4.2.1) and the gene sets generated from 
our reciprocal re-annotation of the published genomes (13,457 genes in D. melanogaster, 
13,373 genes in D. simulans and 13,346 genes in D. mauritiana, Table 4.2.1). Overall, the 
proportion of successfully mapped reads for all reference gene sets was between 40% and 
67% (Table 4.2.4). A large portion of this relatively low mapping rate can be explained by 




about 27.4% of all mapped reads (see Materials and Methods; Supplementary Table 3). 
Additionally, we only used the longest isoform of D. melanogaster for all annotations in the 
other two species (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, some differentially spliced exons 
might not be represented in the newly generated gene sets. However, the use of the sum of 
all exons only increases the mapping success by 0.4% if UTRs are excluded and 1.6% if the 
UTRs are included (Materials and Methods; Supplementary Table 3). If the comparison of 
the expression of different isoforms across species is of interest one could perform the 
quantification on the level individual transcripts (Soneson et al., 2015) or even exons. This 
approach requires of course a proper annotation of the different isoforms in all reference 
genomes and a dedicated mapping pipeline. For our analysis, we found for all replicates 
more than 17 million mapped reads after reciprocal re-annotation (Table 4.2.4) what has 
been shown to provide enough statistical power for differential gene expression analyses 
(Malone and Oliver, 2011).  
Table 4.2.4. List of RNA-seq samples and the percentage and number of mapped reads to 








Total number of 
mapped reads 
Percentage 




SE 50bp 58.86% 28,486,024 57.33% 27,744,730 
D. melanogaster 
replicate B 
SE 50bp 44.23% 17,675,472 43.19% 17,260,775 
D. melanogaster 
replicate C 
SE 50bp 65.51% 25,316,846 63.91% 24,699,746 
D. mauritiana 
replicate A 
SE 50bp 40.70% 16,575,011 43.31% 17,639,874 
D. mauritiana 
replicate B 
SE 50bp 56.17% 31,884,442 60.07% 34,100,435 
D. mauritiana 
replicate C 
SE 50bp 53.01% 23,653,723 56.98% 25,425,486 
D. mauritiana 
replicate D 
PE 100bp 56.06% 111,643,922 61.07% 121,610,905 
D. mauritiana 
replicate E 
PE 100bp 54.28% 130,638,956 59.51% 143,226,939 
D. mauritiana 
replicate F 
PE 100bp 60.90% 144,541,354 66.21% 157,165,639 
D. simulans 
replicate A 
PE 100bp 62.26% 118,272,529 66.71% 126,741,807 
D. simulans 
replicate B 
PE 100bp 57.90% 138,364,665 62.56% 149,508,494 
D. simulans 
replicate C 
PE 100bp 56.32% 150,692,651 60.98% 163,168,587 




We observed an increase in the mapping percentage of up to 5% in D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana when the reciprocally re-annotated gene sets are used as references (Table 4.2.4). 
This result shows that, although some gene models were now shorter, many genes that had 
been filtered out in the published genome annotations are actually expressed in these 
species. The use of the re-annotated gene set only slightly decreases the mapping success 
by 1% to 1.6% in D. melanogaster (Table 4.2.4), which is likely to be due to the artificial 
shortening of D. melanogaster gene models.  
In summary, we show that the artificial shortening of transcripts after reciprocal re-
annotation does not have a major impact on the power to detect differential gene 
expression.  
Practical considerations 
We demonstrate that the use of all annotated exons instead of the longest isoform of each 
gene model does not significantly increase the power to detect differential gene expression. 
In contrast, the inclusion of UTR regions for the reciprocal re-annotation will clearly 
increase the number of mapped reads (Supplementary Table 3) and hence the statistical 
power. However, the availability of UTR sequence information strongly depends on the 
quality of the annotation of the species to compare, since UTR and isoform predictions 
usually profit from the presence of RNA-seq data to be incorporated in the annotation 
pipeline. Additionally, the annotation of UTR regions might become more complicated if 
more distantly related species are studied, because UTR regions tend to evolve faster than 
coding region (Andolfatto, 2005). 
Although we used very closely related species for our analysis here, we think that the 
presented reciprocal re-annotation is also applicable for genomes of more distantly related 
species. As a consequence of a higher sequence divergence between distantly related 
species, inter-specific gene length differences are likely to be more pronounced. If such 
genomes were used as mapping references, the direct use of length correction during the 
statistical analysis of differential gene expression might enhance the over-correction effect 
that we have demonstrated for the three presented methods. Additionally, if the gene 
lengths are very different between species, the length bias that has been reported for 
RPKM-based normalization approaches (Bullard et al., 2010; Oshlack and Wakefield, 2009; 
Rapaport et al., 2013; Robinson and Oshlack, 2010; Wagner et al., 2012) might be more 
pronounced. Therefore, we propose that the correction of the inter-specific length bias 




robust results. However, for more distantly related species, the reciprocal re-annotation is 
likely to result in more artificial shortening of the genes. Since this could reduce the power 
to detect differential gene expression, we propose to assess the length differences between 
species as we presented it here (Figure 4.2.1) prior to the sample preparation and 
sequencing and to adjust the coverage accordingly by generating more reads to increase 
sequencing depth. 
In the presented case, at least one of the three Drosophila species represents a well-
established model system with a high quality genome assembly and annotation. If this is 
available, the reciprocal re-annotation pipeline should of course be started with the highest 
quality annotation. If the annotation quality of all genomes similar the pipeline could be 
started with any of the studied species, since we showed that the direction of the reciprocal 
annotation does not influence the final result. However, if the quality of all annotations is 
comparably low, one should consider generating longer paired-end reads with higher 
coverage to first perform a de novo annotation with tools like AUGUSTUS (Stanke and 
Waack, 2003; Stanke et al., 2008) or BRAKER1 (Hoff et al., 2015) using those reads to 
train the respective algorithm. Subsequently, the generated RNA-seq reads can be used to 
assess differential gene expression using the reciprocally re-annotated references with 
length adjusted orthologous genes. 
4.2.4 Conclusions 
We have carried out a comprehensive comparison of the annotations of published 
genomes for the three closely related Drosophila species, D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana. This analysis reveals that different assembly strategies, annotation pipelines and 
filtering steps result in only a small fraction of genes that are comparable among all three 
species. A direct re-annotation of the D. simulans and D. mauritiana genomes using the same 
D. melanogaster reference gene set and the same annotation pipeline significantly improves 
the comparability of the gene sets. However, this direct re-annotation still results in length 
differences in many gene models between species. Based on these length differences 
between orthologous genes we tested four alternative methods to statistically assess 
differential gene expression using RNA-seq, namely DESeq2, DESeq2 with length 
correction, RPKM-limma and RPKM-voom-limma. We show that none of these methods 
sufficiently accounts for the inter-specific gene length differences what is evident by a high 
number of false positive differentially expressed genes. This finding is further supported by 




In order to further reduce the observed false positive rate, we argue that the length bias 
should be accounted for prior to the RNA-seq analysis during the generation of the 
mapping references. Therefore, we implemented a robust reciprocal re-annotation pipeline 
that allows the generation of highly comparable gene sets to serve as mapping references 
for inter-specific RNA-seq experiments. Applying RNA-seq and qPCR we confirm the 
successful reduction of false positive candidate genes if the reciprocally re-annotated 
genomes are used as mapping references. The reciprocal re-annotation pipeline can easily 
be adopted to re-annotate genomes of other closely related species or populations of 
animals and plants. Although we introduced our novel approach here to re-annotate three 
genomes at a time, it can of course be applied to two or more genomes. 
4.2.5 Materials and Methods 
4.2.5.1 Comparison of published annotations 
We obtained the complete coding sequence (CDS) set of D. melanogaster r5.55 from FlyBase 
and considered only the longest isoform of each gene. Because identical sequences cannot 
be distinguished when RNA-seq reads are mapped (e.g. 23 different Histone 3 loci), we 
only retained one copy of genes with exactly the same nucleotide sequence (49 sequences, 
195 transcripts discarded). 
The genome and annotation of D. mauritiana was downloaded from 
http://www.popoolation.at/mauritiana_genome/index.html (Nolte et al., 2013), 
combining the five gene set files. The transcript set was obtained from a GFF file and the 
D. mauritiana genome. IDs were converted with the FlyBase conversion tool.  
The genome and annotation of D. simulans was downloaded from 
http://genomics.princeton.edu/AndolfattoLab/w501_genome.html (Hu et al., 2013), 
combining “clean” and “unclean” data sets. The transcript set was obtained from a GFF 
file and the D. simulans genome. 
Common genes were identified by gene ID (FBgn nomenclature) correspondence in all 
species. Genes absent from these species-specific annotations were identified by comparing 
the annotated genes to the genes present in the D. melanogaster gene set (data not shown). 






4.2.5.2 Direct re-annotation of genomes 
The D. mauritiana and D. simulans genomes were obtained as described above and annotated 
with the D. melanogaster CDS set using Exonerate v2.2 (Slater and Birney, 2005) with the 
command –-model est2genome --softmasktarget yes --bestn 1 --minintron 
20 --maxintron 20000. The resulting GFF files were converted into transcript sets for 
each species from the corresponding genome files. 
For some genes these three species have a different number of paralogs. For differential 
expression analysis it is essential to only consider orthologs of each gene, i.e. the number of 
reads that map to one transcript in one species cannot be reliably compared to the number 
of counts in two or more transcripts in another species. To count the total number of 
recovered transcripts in each annotation round, we kept only one copy of transcript 
sequences that gave more than one best hit in the target set. We selected the copy to keep 
based on conserved synteny (the putative paralog that is in the same chromosome and 
relative strand in the target genome and that has the same neighboring genes as in D. 
melanogaster) and conserved gene structure (the putative paralog that has the same number 
of exons as D. melanogaster). Genes for which none of the multiple copies found satisfied 
these conditions were discarded. In the D. mauritiana direct re-annotation only one gene 
gave more than one predicted copy (FBgn0264343); since none of the copies was in the 
same chromosome as D. melanogaster (2L) they were discarded. In the D. simulans direct re-
annotation five genes gave more than one copy (FBgn0002933, FBgn0010294, 
FBgn0036177, FBgn0053874 and FBgn0062565); for the first three genes, the copy that 
was in the same relative strand as D. melanogaster was kept, FBgn0053874 was discarded 
because none of the copies was in the same chromosome as D. melanogaster (2L) and for 
FBgn0062565 only the copy predicted in the same chromosome as D. melanogaster (X) and 
with the same number of exons (3) was kept and the other was discarded. 
BLAST 2.2.26+ (Altschul et al., 1990) was used to back-blast the resulting gene sets to the 
D. melanogaster gene set (blastn -max_target_seqs 1). Only the genes that had as best 
hit the D. melanogaster gene that had been used to annotate them (reciprocal best hit) were 
kept and reported in Table 4.2.1. 
4.2.5.3 Generation of comparable transcriptomes – Reciprocal re-annotation 
pipeline 
To generate reference transcriptomes for the three species with a minimum length 




transcripts present in all species for analysis of inter-specific differential expression, we 
annotated the transcript sets of the different species via multiple rounds of pair-wise 
alignment with Exonerate v2.2 (Slater and Birney, 2005) following the scheme shown in 
Figure 4.2.5. Since FlyBase (St. Pierre et al., 2014) maintains an up to date curation and 
annotation the of D. melanogaster genome, we used this gene set as the first reference. 
We used the D. melanogaster CDS set (r5.55) to annotate the D. simulans reference genome 
(Figure 4.2.5, step 1) with exonerate –-model est2genome --softmasktarget yes --
bestn 1 --minintron 20 --maxintron 20000. The resulting gene set was used to 
annotate the D. mauritiana reference genome using –-model est2genome (Figure 4.2.5, 
step 2). At this point, the transcript set contains the maximized number of comparable 
genes and minimized transcript length difference between the three species’ references. 
Consequently, step 3 consisted of reciprocally annotating the D. simulans transcript set with 
the D. mauritiana transcript set (Figure 4.2.5, step 3) and finally using the resulting D. 
simulans transcript set to annotate D. melanogaster transcript set (Figure 4.2.5, step 4). The 
criteria used to deal with multiple paralogs was the same as described above when the 
annotation reference was a genome (steps 1 and 2). Step 1 was the same as previously 
described and only one copy of FBgn0002933, FBgn0010294, FBgn0036177 and 
FBgn0062565 were kept. In step 2, only one gene (FBgn0263247) gave two hits in D. 
mauritiana; these two were clear tandem duplicates and the one predicted at 3L:11061688-
11061810 was kept. In steps 3 and 4 only the genes where the gene ID of the target and the 
query matched were kept. 
A back-blast to the original D. melanogaster gene set was also performed with the resulting 
gene sets of the three species. Only the reciprocal best hits were kept and reported in Table 
4.2.1.  
A list of gene names (FBgn nomenclature) and the respective transcript lengths for all 
annotations used in this study (published annotations, direct re-annotation and the 
reciprocal re-annotation) of all three species are available as part of the processed files 
uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (Accession number: 
GSE76252). Additionally, gff and fasta files of the final datasets and of intermediate steps 
of the reciprocal re-annotation pipeline are available from GSE76252 as well. 
4.2.5.4 RNA isolation and sequencing 
RNA–seq reads for analysis of differential expression were generated for D. melanogaster 




D. simulans (yellow vermillion forked, YVF; DSSC, University of California, San Diego, Stock 
no.14021-0251.146). In summary, flies were raised at 25ºC and 12h:12h dark/light cycle in 
density‐controlled conditions (30 freshly hatched LI larvae per vial). Female LIII larvae 
were dissected and eye-antennal imaginal discs were stored in RNALater (Qiagen, Venlo, 
Netherlands) at 120 h after egg laying. We dissected 40-50 discs per sample and generated 
three biological replicates for D. melanogaster and for D. simulans and 6 biological replicates 
for D. mauritiana (total of 12 samples). 
Total RNA was isolated using the Trizol (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
Massachusetts, USA) method according to the manufacturer’s recommendations and the 
samples were DNAse I (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) treated in order to remove DNA 
contamination. RNA quality was determined using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent 
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) microfluidic electrophoresis. Only samples with 
comparable RNA integrity numbers were selected for sequencing. 
Library preparation for RNA-Seq was performed using the TruSeq RNA Sample 
Preparation Kit (Illumina, catalog ID RS-122-2002) starting from 500 ng of total RNA. 
Accurate quantitation of cDNA libraries was performed by using the 
QuantiFluor™dsDNA System (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). The size range of 
final cDNA libraries was determined applying the DNA 1000 chip on the Bioanalyzer 2100 
from Agilent (280 bp). cDNA libraries were amplified and sequenced by using cBot and 
HiSeq 2000 (Illumina): single-end reads were generated for D. mauritiana (replicates A, B 
and C) and for D. melanogaster samples (1x50 bp) and paired-end reads were generated for D. 
mauritiana (replicates D, E and F) and for D. simulans samples (2x100 bp).  
Sequence images were transformed to bcl files using the software BaseCaller (Illumina). 
The bcl files were demultiplexed to fastq files with CASAVA (version 1.8.2). Quality 
control was carried out using FastQC (version 0.10.1, Babraham Bioinformatics). Only 
replicates A, D and E from D. mauritiana and replicate C from D. simulans had bases with 
Phred quality score <Q20. Following recently published guidelines (Macmanes, 2014) we 
did not trim these bases but instead relied on the aligner software to make the quality call. 
Due to this procedure the overall mapping success (% mapped reads) for all datasets was 
slightly reduced. Of D. melanogaster (replicate A) for example, about 4.8% of the reads do 
not map against the entire genome, suggesting that they might be filtered out due to low 




Raw fastq files of all samples have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus 
(Edgar et al., 2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE76252 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE76252). 
4.2.5.5 Analysis of differential expression 
Since we generated two different types of RNA-seq reads (namely 100 bp paired-end and 
50 bp single-end), we only compared the datasets that were produced with the same 
technique, i.e. D. melanogaster reads were compared only to D. mauritiana 50 bp reads and D. 
simulans reads to D. mauritiana 100 bp paired-end reads. Since 50 bp single-end reads are 
informative enough for differential expression analysis (Chhangawala et al., 2015; González 
and Joly, 2013; Li and Dewey, 2011) and this is the cuttoff we set in our analysis as the 
maximum gene length difference, prior to mapping, 100 bp paired-end reads from D. 
simulans and D. mauritiana were split into two 50 bp reads each. Left and right reads were 
merged into a single file to be equivalent to single-end reads. 50 bp single-end reads from 
D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster were not processed prior to mapping.  
Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) with parameters –very-sensitive-local –N 1 
was used in all cases to map the reads to the respective references: D. melanogaster reads 
were mapped to the published gene set (Flybase, r5.55) and to our novel reciprocally re-
annotated gene set. D. mauritiana and D. simulans reads were mapped to the respective 
published gene sets (Hu et al., 2013; Nolte et al., 2013), to the directly re-annotated gene 
sets and to the reciprocally re-annotated gene sets. The number of reads mapping to each 
transcript were summarized using samtools v0.1.19 (Li et al., 2009).  
To calculate the percentage of reads mapped to UTRs we aligned D. melanogaster replicate A 
reads to the longest full transcripts of D. melanogaster r5.55 and compared the mapping 
percentage to that of the mapped reads to the longest CDS set. To calculate the percentage 
of reads mapped to transcript regions not included in the longest CDS set we aligned D. 
melanogaster replicate A reads to the complete CDS set (including all isoforms) and 
compared the mapping percentage to that of the longest CDS set. To calculate the 
percentage of reads generated from unannotated regions we aligned D. melanogaster replicate 
A reads to the complete D. melanogaster genome r5.55 and compared the mapping 
percentage to that of the mapped reads to all annotated transcripts. 
Differential expression was determined for each orthologous gene between D. melanogaster 




D. mauritiana (from the originally 100 bp paired-end reads). Four different methods were 
used to call differentially expressed genes for each annotation strategy: 
1. DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014b) (v1.6.3) with direct counts per transcript and default 
parameters.  
2. DESeq2 with a transcript length normalization factor matrix with row-wise geometric 
means of 1. This matrix was applied with the command normalizationFactors(). The 
rest of parameters were left as default. 
3. Limma (Ritchie et al., 2015; Smyth, 2004) (v3.22.7) on reads per kilobase per million 
(RPKM). RPKM values were calculated for each transcript with the corresponding library 
size and transcript length. 1 was added to the resulting value to prevent negative values 
when applying log transformation. Limma was applied to log2 transformed RPKM values 
to call differentially expressed genes using ebayes(trend=T). 
4. RPKM-voom-limma (Law et al., 2014). RPKM values were calculated as described above 
and voom() was used with default parameters to log-transform the data and obtain the 
associated precision weights matrix. Limma with default parameters was applied to the 
resulting EList object to perform the differential expression analysis. 
For all methods, Benjamini & Hochberg correction was used to adjust p-values for 
multiple testing (default in DESeq2 and Limma). Genes were called significantly 
differentially expressed when the program reported an adjusted p-value lower than 0.05. 
R (v3.1.2) (R Core Team, 2015) was used to generate the correlation plots. The Venn 
diagrams were generated using jvenn (Bardou et al., 2014). IGV (v2.3) (Robinson et al., 
2011; Thorvaldsdottir et al., 2013) was used to visualize read coverage of the Cp110 
transcript and Mafft (v7.017) (Katoh et al., 2002) (as integrated in Geneious v6.0.6 
(Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand)) was used to align the annotated Cp110 transcripts of 
D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana. 
4.2.5.6 Real-time qPCR 
RNA from eye-antennal imaginal discs from female LIII larvae was extracted using ZR 
Tissue & Insect RNA MicroPrepTM (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA). RNA 
concentration was measured using Qubit (Invitrogen, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 
Massachusetts, USA). Samples were diluted to contain exactly the same amount of starting 
RNA. RNA was converted to cDNA using MAXIMA® First Strand cDNA synthesis for 




parallel reactions were carried out without enzyme. For the efficiency test, a series of five 
1:4 dilutions were made. Real-Time qPCR was performed with HOT FIREpol ® 
EvaGreen® qPCR Mix Plus (ROX) (Solis BioDyne, Tartu, Estland) in a CFX96™ Real-
Time PCR System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Primers were designed to 
exclude polymorphisms between D. melanogaster (FlyBase) and D. mauritiana TAM16 and to 
amplify a sequence that span introns to avoid genomic contamination (except for Cp110, 
alrm and actin 79B) and did not show isoform variation. Primer sequences are given in 
Supplementary Table 4. A melting curve was performed at the end of each reaction. Only 
genes that produced a single peak are shown. Expression differences were calculated by 
log2(2-ΔΔCt), using actin 79B as reference gene. Differences in expression were assessed using 





4.3 Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila 
species 
In the first project of this Thesis, “New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila 
head development”, I identified the genes that are differentially expressed during the 
development of the larval eye-antennal imaginal discs, and grouped these genes according 
to their expression profile during head and eye development in the model species D. 
melanogaster. The closely related Drosophila species D. melanogaster, D. mauritiana and D. 
simulans show clear differences in head morphology (Arif et al., 2013; Hilbrant et al., 2014; 
Posnien et al., 2012). Thus they are a good model to study the mechanisms by which 
natural selection has allowed morphological differences to evolve while keeping 
functioning developmental GRNs. Initially, I wanted to investigate if the expression 
dynamics throughout eye-antennal imaginal disc development are the same in other closely 
related species. Thus, by identifying the genes that have conserved expression in different 
species, I can obtain the genes that represent the core players of this biological process. 
Afterwards, by investigating the genome-wide differences in gene expression between these 
species, I will first reveal all differentially expressed genes, and later also identify the 
mechanisms by which this divergence in gene expression is regulated. 
4.3.1 Developmental transcriptome of three closely related Drosophila 
species 
4.3.1.1 Evaluation of bias introduced by the use of different sequencing types 
I sequenced the transcriptomes of eye-antennal imaginal discs of the closely related species 
D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF at the same larval stages as I had information 
for D. melanogaster (late LII, mid LIII and late LIII larvae) (Table 3.2). 
It is relevant to note that all these samples were generated at different times with different 
sequencing types (i.e. 100 bp paired-end reads vs. 50 bp single-end reads) (see Table 3.2 
and Materials and Methods for details). In order to exclude batch effects caused by 
different sequencing time points and sequencing types, I sequenced one of the samples 
using the two sequencing types (D. mauritiana eye-antennal imaginal discs at 120h AEL) and 
performed thorough quality tests. 
To investigate whether the use of different sequencing types could introduce a bias in the 




the first panel, the samples are colored by stages, and it is clear that this is the factor 
accounting for the biggest difference between samples, since samples from 72h appear far 
apart from the rest (Figure 4.3.1A). The second component separates the data by species 
(Figure 4.3.1B), since the D. melanogaster samples are on the top part of the plot and the 
other two species (which are more closely related) are at the bottom. The six D. mauritiana 
120h replicates cluster together, regardless of the sequencing type. All replicates are equally 
separated by the first component (dimension 1) and appear close to each other and to the 0 
when separated by the second component. This indicates that the use of different 
sequencing types did not introduce a clear bias in the data. 
 
Figure 4.3.1. Multidimensional scaling plots of three species’ samples. (A) Samples are 
colored according to the different time points: 72h, 96h or 120h AEL. This condition corresponds 
to the first dimension separating the data. (B) Samples are colored according to the different 
species: D. melanogaster OreR, D. simulans YVF or D. mauritiana TAM16. This condition corresponds 
to the second dimension separating the data. D. mauritiana TAM16 120h AEL samples are indicated 
with a grey circle, showing that the use of different sequencing types does not greatly influence the 
separation of the samples. 
4.3.1.2 Conserved gene expression during Drosophila eye development 
Once I confirmed that the data were not biased due to the different sequencing types, I 
used all the samples to identify the genes whose expression changes during eye-antennal 
imaginal disc development in the three Drosophila species. I aimed to study if the 
developmental processes and gene clusters that I had identified in D. melanogaster are the 
same in these sister species, and by that be able to identify the genes that have a conserved 
expression throughout development. I performed an analysis with HTSCluster (Rau et al., 
2015) analogous to the one performed in section 4.1.2, but including all count data for the 
three species and the three stages. This initially resulted in 8 clusters (DDSE model), but I 
noted that 6 of these clusters (clusters 3 to 8) were very similar and included only genes 
with high expression at 72h. Clusters 1 and 2 contained 2,956 and 1,011 genes, respectively, 
and included all genes that were up-regulated in later stages. To get a better resolution of 




This resulted in 7 more subclusters (DDSE and Djump gave the same result), and 
therefore a total of 13 clusters (Figure 4.3.2).  
 
Figure 4.3.2. Co-expression clusters in three Drosophila species. Lambda values for each 
stage and each cluster. Under each cluster the first 4 non-redundant enriched GO terms are listed 
and the enriched transcription factors (NES ≥ 4.0) predicted by i-cisTarget. Normalized 




A comparison of the obtained clusters in this analysis and that of only D. melanogaster 
reveals that the identified expression profiles are very similar in both analyses (compare 
Figure 4.3.2 to Figure 4.1.3). The GO terms enriched in each cluster were also similar to 
those obtained with only one species (Figure 4.3.2; see Discussion 5.1.1). Finally, I also 
identified the transcription factors that are likely to regulate a large number of co-expressed 
genes of each of these 13 clusters using i-cisTarget (Herrmann et al., 2012) (Figure 4.3.2). 
As in the analysis using only D. melanogaster developmental transcriptome, Nejire, Pannier 
and Caudal are enriched as possible regulators of the genes present in clusters of genes 
expressed at the early stage when I use the data for the three closely related species. 
Additionally, other transcription factors like Slp1, Mef2 and Hb appear as well as putative 
regulators of the genes in two clusters with genes up-regulated at late stages. 
4.3.1.3 Inter-species differential gene expression 
After finding out that there is a great conservation of gene expression dynamics between 
these three species during eye-antennal imaginal disc development, I set out to investigate 
which genes have divergent gene expression. First I carried out a pair-wise differential 
expression analysis between each pair of species for each time point (Figure 4.3.3). The 
largest differences can be observed between D. melanogaster and the other two species at 72h, 
when 5,097 genes are differentially expressed between D. melanogaster and D. simulans and 
6,032 genes are differently expressed between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana. In contrast, 
only 697 genes have different expression levels at 72h between the more closely related 
species D. simulans and D. mauritiana. At 96h this tendency is the same, and there are more 
genes differentially expressed between D. melanogaster and the other two species than 
between these two species with each other. Interestingly, between D. melanogaster and D. 
simulans/D. mauritiana there are less differentially expressed genes than at 72h, while 
between D. simulans and D. mauritiana the number of differentially expressed genes is larger 
at 96h than at 72h. Finally, at 120h there are even more genes with differential expression 
between D. simulans and D. mauritiana. The number of differentially expressed genes 
between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana at this stage is similar to that at 96h. However, 






Figure 4.3.3. Pair-wise differential inter-species gene expression. Bar plot showing the 
number of genes differentially expressed in each pair-wise comparison. 
To obtain a better picture of the groups of genes that change their expression at each time 
point and species, first I performed a multi-factor DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) analysis to 
identify the genes differentially expressed across all samples. I set the analysis parameters to 
identify the genes that varied the most between the different species, minimizing the 
variation caused by the different stages. A total of 6,649 genes appeared as significantly 
differentially expressed between D. melanogaster and D. simulans (p-adj < 0.05) when 
considering the three developmental stages.  
The heat map showing the hierarchical clustering of the 1,000 most differentially expressed 
genes (lowest p-adjusted values) shows that the largest differences in expression can be 
observed between D. melanogaster and the other two species, although the expression across 
stages is not homogeneous (Figure 4.3.4). Even though the variation between stages was 
minimized, a clear difference between gene expression at 72h and the later stages can be 
observed. Interestingly, when grouping these genes into different clusters, some groups 
with similar expression profiles can be identified by the distinct predicted clusters (Figure 
4.3.4). About 30% of genes have high expression across all samples but at 72h they have 
significant differential expression in D. simulans and D. mauritiana compared to D. 




genes are likely to be regulated by the transcription factors Pannier, Pmad and Dorsocross2. 
The orange cluster contains genes that in all D. simulans and D. mauritiana samples have 
higher expression than in D. melanogaster, and these genes could be regulated by Caudal, 
Mef2 and Twist. In contrast, the green cluster contains genes with higher expression in all 
D. melanogaster samples compared to the other two species, and these genes, apart from 
being enriched to be putatively regulated by Caudal, present the distinctive GATA binding 
motif in their regulatory regions. 
 
Figure 4.3.4. Heat map of expression differences between Drosophila species. Heat map 
representing the expression of the 1,000 genes that are most differentially expressed between 
species (D. melanogaster vs. D. simulans). Each row in the heat map represents one gene and the color 
in each cell (from white to dark blue) represents the normalized expression level as indicated in the 
color key (top left corner). Genes are ordered by hierarchical clustering based on the distances 
dendrogram (left side) and grouped into 8 clusters according to their expression profile (different 
vertical colored bars between the dendrogram and the heat map). Samples are indicated at the 
bottom of the heat map. On the right side of the heat map are listed the enriched transcription 
factors with NES ≥ 3.0. Next to that the highest scoring PWM is shown; when known, the 
corresponding transcription factor is given below the motif. The NES score representing a 




4.3.2 Evolution of gene expression differences 
A recurrent question in evolutionary biology is the influence of network topology on gene 
expression divergence (Carlson et al., 2006; Siegal et al., 2007; Ulitsky and Shamir, 2007). 
For instance, are more central factors with likely stronger pleiotropic effects prone to show 
expression differences or are more changes observed in genes with fewer connections (e.g. 
terminal genes with less pleiotropic functions)? Therefore, after identifying the 
differentially expressed genes between these three closely related Drosophila species, I 
wanted to know where these divergent genes are located in the molecular networks 
involved in eye and head development. For that I mapped the inter-species differential 
gene expression data on the networks of genetic interactions generated from the clustering 
of D. melanogaster developmental transcriptomic data (section 4.1.2) (Figure 4.3.5). In cluster 
3 only one gene with more than 3 interactions (asp) is differentially expressed (Figure 
4.3.5A). In cluster 10 one gene with 10 genetic interactions (Nsf2) is differentially expressed, 
and the genes from the small interconnected network kay-puc-slpr are all significantly higher 
expressed in D. mauritiana compared to D. melanogaster (Figure 4.3.5B). Interestingly, all 
genes differentially expressed in cluster 11 have higher expression in D. mauritiana at 96h 
AEL, including highly interconnected genes such as ss, aop, svp, hh, Ret, Dl, Abl, ena, sty and 





Figure 4.3.5. Differentially expressed genes in the genetic interaction networks.  Genes are 
represented as nodes and genetic interactions as edges. Blue shaded circles indicate genes with 
higher expression in D. mauritiana at 96h AEL, while red shaded circles indicate higher expressed 
genes in D. melanogaster at the same stage. Darker shade indicates higher fold-change. The circle 
margin is thicker for genes with more interactions. (A) Cluster 3. Nine genes have higher 
expression in D. melanogaster and 8 are higher in D. mauritiana, where 5 of these interact with the 
gene pbl. (B) Cluster 10. 11 genes have higher expression in D. melanogaster, although none of them 
have known connections with each other, and 17 are higher in D. mauritiana, with a whole cluster of 







4.3.3 Detection of cis and trans regulatory divergence by allele-specific 
expression (ASE) analysis 
Recent studies have used high-throughput transcriptomic data of F1 hybrid organisms to 
study the relative contribution of cis and trans variation to the generation of gene expression 
divergence between closely related species (e.g. Graze et al., 2012; Tirosh et al., 2009; 
Zhang and Borevitz, 2009). These studies are based on the comparison of allele-specific 
expression in the hybrid individuals to the relative gene expression in their parents (see also 
Figure 2.3). We took advantage of the viability of F1 hybrid individuals between the 
Drosophila species and we crossed D. melanogaster females with D. mauritiana males and D. 
simulans females with D. mauritiana males. For each cross we sequenced the transcriptomes 
of F1 hybrids for eye-antennal imaginal discs (96h AEL and 120h AEL) and for wing 
imaginal discs (96h AEL).  
4.3.3.1 Generation of polymorphism-rich strain-specific references and allele-
specific read mapping 
An important prerequisite for the analysis of ASE is the presence of polymorphisms in the 
parental species that allow the distinction of the species of origin of the hybrid reads 
(Wittkopp et al., 2004). RNA-seq technology generates only reads of short length, the 
larger the frequency of polymorphisms between the pairs of orthologs, the more reads can 
be mapped and used to analyze gene expression divergence. However, the closest the two 
species are related phylogenetically, the fewer number of polymorphism exist between 
them. Thus, the bioinformatics analyses required for these studies is especially challenging 
and some steps need to be taken to prepare the references prior to mapping the reads 
(Stevenson et al., 2013).  
The transcriptome references used for inter-species differential expression analyses in the 
previous sections (Torres-Oliva et al. in revision; section 4.2) were based on the re-
annotation of the previously published genomes of D. melanogaster (Hoskins et al., 2007), D. 
mauritiana (Nolte et al., 2013) and D. simulans (Hu et al., 2013), but in all cases the strain 
used was different from the one I have used in my analyses (D. melanogaster iso-1, D. 
mauritiana MS17 and D. simulans w501 are published). Additionally, in Torres-Oliva et al. (in 
revision) I only used the coding sequences to perform the reciprocal re-annotation of these 
genomes. Therefore, I first examined how many polymorphisms existed between the 
existing references for the species for which hybrid data was available, i.e. between D. 




D. simulans (Figure 4.3.6B and Table 4.3.1). Concordant with these species’ phylogeny, the 
number of polymorphisms between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana is much larger than 
between D. simulans and D. mauritiana. Using only the coding sequence of the transcripts, 
very few genes have more than 50 mismatches between the more closely related species D. 
simulans and D. mauritiana, almost 2,000 genes have less than 5 mismatches and 231 genes 
have no mismatch that can differentiate the orthologous sequences. Between D. melanogaster 
and D. mauritiana there are only 39 genes without mismatches and 371 genes with less than 
5 mismatches; however, most of the orthologous genes have less than 30 mismatches 
(Figure 4.3.6A). 
 
Figure 4.3.6. Mismatches between species references. Histogram of the number of genes 
presenting the specified number of mismatches between orthologs in the different annotated 
references. (A) Comparison of D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster orthologs annotated in the 
published genomes without UTR regions. (B) Comparison of D. mauritiana and D. simulans 
orthologs annotated in the published genomes without UTR regions and additional RNA-seq-based, 
strain-specific sequence replacement. (C) Comparison of D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster orthologs 
annotated in the strain specific genomes containing UTR regions. The peak is moved to the right 
compared to (A), fewer genes have less than 20 mismatches and there is also an increase in the 
number of genes with more than 70 mismatches. (D) Comparison of D. mauritiana and D. simulans 
orthologs annotated in the strain specific genomes containing UTR regions. The peak is slightly 






Table 4.3.1. Mismatches (mm) between orthologs in different references.  
 
D. mau vs D. mel D. mau vs D. sim 
 
only CDS UTR only CDS UTR 
0 mm 39 35 231 67 
less than 5 mm 371 136 1881 526 
1 mm/ 50 bp 12,431 13,321 3,146 3,938 
 
These data showed that it was necessary to increase the number of detectable 
polymorphisms that could allow distinguishing the allele of origin of the hybrid RNA-seq 
reads. In order to do that, first I generated strain specific references by in silico 
polymorphism replacement at the genome level using strain specific genomic reads (see 
Methods). After that I repeated the reciprocal re-annotation pipeline between the two 
species pairs on these strain specific genomes, but this time using the full transcript 
sequences of D. melanogaster (including UTR) as starting reference. This strategy increased 
the number of mismatches per gene between the D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster orthologs 
(compare Figure 4.3.6A to Figure 4.3.6C) and almost all genes (13,321 genes) presented at 
least one mismatch per 50 bp of sequence (Table 4.3.1). 
The number of mismatches between D. mauritiana and D. simulans orthologs also increased 
with this method (data not shown). However, preliminary analyses revealed that the D. 
simulans parental reads were not able to map to this species’ reference using the very 
stringent parameters required to perform ASE studies (not shown; see Discussion 5.3.3.2). 
As a consequence, the hybrid reads mapped preferentially to the D. mauritiana allele and 
generated a great bias in the results. Thus I decided to perform a second round of in silico 
sequence replacement, this time using the species specific parental RNA-seq reads (see 
Methods). This strategy increased the number of mapped parental reads in D. simulans and 
reduced the bias in the mapped hybrid reads (not shown). Combined with the previously 
described methods, the number of mismatches between orthologs in D. mauritiana and D. 
simulans was increased (compare Figure 4.3.6B to Figure 4.3.6D), and only 67 genes had no 
recognizable polymorphisms (Table 4.3.1). 
Once I obtained polymorphism-rich references that allowed a proper distinction of the 
allele of origin of the hybrid RNA-seq reads, I proceeded to map the parental and hybrid 
reads to the corresponding references. For each pair of species, the same parameters were 
used to map the parental reads to the species-specific reference and also the hybrid reads to 
the combination of the two species’ references. Only those hybrid reads that mapped 




parental reads could be mapped to the species specific references with these stringent 
parameters (Table 4.3.2), with more than 30 million mapped reads in all samples. The 
mapping percentage of the hybrid samples was lower, since only reads that contained 
polymorphisms that allowed an unambiguous mapping were allowed. The percentage 
dropped for the D. simulans x D. mauritiana hybrids due to the less number of 
polymorphisms between the orthologs in these two species. Still, more than 10 million 
reads mapped in all replicates (Table 4.3.2). 
Table 4.3.2. Mapping stats.  
 
tissue 




D. melanogaster 96h eye 72.26 34,436,404 
 120h eye 72.18 30,599,797 
 96h wing 73.71 43,959,111 
D. mauritiana 96h eye 64.97 44,659,761 
 120h eye 69.54 33,324,734 
 96h wing 63.87 34,716,996 
D. simulans 96h eye 62.99 33,098,213 
 120h eye 62.42 49,206,491 
 96h wing 61.04 35,986,926 
D. mel x D. mau 96h eye 47.87 23,963,441 
 120h eye 50.12 23,573,754 
 96h wing 38.65 19,043,597 
D. sim x D. mau 96h eye 21.20 11,822,104 
 120h eye 21.80 14,899,185 
 96h wing 20.16 10,921,398 
*Mean of each triplicate of biological replicates. 
4.3.3.2 Mitochondrial gene expression in F1 hybrids 
In most species, including Drosophila, mitochondrial DNA is only maternally transmitted 
(DeLuca and O’Farrell, 2012; Reilly and Thomas, 1980), thus all reads allocated to 
mitochondrial genes of hybrid animals should originate from the parental species that 
contributed as female in the cross. Therefore, the ASE of mitochondrial genes can be used 
as a control to check whether the expression of the mitochondrial genes in the hybrids 
originates from the female (D. melanogaster in the D. mauritiana x D. melanogaster cross and D. 
simulans in the D. mauritiana x D. simulans cross). In both analyses, practically all counted 
reads were from the species that contributed the female in the expressed mitochondrial 
genes (Figure 4.3.7). Only gene mt:ND3 in the D. mauritiana x D. simulans cross had more 




showed that the region where the hybrid reads mapped to the D. mauritiana allele contained 
a clearly unspecific base in the parental D. simulans reference (Supplementary Figure 11). 
 
Figure 4.3.7. Allele-specific expression of mitochondrial genes in the hybrids. (A) D. mau x 
D. mel hybrids. D. mauritiana reads in shades of blue and D. melanogaster reads in shades of red. All 
genes present expression practically exclusive of the D. melanogaster allele, which is the mother in 




reads in shades of green. All genes but ND3, CoI and CoIII present only expression of the D. 
simulans allele, which is the mother in this hybrid cross. Many more reads are identified as coming 
from the D. simulans allele than from the D. mauritiana allele in CoI and CoIII. 
4.3.3.3 Gene expression differences are mainly caused by changes in trans 
After confirming that almost all genes could be identified by polymorphisms present 
between orthologous genes (Figure 4.3.6) and that the strategy to detect allele-specific 
expression worked correctly (Figure 4.3.7), I proceeded to analyze the type of regulation 
that is responsible for the divergence in gene expression between the studied closely related 
species. First I used DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) to detect differentially expressed genes 
between the parental species (as described in section 4.3.1.3, Figure 4.3.3), and afterwards I 
used the same method to detect differentially expressed alleles in the hybrid data. The 
majority of genes had conserved expression across the species, as neither the orthologs 
were significantly differentially expressed between the parent species nor the alleles were 
significantly differentially expressed in the hybrids (Figure 4.3.8). As described in the 
Introduction (Figure 2.3), the relative differential gene expression in the parents compared 
to the hybrids was used to discern the type of regulatory changes (cis or trans) that cause 
divergence in gene expression between these species (see also Figure 2.3). In short, genes 
that are differentially expressed in the parental animals but show no significant differential 
expression in the hybrids are assumed to have divergent expression due to variation in trans. 
Genes with equal differential expression in the parents and in the hybrids are classified as 
to be divergent due to variation only in cis. In case that the alleles of a gene are differentially 
expressed in the hybrids but the gene is not differentially expressed between the parents, 
compensatory regulation is assumed to be acting. Finally, cis x trans regulation is considered 
in genes that are differentially expressed in one direction in the parents and in the opposite 
direction in the hybrids.  
In my study, clearly most of the genes with divergent gene expression between D. 
mauritiana and D. melanogaster are different because of variation in trans, both in the eye and 
the wing imaginal discs at the studied stages (Figure 4.3.8A). This is also the case between 
D. mauritiana and D. simulans eye-antennal imaginal discs, where even a larger percentage of 
genes appear to have divergent expression due to changes in trans (Figure 4.3.8B). However, 
in wing imaginal discs most genes have compensatory regulation. The number of genes 
with divergent expression because of variation in cis is quite low in all tissues and stages, 




Finally, practically no genes have divergent expression due to an interaction of cis and trans 
regulatory differences (cis x trans). 
 
Figure 4.3.8. Regulation type. Classification of genes according to the type of regulatory changes 
that cause the difference in their relative expression in the parental species: only cis, only trans, cis x 
trans or compensatory. The first bar in each sample shows the number of genes with conserved 
expression. In grey background the sample is indicated: 96h AEL eye-antennal imaginal discs, 120h 




mauritiana. In all samples, most genes have divergent expression due to variation in trans. (B) D. 
simulans and D. mauritiana. In eye-antennal imaginal discs, variation in trans is causing the differences 
in expression of most genes; in wing discs, more genes have compensatory regulation and are not 
significantly differentially expressed in the parental species. 
I then wanted to know whether the genes with divergent expression are the same in the 
two studied tissues. For that I compared the genes that were found to be different due to 
each type of regulatory changes in eye-antennal imaginal discs and in wing imaginal discs at 
96h AEL (Figure 4.3.9). The highest overlap was observed in the genes with expression 
changes due to variation only in cis, but the overlap was also rather high in the genes with 
compensatory regulation. A similar total number of genes had differences due to trans 
variation in the two tissues, although since many more total genes have this type of 
regulatory variation, the percentage is lower. Interestingly, the genes presenting variation in 
trans were the only ones that had different direction in the expression differences, i.e. 64 
genes were up-regulated in D. melanogaster in eye tissues but up-regulated in D. mauritiana in 
wing tissue, and 134 genes were up-regulated in D. mauritiana in the eye-antennal imaginal 
disc but up-regulated in D. melanogaster in the wing disc. In the genes with divergent 
expression due to cis regulation, only one gene had higher expression in D. mauritiana in the 
eye but higher expression in D. melanogaster in the wing. This was the case in only two genes 
with compensatory regulation. From the few genes with cis x trans regulation, only one was 
commonly high in the two tissues in D. mauritiana.  
This analysis in the D. mauritiana x D. simulans data gave similar results (data not shown). 
The direction of expression change in the two tissues happens only in the genes that 





Figure 4.3.9. Overlap of regulation types between eye and wing tissue in D. melanogaster x 
D. mauritiana hybrids (96h AEL). The venn diagrams show the number of genes that are shared 
for each type of regulation, tissue and species. The background color indicates the tissue (light blue 
and light red show the number of genes in eye-antennal imaginal disc tissue and the dark blue and 
dark red show the genes in wing imaginal disc tissue) and the species with higher expression (shades 
of blue for D. mauritiana and shades of red for D. melanogaster). Only in genes with regulation in trans 
does the direction of the expression differences change in the two tissues. 
Finally, I wanted to know what genes have divergent expression between D. mauritiana and 
D. melanogaster in the different tissues and investigated whether they had features in 
common. Thus I searched for enriched GO terms and upstream regulatory factors (Table 
4.3.3). In the eye-antennal imaginal discs, the genes with higher expression in D. melanogaster 
due to regulation in trans are enriched for metabolic processes, while the genes with higher 
expression in D. mauritiana are involved in biological regulation and differentiation. I found 
very high enrichment of binding motifs for the transcription factor Pannier (NES = 9.48) 
in the genes that have higher expression in D. melanogaster due to variation in trans in the eye 
tissue at 96h AEL. The same factor is likely to regulate genes which have higher expression 
in D. mauritiana in the wing disc and whose higher expression is due to variation in trans. 
The genes with higher expression in D. mauritiana in the eye-antennal imaginal discs and 
with variation regulated in trans show enrichment for the binding motif of Ecdysone 




but with lower expression in the wing have enrichment for this upstream factor. Although 
there are less genes with divergent expression due to changes in cis regulatory regions and it 
is less informative to identify common upstream factors for these genes, significant 
enrichment for Pannier (NES = 7.57) was also present in the genes with higher expression 
in D. melanogaster in the eye.  
Table 4.3.3. GO terms and transcription factor (TF) enrichment of cis and trans genes 
between D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster (96h AEL).  
 
 # genes GO terms* TFs* 
trans 
only 
only eye higher 
D. mel 
1,107 
single-organism metabolic process, 
mitochondrial organization, nitrogen 
compound metabolic process 
pnr (9.48) 
 
only eye higher 
D. mau 
987 
biological regulation, response to 




higher D. mel 
674 localization, anion transport - 
 
only wing 
higher D. mau 
747 
organonitrogen compound metabolic 





higher D. mel 
126 unannotated Pmad (4.28) 
 
both tissues 
higher D. mau 
107 - ftz (5.20) 
 
eye higher D. 
mel, wing 
higher D. mau 
64 
oxidation-reduction process, chitin 




eye higher D. 
mau, wing 
higher D. mel 
134 
multicelular organismal development, cell 





only eye higher 
D. mel 
296 - pnr (7.57) 
 
only eye higher 
D. mau 
220 
biological regulation, metal ion 




higher D. mel 
173 biological regulation, response to stimulus mef2 (4.83) 
 
only wing 
higher D. mau 
254 mitotic spindle elongation pnr (5.10) 
 
both tissues 
higher D. mel 
136 UDP-glucose metabolic process pnr (4.37) 
 
both tissues 
higher D. mau 
122 metabolic process kni (4.75) 
*first three non redundant enriched GO terms  





4.4 Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila 
species 
Based on quantitative genetics approaches (Arif et al., 2013, unpublished data) 81 candidate 
genes located in a 1.1 Kb region on the X chromosome have been identified that could be 
responsible for the differences in ommatidia size between D. simulans YVF and D. 
mauritiana TAM16. Here I describe the work that I and Dr. Isabel Almudi (Oxford Brookes 
University, Oxford, UK) have carried out to combine next generation sequencing to detect 
differentially expressed genes and molecular and functional genetics to reduce this list of 
candidate genes. 
4.4.1 Genes differentially expressed between species 
I performed RNA-sequencing of D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF eye-antennal 
imaginal discs at 120h AEL (late LIII) (Table 3.2). I did not analyze the earlier time points 
because at this stage the retinal part is still similar between these two species (Arif et al., 
2013). Therefore, the molecular differences that will give rise to the size differences have to 
occur at this time point or later.  
The reciprocal re-annotation of the genomes of D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Torres-Oliva 
et al. in revision) allowed the comparison of gene expression levels of 13,239 genes 
between these species. First, I filtered out the genes that had very low expression in the two 
species, since these genes have been shown to mainly represent noise and disturb the 
overall analysis of differential gene expression (Anders and Huber, 2010). 9,144 genes had 
more than 1 read per million reads in at least 3 samples. Since these are very closely related 
species it could be that, for some genes, the expression differences are not very large or 
significant. Therefore, to reduce the chance of false positive genes, I applied two different 
methods to call differentially expressed genes, namely DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010) 
and edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) (Figure 4.4.1). According to DESeq 1,051 genes have 
significantly higher expression in D. mauritiana TAM16 and 1,030 have higher expression in 
D. simulans YVF (p-adj < 0.05). edgeR reports less significantly differentially expressed 
genes, 773 higher in D. mauritiana TAM16 and 678 higher in D. simulans YVF (FDR < 0.05). 





Figure 4.4.1. MA plot of differential gene expression analysis. Plot of expression ratios (y-axis) 
vs. mean of the average count (x-axis). Each point represents one gene, red dots are significantly 
differentially expressed genes. Genes with positive log fold-change have higher expression in D. 
simulans YVF compared to D. mauritiana TAM16 and viceversa. (A) DESeq results (p-adj < 0.05). 
(B) edgeR results (FDR < 0.05).  
We then combined this differential expression data with the QTL mapping information. 
The QTL for eye size between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF has been 
mapped to a region between 7.4 Kb and 8.5 Kb in the chromosome X of D. simulans 
(Figure 4.4.2A; FlyBase assembly (Hu et al., 2013), Scf_X). Of the 81 genes in this region 
(Figure 4.4.2B), 76 are expressed (more than 1 read per million reads in at least 3 samples) 
and only 14 genes are differentially expressed (Table 4.4.1) according to at least one of the 
used methods. DESeq calls all these 14 genes significantly differentially expressed. As it 
was already shown before, edgeR is more conservative and only calls as differentially 
expressed 8 of these 14 genes and no additional one (Supplementary Table 5). The 





Figure 4.4.2. QTL region. (A) Region in the X chromosome of D. simulans (Muller element A) 
where the QTL for eye size between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF has been mapped 
to (Arif et al., 2013 and unpublished results). This region starts at the cytological location 7D2 (7.4 
Kb of the D. simulans genome assembly) and ends at 8C4 (8.5 Kb). (B) Genes in the QTL region. 
Highlighted in yellow are the 14 significantly differentially expressed genes between D. simulans 
YVF and D. mauritiana TAM16 in LIII eye-antennal imaginal discs.  
4.4.2 Expression and functional analysis of candidate genes 
Since we study differences in ommatidia morphology, we expect the responsible gene to be 
expressed in the retinal field of the developing eye-antennal imaginal disc. For this reason, 
we performed in situ hybridization of the 14 candidates to see which of them are indeed 
expressed in this region. We did this for both species, D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans 
YVF, to see if the differences in expression levels that we detected by RNA-seq could be 
seen as differences in spatial gene expression. To be able to compare the expression 
patterns avoiding technical differences (i.e. probe affinity and probe concentration), we first 
aligned the sequences from D. mauritiana and D. simulans and designed the RNA probes 
within fragments with at least 95% of similarity between them (Table 3.1). This design 
allowed us to perform the in situ hybridization using the same probe at the same 
concentration for both species. Column 5 of Table 4.4.1 summarizes the expression 
patterns that we could observe. Only genes Es2, Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit (Gclc), 
Sepiapterin reductase (Sptr), Serine Protease Immune Response Integrator (spirit), Tyramine β hydroxylase 
(Tbh) and ocelliless (oc) showed some expression posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. spirit 




in the anterior part of the eye field, also with equal expression in the two species. In D. 
simulans Sptr shows an expression domain in the dorsal side of the face region and a smaller 
domain at the ventral region adjacent to the morphogenetic furrow; in D. mauritiana no 
staining could be observed. Es2 presents ubiquitous expression in the disc in D. simulans, 
while in D. mauritiana it does not seem to be expressed in the most posterior region of the 
eye disc. oc is expressed in a clear domain where the ocelli develop (dorsal side of the face 
region) and in the posterior region of the eye disc; in D. mauritiana this region is slightly 
wider at this stage (Supplementary Figure 12).   
In addition, we also performed a functional analysis of the 14 candidate genes in the model 
species D. melanogaster. Using the UAS/Gal4 system in combination with Dicer expression 
(Dietzl et al., 2007) we knocked-down the different candidates using an eye-specific driver 
(GMR) and scored adult eye morphology (Table 4.4.1). GMR corresponds to a response 
element from the gene Rh1 opsin, which drives expression in all cells posterior to the 
morphogenetic furrow (Freeman, 1996). Crossing the flies at 28ºC, most of the candidates 
gave rise to very weak or no phenotype (Tbh, CG1632, Gclc, Es2, Sptr, sni, CG1885 and 
CG2004; phenotype only visible under electron microscope, few irregular ommatidia 
detectable) or they produced no offspring due to an unsuccessful cross (CG10958, CG1575 
and Ppt1; since these genes are not expressed in the posterior region of the eye disc, the 
crosses where not repeated). Only CG2254 and spirit gave mild phenotypes such as slightly 
rough eye. Oc knock-down clearly resulted in the strongest rough eye phenotype 
(Supplementary Figure 13).  
We also performed the crosses at 25°C. In that case, most of the studied candidate UAS-
RNAi lines did not have a phenotype, only sni and CG1632 (weak), one of the lines of spirit 
(mild) and two of the lines of oc and one of the lines of Es2 (severe) (not shown).  
In accordance with the in situ stainings, the lines with strongest phenotypes (spirit, Es2 and 
oc) are the genes that appear to be expressed in the posterior region of the retinal field: spirit 
and Es2 show ubiquitous expression and oc is expressed in the more posterior part of the 
eye field (Table 4.4.1, Supplementary Figure 12). 
To note is that the strongest phenotype at 28ºC was obtained with the control flies that 
only contained the driver construct GMR-Gal4. Most likely, due to the fact of 
overexpressing Gal4 in the absence of a promoter where it can bind, which has been 
shown to produce unspecific phenotypes before (Cao et al., 2008). However, it sheds a 




construct. But the control GMR>>GFP did not produce a phenotype. When performing 
the crosses at 25ºC no phenotype was observed in the GMR>>GFP control and it was 
weaker in GMR-Gal4. 
In summary, we identified oc as a candidate that is expressed in the developing 
photoreceptors at late LIII stages and for which RNAi resulted in the most consistent 
relatively strong compound eye phenotype. This is also the only candidate gene with 
known roles in eye development, especially in ocelli development (Royet and Finkelstein, 
1995), photoreceptor subtype differentiation by the regulation of rhodopsin expression 






Table 4.4.1. Summary of candidate genes.  








RNAi † GO Terms (Biological Process) 
FBgn0030004* CG10958 -1.02E+00 1.33E-14 
  
n.a. - 
FBgn0029994 CG2254 -2.57E+00 4.40E-08 
 
++ oxidation reduction 
 
FBgn0010329 
Tbh -2.63E+00 4.89E-07 
 
+ 
regulation of neurotransmitter levels, histidine metabolic 
process, cell-cell signaling, gamete generation, memory, mating, 
response to ethanol 
FBgn0030051 spirit -7.47E-01 9.77E-06 
  
++ 
proteolysis, defense response, immune response, regulation of 
Toll signaling pathway, positive regulation of cell 
communication 
FBgn0030027* CG1632 -6.33E-01 2.11E-05 
 
+ proteolysis 
FBgn0040319 Gclc -1.45E+00 8.63E-05 
  
+ 
peptide metabolic process, sulfur metabolic process, cellular 
response to DNA damage stimulus, cofactor biosynthetic 
process 
FBgn0023506 Es2 5.37E-01 2.99E-04 
  
+ - 
FBgn0014032* Sptr 4.85E-01 5.76E-04 
  
- 





FBgn0029999 CG1575 3.81E-01 1.21E-02 
  
n.a. - 
FBgn0030026* sni 7.40E-01 1.30E-02 
 
+ oxidation reduction 
FBgn0030066* CG1885 4.00E-01 2.61E-02 
  
- 
heterocycle biosynthetic process, tetrapyrrole biosynthetic 
process, nitrogen compound biosynthetic process 
FBgn0004102 oc -4.23E-01 3.41E-02 
  
+++ 
compound eye photoreceptor cell diff., regulation of 
transcription, zygotic determination of A/P axis, 
metamorphosis, adult walking behavior, ocellus devel., neuron 
diff., brain segmentation, rhabdomere devel., cell fate 
commitment, regulation of RNA metabolic process 
FBgn0030060 CG2004 2.92E-01 3.50E-02 
  
+ - 
FBgn0030057 Ppt1 -3.25E-01 3.85E-02 
  
n.a. 
protein depalmitoylation, aging, determination of adult life span,  
lipoprotein metabolic process 
* I have performed the analysis of these genes. The other genes have been analysed by Dr. Isabel Almudi (Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK). 
** Expression pattern in D. simulans in darker shade (left) and, when available, D. mauritiana in lighter shade (right). 




4.4.3 Coding sequence divergence 
Changes in gene expression regulation are thought to be more likely the reason for the 
evolution of morphological differences, especially between closely related species (Carroll, 
2008). However, we cannot discard that the observed differences in ommatidia size are 
caused by differences in the coding sequence of genes. Therefore, I performed pair-wise 
alignment of each pair of orthologs for the 76 genes present in the QTL region and that 
have some gene expression as measured by RNA-seq (Supplementary Table 5). 13 
orthologs have 100% identity and only 2 orthologs (fs(1)h and CG10555) have less than 
90% identity in their coding sequences. However, these two genes have high percentage of 
repetitive sequence, such as very long glutamine stretches, which are known to cause 
sequencing and assembly problems. Two genes have more than 80 aminoacid changes 
between the two species (Trf2 has 82 single nucleotide polymorphisms and Nrg has 84), 
although due to the fact that they have long sequences they have high identity percentage 
(Trf2 90.4% and Nrg 93.6%). 
4.4.4 Optical sections of Drosophila heads 
Although we know that the eyes of these two species differ due to differences in 
ommatidia size, this was measured by calculating the area of the lens of five central  
ommatidia on the outer surface of the eye (Posnien et al., 2012). This means that we still 
have no information about the underlying nature of this morphological difference at the 
cellular level. It could be due to longer or shorter ommatidia cells, or because these are 
wider or narrower in one of the species. We also do not know if the cells contributing to 
these differences are the photoreceptors, the pigment cells or the supporting cells that 
secrete the ommatidia lens (Waddington and Perry, 1960). To better understand all of this, 
my aim was to image the interior of the adult eyes and measure these features. 
Using a recently published protocol (Smolla et al., 2014) I cleared the heads of adult flies of 
both D. simulans YVF and D. mauritiana TAM16 and scanned them using the laser scanning 
microscope taking advantage of the auto fluorescence of the cuticle (Figure 4.4.3A). With 
this method I could perform precise measurements of different features of the eye (Figure 
4.4.3.B). The number of ommatidia in the central row (from dorsal to ventral) is 
significantly higher in D. simulans (p=0.0222) (Figure 4.4.3C) (n=6 for D mauritiana TAM16 
and n=7 for D. simulans YVF in all measurements). Since in some heads the lenses were no 
longer attached to the ommatidial clusters, I measured the ommatidia length from both the 




respectively). Both measurements gave very similar results, and showed that the ommatidia 
length is not significantly different between the two species (p=0.210 for ommatidia length 
and p=0.110 for length from the lens), although the values in D. mauritiana TAM16 had a 
higher mean (Figure 4.4.3D and E). It was also possible to measure the eye diagonal, which 
is the distance between the most dorsal and the most ventral margins of the eye (blue line 
in Figure 4.4.3B). In this case, D. mauritiana TAM16 had a higher mean for this value, but 
the difference is not significant (p=0.187) (Figure 4.4.3F). Finally, I measured the 
ommatidia width, both as the width of the lens and as the distance between the adjacent 
pigment cells (orange and yellow lines in Figure 4.4.3B, respectively). Both measurements 
are significantly larger in D. mauritiana TAM16 (p=0.0051 for lens width and p=0.0121 for 
pseucone width) (Figure 4.4.3G and H), coinciding with the results that this species has 





Figure 4.4.3. Head optical sections. (A) Reconstruction of a D. simulans head from 50 optical 
sections. The crossing surface indicates the location of the section used for the measurements. (B) 
Example of a section used to measure eye and ommatidia structures. For all analyzed eyes, the first 
section where the brain lamina was visible (from the dorsal side) was used. Colored lines and circles 
indicate the landmarks that were used for the measurements. Colors correspond to the title of the 
plots in (C-H). (C-H) Boxplots of the measurements indicated in (B). Values are normalized for 
body size using the reciprocals of the correlation with tibia length. Blue boxes correspond to D. 
mauritiana TAM16 measurements and green to D. simulans YVF. “n.s.”: not significant; “*”: p-value 






5.1 New regulatory interactions governing Drosophila head 
development 
The developmental transcriptomics analysis of eye-antennal imaginal discs of Drosophila has 
provided new insights into the gene expression changes that define the development of this 
tissue. Here I will discuss the identification of biological processes and different dynamic 
expression profiles and how this has been used to discern previously known and new 
transcription factors involved in head and visual system development. In particular, the 
finding of a new role of the transcription factor Hunchback in retinal glia cells 
development is extensively discussed in accordance with the experimental results obtained.  
5.1.1 Dynamic gene co-expression describes eye-antennal imaginal 
disc developmental events 
The pair-wise differential gene expression between developmental stages clearly shows that 
the most pronounced transition in the eye-antennal imaginal disc happens as larvae 
progress from LII stage into LIII stage. Between these two time points, 50% of the 
expressed genes show significant differential expression. At late LII stage the cells in the 
eye-antennal imaginal discs are mostly involved in metabolic processes and generation of 
energy (Figure 4.1.2A). This can be explained by the fact that these cells are mainly in a 
proliferative state, as the discs have to grow to immensely increase their size (Kenyon et al., 
2003; Kumar and Moses, 2001). Actually, it is this growth what allows the posterior and 
anterior morphogen gradients of Wingless (Wg) and Decapentaplegic (Dpp) to separate 
and initiate the compartmentalized expression of eyes absent (eya) and sine oculis (so) in the 
posterior margin of the disc, which will trigger the events of retinal differentiation 
(Domínguez and Casares, 2005; Kenyon et al., 2003). Dpp is necessary for the activation of 
early retinal genes (Curtiss and Mlodzik, 2000; Kenyon et al., 2003), while Wg represses this 
expression (Hazelett et al., 1998). Retinal differentiation can only start when the disc has 
grown enough to create a Wg-free region on the posterior margin (Domínguez and Casares, 
2005; Kenyon et al., 2003). Correspondingly, at 96h AEL genes related to cell 
differentiation, nervous system development, pattern specification and also compound eye 
development are significantly up-regulated. An interesting observation is that many GO 




term specific for antenna, maxillary palps or head cuticle were found. This shows that the 
research on eye specific development has been much more extensive than that on the other 
organs that develop from the same imaginal disc. The transition from mid LIII stage (96h 
AEL) to late LIII (120h AEL) is less pronounced, although up to 22% of genes shift their 
expression levels. Interestingly, in this transition again genes related to metabolism and 
energy production are down-regulated (Figure 4.1.2B). This can be explained by the fact 
that at 96h AEL the disc has not yet reached its final size, and cells anterior to the 
morphogenetic furrow still proliferate. Also directly behind the morphogenetic furrow one 
last synchronous cell division takes place to give rise to the last cells of the photoreceptor 
clusters (R1, R6 and R7) (Baonza et al., 2002). The GO terms of the up-regulated genes are 
also similar to those enriched in the genes up-regulated in the first transition, but in this 
case some terms related to later processes are listed, such as R7 cell differentiation or 
pigment metabolic process. Also genes related to leg disc pattern formation are enriched, 
which can be explained by the fact that the pathways involved in leg and antenna 
development are very similar (Abu-Shaar and Mann, 1998; Campbell and Tomlinson, 1998; 
Dey et al., 2009).  
An even better resolution of the different processes taking place during eye-antennal 
imaginal disc development can be obtained by the co-expression gene clustering using 
HTSCluster (Rau et al., 2015) (Figure 4.1.3). For example, cluster 7 groups genes that are 
similarly highly expressed at 72h and 96h AEL, and their expression decreases at 120h 
AEL. The known genes in this cluster have been described to be related to DNA 
replication and cell cycle (Table 4.1.2), which corresponds with the fact that active 
proliferation is taking place at these stages (Baonza et al., 2002). Thus, other genes that 
have been grouped in this cluster but for which no previous knowledge is available are 
likely also related to these biological functions. Another interesting cluster is cluster 5, 
which groups genes with higher expression at 72h and 120h AEL, but down-regulated at 
mid LIII stage (Figure 4.1.3). These are only 283 genes and they do not share enriched GO 
terms, but they could be involved in processes related to molting and preparation for stage 
transitions.  
With the co-expression clustering, also the early expressed genes (clusters 1, 2, 6 and 8) are 
divided more precisely according to how pronounced their changes in expression are 
(Figure 4.1.3). Interestingly, although these clusters contain more than 2,500 genes 
altogether, very few genetic interactions are known among the genes of each cluster (Table 




better resolution of the events and interactions taking place at this early stage could be 
obtained by sequencing the transcriptome specific for the different imaginal discs’ regions. 
This could be done by independent driver lines followed by fluorescence activated cell 
sorting (FACS (Hewitt et al., 2006)) and RNA-seq to obtain the antennal region 
transcriptome (e.g. using cut-Gal4), the eye region transcriptome (e.g. using ey-Gal4) and the 
complete disc (e.g. using hth-Gal4) to reduce noise and make sure that only genes expressed 
in the eye-antennal imaginal disc are sequenced and not those present in surrounding tissue.  
Similarly, genes up-regulated in the later stages are separated in more specific clusters, and 
most of the enriched GO terms are related to differentiation and neuron and eye 
development. Cluster 9 contains genes with similarly high expression at 96h AEL and 120h 
AEL (Figure 4.1.3). This cluster contains the most known genetic interactions among its 
members, and it includes the well-known developmental pathways EGFR, Notch and cell 
cycle related genes (CycE hub) (Figure 4.1.4C). Cluster 11 contains genes which are steadily 
up-regulated. Among them, Delta (Dl) (Figure 4.1.4B), which is one of the Notch receptor 
ligands (Baker, 2000) and has different roles in eye development (Frankfort and Mardon, 
2002; Kumar and Moses, 2000), is found as one of the hub genes. Also anterior open (aop) 
(also known as yan), which is described to repress photoreceptor differentiation (O’Neill et 
al., 1994) and also to determine R3 photoreceptor type (Weber et al., 2008) is present in 
this cluster. Cluster 4 groups together genes that are highly expressed only at late LIII stage, 
and correspondingly shows enrichment for genes involved in pigmentation and pupariation 
(Table 4.1.2). 
These dynamic developmental expression profiles are very similar when adding the closely 
related species D. mauritiana and D. simulans to the analysis (Figure 4.3.2), and it shows that 
these processes are greatly conserved during eye-antennal imaginal disc development. 13 
co-expression clusters are predicted when using only D. melanogaster data and also when 
using data from the three different species. Only one more cluster with high expression at 
72h AEL and low expression in the later stages is predicted when using the three species 
(cluster 8, Figure 4.3.2). In contrast, the cluster with higher expression at 72h AEL and 
120h AEL and slightly lower at 96h AEL (cluster 5, Figure 4.1.3) is only predicted when 
using only D. melanogaster data. All other clusters predicted with the three species 
transcriptomic data reproduce exactly the profiles obtained for D. melanogaster only. The 
GO terms are again very specific for each process and can be followed in time when the 
clusters are ordered by the stage of gene expression. Some of the highly enriched GO 




underlying subnetworks with higher resolution. Thus the clustering of expression profiles 
recapitulates remarkably well the different events taking place during the studied stages 
during eye-antennal imaginal disc development, which are highly conserved across the 
studied closely related species. 
5.1.2 Enriched cis-regulatory elements in co-expressed genes identify 
upstream transcription factors 
Clusters of co-expressed genes can also unravel co-regulatory upstream factors. I have used 
the method i-cisTarget (Herrmann et al., 2012) to identify common cis-regulatory elements 
in each of these gene clusters. This method can perform this search and later combine it 
with available ChIP-seq datasets to find specific experiments where a transcription factor 
was found to significantly bind a large number of the genes in that cluster. For instance, the 
results of this analysis using only D. melanogaster indicate that Ecdysone receptor is enriched 
to regulate a significant number of genes in clusters 5, 11 and 4 (Table 4.1.3), 
corresponding with the ecdysone hormone pulses before larval molting and pupariation (Li 
and Bender, 2000). These results could indicate that this hormone is also activating 
signaling cascade in the eye-antennal imaginal disc at the onset of these transitions. 
Interestingly, when using the three Drosophila species, the genes of the clusters with early 
expressed genes are more enriched for cis-regulatory elements of the transcriptions factors 
studied by the modENCODE project (Celniker et al., 2009) such as Nejire and Caudal 
(Figure 4.3.2). Nejire is a co-factor known to be involved in many processes of eye 
development and patterning (Kumar, 2004). This zinc-finger DNA binding protein is a co-
activator that can act as bridge for other transcription factors to bind specific enhancer 
elements (Dai et al., 1996; Kwok et al., 1994; McManus and Hendzel, 2001). This can 
explain why I find it to regulate such a large number of target genes. It could be that 
Caudal also plays a similar role in this process. It has been indeed described that Caudal is a 
downstream core promoter activator (Juven-Gershon et al., 2008) and very recently it has 
been found that it works together with Nejire to promote the expression of the homeobox 
gene fushi tarazu (ftz) (Shir-Shapira et al., 2015). My results suggest that they could also be 
acting together during Drosophila eye-antennal imaginal disc development, and ftz is also 
found enriched to regulate genes in a cluster of early expressed genes (cluster 1, Table 
4.1.3). 
Most of the other transcription factors identified in clusters with up-regulated genes have 




instance, a significant number of Sloppy-paired 1 target genes are up-regulated at LIII stage 
(cluster 11, Table 4.1.3) and this transcription factor is known to play a critical role in 
establishing dorso-ventral patterning of the eye imaginal disc (Sato and Tomlinson, 2007). 
A function of Daughterless (identified in cluster 4, Table 4.1.3) is also described; it is 
expressed in the morphogenetic furrow, it interacts with Atonal and is necessary for proper 
photoreceptor differentiation (Brown et al., 1996). Snail (cluster 1 and 4, Table 4.1.3) and 
Twist (cluster 11, Table 4.1.3) were identified in a screen for retinal determination genes as 
possible repressors of dachshund expression (Anderson et al., 2006) and my results could 
indicate that they regulate also other genes during eye-antennal imaginal disc development. 
Another remarkable finding is that when using the three closely related species, three 
consecutive clusters (subcluster 3, 4 and 7, Figure 4.3.2) include genes enriched to be 
regulated by Pannier, Dorsocross2 and Pmad, all of which were studied by the Furlong Lab 
(Junion et al., 2012) and chosen because of their involvement in cardiac cell fate 
specification. This could indicate that the genetic networks (including transcription factors 
and many of their target genes) involved in early mesoderm specification are later also 
necessary to regulate cell cycle processes, patterning and development of eye-antennal 
imaginal disc tissue. Both processes are known to require Wg and Dpp signaling (Lee and 
Frasch, 2005; Royet and Finkelstein, 1996). My data would indicate that a large number of 
the underlying target genes of both processes could also be shared. 
These are very promising results, as they show that, although the ChIP-seq experiments 
that identified the direct interaction of these transcription factors with their target genes 
were mostly performed during embryo stages, they can be used to identify upstream 
regulators in a completely different tissue. Clusters 1 and 2 (Table 4.1.3) retrieve the 
transcription factor Caudal from a ChIP-seq experiment performed in adult flies (Celniker 
et al., 2009) but do not identify this transcription factor from an experiment performed in 
embryos (Li et al., 2008). This could indicate that Caudal has very different downstream 
targets during embryogenesis from its target genes at later stages. However, it may also 
indicate that the parameters and thresholds used in the ChIP-seq experiments performed 
by these two groups are very different. This could also be the case of the transcription 
factor Pannier, which in cluster 12 has more than 1,200 highly ranked regions. Therefore, 
efforts like the modENCODE project (Celniker et al., 2009) are of vital importance in 




The correct identification of transcription factors known to be implicated in head and eye 
development in my dataset supported the analysis pipeline and the strategy to identify 
upstream orchestrators of these processes. Therefore, it became interesting to investigate 
the finding that the Myocyte enhancer factor 2 (Mef2) and Hunchback (Hb) could be also 
involved in this process. These two transcription factors have well described roles in other 
developmental processes, but so far no function in the development of eye-antennal 
imaginal discs had been reported. 
5.1.2.1 A potential role of Mef2 in eye-antennal imaginal disc development 
The MADS-box transcription factor Mef2 is crucial for the development of heart and 
muscle tissues (Gunthorpe et al., 1999). It is expressed in all mesodermal cells during 
blastoderm stages and its expression gets restricted by the action of the transcription 
factors  Twist and Tinman (Lilly et al., 1994; Nguyen et al., 1994). I have identified many 
Mef2 target genes up- and down-regulated during eye-antennal imaginal disc development 
(clusters 2, 8 and 11). Using available Gal4 driver lines I could show that enhancer regions 
near its locus drive expression in some cells at the most anterior end of the discs 
(Supplementary Figure 2). Although this region is not considered part of the disc proper, 
but rather belongs to the peripodial membrane, this region was also dissected together with 
the discs that were sequenced and it could belong to future head muscle cells. Although no 
clear signal could be observed using α-Mef2 antibodies (not shown), some recent findings 
could hint towards an important role of this transcription factor in eye development. It has 
been recently reported that Mef2 is implicated in circadian behavior, as it is necessary for 
the proper fasciculation-defasciclation cycle of neurons (Sivachenko et al., 2013) through 
one of its target genes fasciclin 2 (fas2), which is expressed in some photoreceptor neurons 
(Figure 4.1.16A and Mao and Freeman, 2009). Additionally, a recent transcriptomics study 
of larval eye and adult ocelli found that mef2 is expressed in the photoreceptors of both eye 
types, although the authors did not investigate this finding further (Mishra et al., 2016). 
These findings certainly encourage additional research on the possible role of Mef2 in 
photoreceptor cell development. 
5.1.3 Description of a new role of Hb in retinal glia development 
The comprehensive analysis of developmental high-throughput gene expression data in 
combination with the identification of key upstream regulators also suggests that Hb may 




finger transcription factor that has been largely studied in Drosophila (Tautz et al., 1987). It 
was first identified as a gap segmentation gene due to its role in the very early steps of 
anterior/posterior axis determination, where it is regulated by the maternally expressed 
gene bicoid, which specifies anterior fate (Lehmann and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1987; Nüsslein-
Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). Later it was also found that Hb regulates temporal 
neuroblast identity during embryogenesis, as it determines first-born identity in neural 
lineage (Grosskortenhaus et al., 2005; Isshiki et al., 2001). Here I have revealed a new role 
of this transcription factor in the development of a subtype of retinal glia cells. 
Using immunostaining and reporter gene expression I confirmed that hb is indeed 
expressed in two large cells in the posterior margin of the eye-antennal imaginal discs 
(Figure 4.1.5). Further co-expression analysis with glia cell markers indicated that these cells 
are retinal sub-perineural glia cells known as carpet cells (Silies et al., 2007) (Figure 4.1.8). 
There are only two carpet cells in each eye imaginal disc and these cells have quite unique 
features. Like other sub-perineural glia cells they have very large, polyploid nuclei and huge 
cell bodies. The carpet cells work as a scaffold of other retinal perineural glia, which are still 
undifferentiated and migrate to find the nascent axons of the differentiating photoreceptors 
(Silies et al., 2007). When perineural glia cells contact these axons, they differentiate into 
wrapping glia cells and then they enwrap the axons to participate in their projection to the 
brain lobes (Hummel et al., 2002). It is also thought that carpet cells are necessary to 
prevent the over migration of perineural glia cells anteriorly from the morphogenetic 
furrow (Silies et al., 2007). Importantly, carpet cells are the only sub-perineural glia cells 
that migrate through the optic stalk into the eye-antennal imaginal discs during LII stage. 
They express the G-protein coupled receptor Moody (Bainton et al., 2005) and form 
septate junctions with other surface glia, which contribute to the establishment of the 
blood-brian barrier (Schwabe et al., 2005). To study the possible role of Hb in these cells I 
have tested these features in the cells that express hb and also what happens to carpet cells 
when the expression of hb is affected.  
5.1.3.1 hb expression is necessary for the presence of polyploid carpet cells in the 
eye disc 
The loss of hb expression in the carpet cells, both by the use of RNA interference and by a 
temperature sensitive null mutant, has reduced the presence of the characteristic large 
nuclei of these glia cells in the eye discs (Figure 4.1.11). A stronger RNAi effect can be 




the fact that Moody is a G protein-coupled receptor that is constantly required in the sub-
perineural glia cells to form septate junctions (Bainton et al., 2005) and therefore it is highly 
expressed in these cells. The effect of loss of Hb function was also slightly stronger when 
hbts mutant flies were transferred to the restrictive temperature during LI larva stage rather 
than at later stages, indicating that hb is expressed in carpet cells already at the first larval 
stage. Since Hb is necessary for normal embryonic development (Lehmann and Nüsslein-
Volhard, 1987), a potential role of this transcription factor in carpet cells at embryonic 
stages could not be studied because no larvae hatched after hb was knocked-out during 
embryogenesis. 
It is still not clear where carpet cells originate from. Although most publications indicate 
that these cells originate in the optic stalk, to affirm this they cite Choi and Benzer 1994. In 
this publication, the authors indeed observed the presence of carpet cells at late LII stage 
with an enhancer trap line (M1-126). However, they did not analyze earlier larvae. It is still 
not clear if carpet cells indeed originate in the optic stalk or if, alternatively, they originate 
from a pool of neuroblasts in the neuroectoderm during embryogenesis (reviewed in 
Homem and Knoblich, 2012) or in the optic lobes (reviewed in Apitz and Salecker, 2014). 
The fact that in loss of hb experiments we can observe in some cases only one polyploid 
cell nucleus and in some cases no polyploid cell nucleus could indicate that the two carpet 
cells originate independently from each other. The use of the newly analyzed driver lines 
VT038544 and VT038545, which drive expression only in the carpet cells glia subtype, can 
help to better understand the origin of these cells. 
An additional phenotype observed in hb loss of function larvae is the lack of glia cells in 
small regions of the retinal field (Figure 4.1.12). This was accompanied by the presence of 
unorganized axon bundles that did not seem to properly project into the optic stalk. This 
was observed in eye discs in which carpet cell-like nuclei were not present. A possible 
explanation for the patches lacking glia cells could be the absence of carpet cell surface to 
work as support layer for perineural glia cells. It has been indeed described that in the 
absence of glia cells, projecting axons are not able to enter the optic stalk or get directed to 
it (Rangarajan et al., 1999). To be sure that areas of the retinal field are lacking perineural 
glia cells, precise glia cell quantification analyses should be performed. 
I have used a Repo antibody to detect the presence of the large polyploid nucleus of carpet 
cells. Although the number of polyploid nuclei is drastically reduced upon loss of Hb 
function, I cannot rule out that the carpet cells are still there but have, for example, a 




Additionally, other studies have shown that carpet cell ablation or a reduction of their size 
causes over migration of other glia cells anterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Silies et al., 
2007; Yuva-Aydemir et al., 2011). The fact that I do not observe this phenotype in the loss 
of Hb experiments could indicate that carpet cells are not completely missing. One 
possibility is that the migration abilities of carpet cells are reduced but their cell margins can 
still grow to work as boundary to prevent the migration of perineural glia cells anteriorly to 
the morphogenetic furrow. When performing all loss of function experiments, I separated 
the eye-antennal imaginal discs from the brain by cutting the optic stalk. I only scored the 
presence of carpet cell-like polyploid nuclei on the posterior edge of the eye disc, but I 
cannot rule out that these nuclei were present at the top of the optic stalk or even still close 
to the brain. In many cases, only one carpet cell could be observed in the eye disc, and this 
was often larger and located in the midline of the eye field. In these cases, also no 
perineural glia cell over migration could be observed, what might indicate that this single 
carpet cell was able to extend its cell margin to probably cover the complete retinal field. In 
future experiments, the use of a reporter line that marks the cell membrane of these cells 
will also help elucidating whether carpet cells are present in the eye disc or not when they 
do not express hb. 
5.1.3.2 hb expression can induce carpet cell-like behavior in other glia cell types 
hb misexpression experiments in different retinal glia subtypes have been rather useful. 
Although the results of driving ectopic hb expression in perineural cells are not conclusive 
due to the small number of individuals that could be analyzed, it seems like it might have 
induced a carpet cell-like behavior. The presence of many glia cells with large nuclei in the 
optic stalk could be indicative of this. This would also mean that the expression of hb under 
control of the perineural glia cell specific driver c527-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995) is early enough 
to still induce carpet cell behavior in these cells. Perineural glia cells are still proliferating 
and undifferentiated (Rangarajan et al., 1999, 2001) and therefore expression of hb could 
still change their fate into ectopic carpet cells.  
Wrapping glia are differentiated glia cells and therefore hb misexpression in these is 
probably too late to affect their fate. Accordingly, misexpression of hb in wrapping glia cells 
did not affect larvae survival and therefore the resulting phenotypes could be better 
analyzed and were more consistent (Figure 4.1.13). It is likely that the cell nuclei that can be 
observed between the axon bundles in the optic stalk belong to wrapping glia cells that 




these cells, which normally remain in the eye disc and only their extended cell margins 
project to the brain lamina or medulla to accompany the photoreceptor axons (Hummel et 
al., 2002). Alternatively, the cell nuclei present inside the optic stalk could belong to the 
perineural glia cells that normally form a monolayer around the complete cluster of axonal 
projections (Hummel et al., 2002). This could be caused by an improper coverage of the 
individual axon bundles by wrapping glia cells that could produce a “leakage” of perineural 
glia cells. The use of perineural glia cell type specific cell markers could help clarify this 
phenotype in case these are the cells that are found between the axon bundles.  
5.1.3.3 Hb expression in carpet cells is necessary for blood-eye barrier formation 
Interestingly, the loss of hb expression in carpet cells also affected the integrity of the 
blood-eye barrier (Figure 4.1.14). This effect was not as striking as in previously published 
moody mutant flies. Yet this could be expected as moody mutations affect all sub-perineural 
glia cells, the carpet cells and those covering the brain (Bainton et al., 2005). It has been 
shown that during pupation, carpet cells migrate back into the optic stalk to the brain lobes, 
and by mid-pupa stages they are already located at the base of the brain lamina (Edwards et 
al., 2012). In the adult, they are also located there and, together with other sub-perineural 
glia cells, they form septate junctions that isolate the brain and retina from the hemolymph 
(Carlson et al., 2000). The experiments of blood-brain barrier integrity have only been 
performed using moody driven RNAi because hbts animals that grow at the restrictive 
temperature during larval stages do not survive to adulthood. The blood-brain barrier is 
already established by the end of embryogenesis, at least the layer formed by sub-perineural 
glia cells (Beckervordersandforth et al., 2008; von Hilchen et al., 2013). During larval stages 
only perineural glia cells continue to proliferate (Awasaki et al., 2008). However, sub-
perineural glia cells can still undergo large migration and growth processes after larval 
hatching (Choi and Benzer, 1994). This means that in hbts animals, which I kept at 18ºC 
during all embryogenesis, the sub-perineural glia cells are already present and their cell 
membranes probably also form septate junctions with adjacent sub-perineural glia cells. It 
would be informative to try to grow hbts larvae at the restrictive temperature only shortly 
enough for them to be able to develop into adults and repeat the blood-eye barrier assay 
with these individuals. This could help to elucidate if hb is needed only early during carpet 
cell development to preserve the structure of the blood-eye barrier or if it is also necessary 
later for proper migration of these cells into the base of the brain lamina (Edwards et al., 
2012). Blood-brain barrier mechanisms are of foremost importance for all metazoan 




central nervous system. Also in vertebrates, glia cells and especially astrocyte glia are the 
main components of this barrier (Iadecola and Nedergaard, 2007). Thus the study of the 
function of sub-perineural glia cells in blood-brain barrier formation in the invertebrate 
model D. melanogaster can be of great interest to gain insight into central nervous system 
physiology and disease studies (DeSalvo et al., 2011).  
5.1.3.4 Hb expression in surface glia cells is specific in carpet cells 
Carpet cells have ben shown to be a sub-population of the sub-perineural glia cells (Silies et 
al., 2007). However, I observed that a sub-perineural driver (NP2276 (Awasaki et al., 2008)) 
does drive reporter gene expression in brain sub-perineural glia, but not in carpet cells (data 
not shown). Additionally, using immunostaining with two different antibodies and two 
driver lines (VT038544 and VT038545) I could not detect hb expression in other surface 
glia cells, not in the eye disc nor in the larval brain. These data indicate that carpet cells are 
indeed a subtype different from other sub-perineural glia, since they express at least one 
specific marker (namely hb).  
Microarrays have recently been used to reveal the transcriptome of adult blood-brain 
barrier surface glia (DeSalvo et al., 2014). Interestingly, the only overlap between the list of 
50 highest expressed genes in these cells and my list of putative Hb target genes is the gene 
fas2. This supports the idea that carpet cells are a very specific type of cells, different from 
the rest of sub-perineural cells and that Hb can be defining this specificity. hb is not 
expressed in the other surface glia, and therefore it is also consistent that its targets are not 
expressed in the other surface glia. Additionally, it is also likely that the function of Hb in 
carpet cells is only performed during larval stages and probably not later during adult stages, 
when the transcriptome of surface glia has been analyzed.  
In the analyzed brains, only one cell shows overlapping signal for Hb and for the pan-glial 
cell marker Repo (Figure 4.1.10). A staining overlap is more difficult to interpret in brain 
preparations, since these structures are more complex than the imaginal discs. Therefore, it 
cannot be excluded that this overlap could be an artifact. 
5.1.3.5 Hb target genes can reveal its function in carpet cells 
Finally, the study of putative Hb target genes has given new insights into the possible roles 
of this transcription factor in carpet cell development. Many of these genes have GO terms 
related to axon guidance and compound eye development, but also glia cell migration and 




polyploid cells, which is the result of endoreduplication process (Unhavaithaya and Orr-
weaver, 2012). At least one of the putative Hb target genes has a function in 
endoreduplication (archipelago (Shcherbata et al., 2004)), which could be the cause of these 
enlarged cell nuclei. The Bolwig nerve is composed of the photoreceptor axons of the 
larval eye (also known as Bolwig organ), and these axons project through the optic stalk 
into the larval brain (Schmucker et al., 1997). It is known that axons can provide the 
necessary substrate for glia cells to migrate (Dearborn and Kunes, 2004) and it has been 
suggested that the Bolwig nerve could be involved in retinal glia migration and the 
development of the optic stalk (Schmucker et al., 1997). Also noteworthy is the fact that a 
large number of the identified Hb target genes are involved in the epidermal growth factor 
(EGF) pathway. This is a well-conserved pathway that has received a lot of interest due to 
its many roles in development and cancer (Gao et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2007; Yewale et 
al., 2013). The activation of the EGF receptor (EGFR) by the binding of specific ligands 
initiates a signaling cascade (including MAPK phosphorylation pathway) that transmits 
information between cells during many different processes, including cell division, 
differentiation, cell survival and migration (reviewed in Shilo, 2003, 2005). Most of these 
roles of EGF pathway have also been documented as involved in Drosophila eye 
development (reviewed in Malartre, 2016). The list of Hb target genes up-regulated during 
eye-antennal imaginal disc development includes both positive regulators (rhomboid, Star and 
CBP) and negative regulators (fasciclin2 and sprouty) of this pathway. I could show that at 
least fasciclin2 and rhomboid are expressed in the region where carpet cells are located. 
However, this should be also checked at earlier stages, when carpet cell migration is more 
important, and including a glia cell or carpet cell specific molecular marker to confirm that 
these targets are expressed in hb positive cells during eye-antennal imaginal disc 
development. Multiple reports relating EGFR signaling with cell migration in different 
cancer types (e.g. Gao et al., 2011; Price et al., 1999) would also point in the direction of 
this process being possibly regulated by Hb in the carpet cells, in line with the results 
obtained in the loss of hb function and the hb misexpression experiments. 
5.1.3.6 Hypothesis for Hb role in carpet cells and future work 
At the moment, at least two different hypotheses are possible to explain the phenotypes I 
observe when the expression of hb is reduced or eliminated from carpet cells. On one hand, 
Hb could be necessary only to facilitate the migration of carpet cells through the optic stalk 
into the eye disc. It could be that carpet glia cells are present in their place of origin, but are 




target genes in my dataset have GO terms related to migration and this could explain that 
wrapping glia cells that misexpress hb over migrate into the optic stalk (Figure 4.1.13). Since 
I do not observe over migration of perineural glia cells anterior to the morphogenetic 
furrow, which is a phenotype observed after carpet cell ablation (Silies et al., 2007), the cell 
body of the carpet cells that functions as scaffold for the basal perineural glia cells might 
still be present. It could be that the cell nucleus of the carpet cell remains at the base of the 
optic stalk and the cell margins are still able to grow into the eye disc. However, it is hard 
to imagine that the cells can grow and properly project their cell membranes to such far 
distance and still correctly coordinate the advance of the other perineural glia cells. As later, 
during pupal stages, carpet cells migrate back to the brain lamina (Edwards et al., 2012), the 
migration into the eye discs is probably an essential part of the proper function of carpet 
cells.  
On the other hand, Hb could be necessary to specify carpet cell identity. In this case, in hb 
RNAi and hb knock-out discs the entire carpet cells would be missing. When hb is 
misexpressed in undifferentiated perineural glia cells, preliminary data shows that all the cell 
nuclei acquire carpet cell-like characteristics. While driving hb expression in differentiated 
wrapping glia cells (Mz97-Gal4 (Ito et al., 1995)) is probably too late to change their fate, 
thus this misexpression only in some way modifies their normal fate. Although it has been 
shown that the loss of carpet cells results in over migration of perineural glia cells, the 
corresponding experiments to ablate carpet cells were performed using moody>>hid lines 
(Silies et al., 2007) and hence the induction of cell death in moody expressing cells. This not 
only affects carpet cells but also other glia cells in the brain, thus the interpretation of such 
phenotypes may be problematic. Especially the effect that loss of hb function in glia cells 
has on blood-eye barrier integrity indicates that the carpet cells or at least a part of them are 
missing.  
In order to distinguish between these two possibilities driver lines can be used to also mark 
the cell membrane of the carpet cells. This could be used in combination with the RNAi 
constructs to determine if the cell body of carpet cells is still present in the eye discs after 
hb expression is knocked-down in these cells. Alternatively, Moody antibodies (Bainton et 
al., 2005) can be used to visualize the cell body of the sub-perineural glia cells in the optic 
stalk and in the eye disc. In wild type animals, only carpet cells express moody in the optic 
stalk and eye discs (Silies et al., 2007; Figure 4.1.14A). The presence of Moody protein in 
the eye disc of animals that have hb expression knocked-down would indicate that at least 




Interestingly, while Hb role in anterior/posterior patterning seems to be conserved only in 
insects or arthropods (Pinnell et al., 2006; Schröder, 2003), its role in central nervous 
system development is conserved at least across all protostomes (Pinnell et al., 2006). One 
of the hb homologs known in mammals, ikaros, which also promotes early-born neuronal 
fate in mouse (Alsiö et al., 2013), has been shown to have a role in conferring identity to 
retinal progenitor cells (Elliott et al., 2008). Although this function in vertebrates is in 
neurons and not glia cells, this shows that the re-deployment of Hb in visual system 
development has happened more than once. 
5.1.3.7 New Hb 3’ regulatory region driving expression in nervous system  
The location of the Hb regulatory regions that we have used to drive expression in the 
carpet cells (Pfeiffer et al., 2008) are accessible to DNA-binding proteins at embryo stages 
9 and 10 and much less at stages 5, 11 and 14 (Li et al., 2008). Additionally, this DNA 
region does not seem to be bound by bicoid during early embryo stages (Supplementary 
Figure 1, (Li et al., 2008)). Early-born neuroblasts express hb specifically at embryo stages 9 
and 10 (Grosskortenhaus et al., 2005). The overlap between the profiles of open chromatin 
and the selected region in the VT lines indicates that the regulatory region that drives 
expression in the carpet cells could be the same that drives expression in early-born 
neuroblasts. This regulatory region is located at the non-coding 3’ end of the hb locus 
(Supplementary Figure 1). Although it is not frequent, other examples of genes with cis-
regulatory elements in the 3’ end are known, such as the gene Pax6 (Griffin et al., 2002). 
This might be especially common for genes with the characteristics of hb, having multiple 
functions throughout development but with a small gene body (with only one coding exon 
and two introns, one of them less than 300 bp long) and located in a gene rich genomic 
region. A cis-regulatory region in the 5’ end of the hb gene driving expression in neuroblasts 
and early-born neurons has also been already identified (Hirono et al., 2012). It is possible 
that these regions at the two ends of the hb locus interact with each other by looping 
mechanisms (Noordermeer and Duboule, 2013). Further analyses could be performed to 
clarify this. For instance, ATAC-seq could be applied (Buenrostro et al., 2013) to 
investigate if the 5’ region, as well as the 3’ region, is also accessible during eye-antennal 
imaginal disc development. Additionally, the 5’ region could be cloned to a driver construct 





5.1.4 Conclusions and outlook 
The detailed analysis of a putative new role of Hb in Drosophila visual system development 
not only confirmed that this transcription factor is expressed in the eye-antennal imaginal 
disc but it also revealed that it plays a crucial role in the development of a subtype of retinal 
glia cells. Different expression and functional analyses have helped to better understand the 
role that Hb plays in these cells. I have found that not only is Hb necessary for the proper 
development of carpet glia cells, but its presence is also necessary to ensure a proper 
separation between the hemolymph present in the body cavity and the retina.  
The large cell body of these cells implies that any genes coding for cytosolic or membrane 
bound proteins present in these cells need to be highly expressed. However, the RNA 
levels of hb at LIII stage in eye-antennal imaginal discs is negligible, since it is only 
expressed in these two cells. At earlier stages these cells are not yet in the imaginal discs, 
and hb expression could have only been identified by studies focused on the optic stalk. 
Therefore, the identification of hb being expressed in carpet cells has only been possible 
through my method of target genes co-expression analysis. Moreover, I could show that 
the refined list of Hb target genes contains genes with GO terms highly specific for the 
putative function of Hb in carpet cells. Analogous analysis of some of the other identified 
transcription factors could also reveal new functions for these genes and find additional 
downstream target genes. A similar approach has already been successfully used to identify 
previously unknown key developmental regulators, for example a number of nuclear 
receptors involved in metamorphosis (Potier et al., 2014b) also in Drosophila.  
All of this evidence demonstrates that the combination of high throughput transcript 
sequencing with ChIP-seq datasets enrichment analysis can reveal previously unknown 
factors and also their target genes, and therefore increase the number of connections of 
developmental GRNs. Other studies have searched for regulating transcription factors that 
were in the same co-expression clusters as its targets genes (Potier et al., 2014a). However, 
upstream orchestrators not necessarily have the same expression levels as their targets, and 
I could clearly show an instance of that with the example of Hb expression in carpet cells. 
Therefore the combination of ChIP-seq methods in RNA-seq co-expression analyses has 
proven to be a powerful tool to identify new developmental regulators that can 




My data also contributes to the growing thought that most genetic networks are re-used in 
many different processes throughout development (Carroll, 2008). Reports of a genetic 
network governing muscle development in vertebrates being re-deployed during retinal 
differentiation in Drosophila have been described (Heanue et al., 1999). This could also help 
describe our surprising finding of Mef2 being maybe involved in eye-antennal imaginal disc 
development. My findings on the role of Hb in glia cell development also show the large 
pleiotropy of key developmental regulators, as it also has known functions in processes that 
would seem to have little in common with that, such as embryo segmentation (Lehmann 
and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1987; Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). This can be 
explained by the presence of multiple cis-regulatory elements in the locus of “toolkit” genes, 
such is the case of Pax6, which has at least 6 different cis-regulatory elements (Griffin et al., 
2002), or the pair-rule gene even-skipped, which has cis-regulatory modules for at least 10 
different transcription factors (Wilczynski and Furlong, 2010) or hb as I described in 
section 5.1.3.7. It is because many of the transcription factors regulating embryogenesis are 
also re-used at later developmental stages that the use of ChIP-seq experiments that had 
been performed on embryos has worked in my analysis. It could be suggested that ChIP-
seq be performed for all “toolkit” genes on embryos, and subsequently, as I have presented 
here, only RNA-seq experiments would be necessary on the tissue and stages of interest to 
identify the specific targets expressed and thus the re-deployed genetic networks. Although 
target genes that are specific for the stage of interest and not during embryogenesis would 
not be identified with this method, the upstream transcription factors could be identified. 
Subsequent ChIP-seq experiments with the interesting transcription factors could then be 
performed to extend the list of target genes. Additional analyses on genome-wide 
chromatin accessibility (Buenrostro et al., 2013) or histone modifications (Pan et al., 2007; 
Pokholok et al., 2005) in the condition of interest could refine the list of target genes 





5.2 A robust (re-)annotation approach to generate unbiased 
mapping references for RNA-seq-based analyses of 
differential expression across closely related species  
The reciprocal re-annotation of the genomes of the model species D. melanogaster and its 
closely related species D. simulans and D. mauritiana has been of foremost importance for 
the evolutionary studies I have performed during my Thesis (Torres-Oliva et al. in revision). 
I could show that this step is necessary for an unbiased, genome-wide analysis of 
differential gene expression across different species using RNA-seq technology for two 
main reasons: to prevent biases due to length differences between orthologous genes and 
to compare the largest number of orthologs when the genome assembly and genome 
annotation quality of the different used species differs.  
By comparing my strategy to other available methods and by checking the results using 
quantitative RT-PCR on a number of genes, I could show that my strategy provides the 
most robust results. I could also show that RPKM-based methods, which could correct for 
the differences in length between orthologous genes, fail to do so when the expression 
levels are not homogeneous across the gene body (Table 4.2.3, Supplementary Figure 8). 
This introduces clear biases in the analysis of differential expression and leads to false 
positives. 
Furthermore, the reciprocal re-annotation of the D. simulans and D. mauritiana genomes also 
allowed the interrogation of the maximum number of orthologous genes between these 
two species. In the published genome annotations, a large number of genes had been 
filtered out owing to incomplete genetic sequences. Remarkably, this included the lack of 
ocelliless (oc) annotation in the genome of D. mauritiana (Nolte et al., 2013) due to the fact 
that the 5’ end of its locus contained many unspecific nucleotides. After the reciprocal re-
annotation of D. mauritiana and D. simulans genomes, the longest orthologous region of the 
oc gene present in the two references was annotated and used as reference to map the 
RNA-seq reads. Thus I could detect that this gene is differentially expressed at late LIII 
stage eye-antennal imaginal discs between these species, which was later confirmed by in 
situ hybridization (see sections 4.4 and 5.4). Being able to examine the highest number of 
genes, of course, becomes especially relevant in studies that are performed to identify one 




In summary, the reciprocal re-annotation method I have developed is a necessary step to 
perform unbiased inter-species differential gene expression analyses prior to mapping 
RNA-seq reads to the species-specific references. Failing to do so, especially when working 
with non-model species, could reduce the number of genes to be analyzed and generate 
false positive results due to length differences between orthologous sequences caused by 





5.3 Gene expression divergence in closely related Drosophila 
species 
5.3.1 Differential gene expression in closely related species 
In a previous Discussion (section 5.1.1) I have described the high degree of gene 
expression conservation between the three closely related species of this study. In spite of 
that, a large number of significantly differentially expressed genes are also detected. 
Interestingly, while the number of differentially expressed genes between D. melanogaster 
and the other two sister species is largest at early stages (72h AEL) and lower later, the 
number of differentially expressed genes between D. simulans and D. mauritiana is low at 
72h AEL and it rises at each subsequent stage (Figure 4.3.3). Although the sequencing type 
could have an effect on these results (see below, “Technical considerations”), differences in 
the developmental timing (heterochrony) (Olsson et al., 2010) could also be involved in this 
variation, as it has already been described to affect closely related species of Drosophila 
during other developmental processes, such as segmentation, without disturbing the 
developmental regulation of the underlying network (Kim et al., 2000). Although we 
checked the relative time point for each species when the morphogenetic furrow was 
located at the middle of the retinal field to dissect the mid LIII stage, we do not know the 
exact time point when retinal differentiation starts in D. mauritiana and D. simulans. It could 
be that in these two species it starts slightly earlier than in D. melanogaster and that could 
explain why at 72h AEL (which was the same dissection time for the three species) so 
many genes are differentially expressed. The enriched GO terms for the genes differentially 
up-regulated at 72h in D. mauritiana and D. simulans with respect to D. melanogaster are 
related to biological regulation and eye development, while the genes up-regulated in D. 
melanogaster at this stage are related to cell cycle process (data not shown, results from Elisa 
Buchberger Lab Rotation Protocol for her Master studies under my supervision). 
Additionally, the up-regulated genes in D. mauritiana and D. simulans are enriched for cis-
regulatory elements bound by the transcription factor Nejire, which is a regulator of eye 
development (Kumar, 2004), while the genes up-regulated in D. melanogaster are enriched 
for cis-regulatory elements bound by Pannier, which during late LII represses eye 
development (Oros et al., 2010). Two hypotheses could explain these results. On the one 
hand, LIII could start earlier in D. simulans and D. mauritiana compared to D. melanogaster 
and therefore we have sequenced early LIII stage at 72h AEL in these species, when eye 




similar but, either the expression of the genes involved in the face determining network 
(regulated by Pannier) in D. melanogaster is up-regulated or the genes involved in eye 
differentiation are up-regulated in D. simulans and D. mauritiana. Both hypotheses are 
actually complementary, and they both would lead to the same resulting up-regulation of 
gene expression of one or the other set of genes. Interestingly, this observations could also 
be related to the fact that D. melanogaster has fewer ommatidia number than the other two 
species (Posnien et al., 2012). The fact that most genes in cluster 11, which are involved in 
generation of neurons and compound eye morphogenesis, are up-regulated in D. mauritiana 
compared to D. melanogaster (Figure 4.3.5C) would also favor the later hypothesis, and it 
could be caused by an extended LIII stage in D. mauritiana that led to higher overall 
expression of all retinal differentiation genes. Differences in the size of the eyes between D. 
mauritiana and D. simulans are only due to larger ommatidia facet (see project “Eye size 
variation between closely related Drosophila species”) (Arif et al., 2013; Posnien et al., 
2012), and these differences are established only after 120h AEL (Arif et al., 2013), which 
corresponds with more genes being differentially expressed between these two species only 
in later stages (Figure 4.3.3). 
Among these closely related species, the relationship between genetic network topology 
and divergence can also be studied. Most previous studies on this topic have been focused 
on individual metabolic pathways and have mostly analyzed divergence at the coding 
sequence level (e.g. Alvarez-Ponce et al., 2008; Davila-Velderrain et al., 2014). In general, 
these studies have not found a clear correlation between the position of a protein in a 
genetic network and the strength of positive selection acting on its sequence (Davila-
Velderrain et al., 2014), although in some cases a negative correlation has been described, 
being that genes with more targets were much more conserved (Montanucci et al., 2011). 
Here, the combination of my developmental gene co-expression analysis with my data on 
inter-species expression divergence has allowed me to obtain information about the 
preferential location of genes with gene expression divergence in genetic networks (Figure 
4.3.5). Although no clear conclusions can be drawn yet from the three analyzed networks, 
some of the genes that are differentially expressed between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana 
at 96h AEL have rather central positions in these networks (e.g. kay, Dl, Ret or svp) and in 
some cases they are the genes that connect the different subnetwork (e.g. Nsf2, Cdk4, asp or 
fng) (Figure 4.3.5A and B). In other recent studies, similar results have been described. In a 
study performed in yeast, the authors initially reported no clear correlation between 




network into smaller subnetworks, they could find that genes with more connections were 
slightly significantly more divergent at the gene expression level (Kopp and McIntyre, 
2012). Another study in mammals found that gene expression divergence in the PI3K 
signaling cascade was mainly due to gene expression divergence of the two main regulators, 
mTOR and AKT2 (Monaco et al., 2015). My data could be further used to perform a 
genome-wide analysis on all the obtained co-expression clusters across the three Drosophila 
species in order to reveal if significant positive or negative correlation exists between gene 
connectivity and gene expression divergence. To my knowledge, such studies at the 
systems biology level have only been performed in yeast (Carlson et al., 2006) and they 
indicated that highly connected genes are less variable. However, my preliminary results 
(Figure 4.3.5) and the described studies in mammals might indicate that in higher 
organisms the situation is different (Monaco et al., 2015). Yet, to understand this problem 
at the mechanistic level, ASE studies can provide a better insight as they can distinguish the 
type of regulatory change that causes gene expression divergence between closely related 
species (Wittkopp et al., 2004). 
5.3.2 Expression divergence in developing tissues could be mainly 
regulated in trans 
In order to reveal whether gene expression divergence in developing tissues is more often 
caused by changes in the locus of the differentially expressed gene (due to changes in cis) or 
by changes in upstream factors that can be in any location in the genome and regulate more 
than one gene at the same time (changes in trans), I have analyzed the expression of 
species-specific alleles in F1 hybrids of closely related species (Figure 2.3). My data clearly 
shows a larger percentage of genes being differentially expressed between species due to 
changes in trans (Figure 4.3.8). In contrast, previous ASE studies between D. melanogaster 
and D. simulans adult tissues have reported higher percentage of genes with divergent 
expression due to changes in their cis-regulatory elements (Graze et al., 2009; Landry et al., 
2005; Wittkopp et al., 2004, 2008), while two studies including comparison to D. sechelia 
indicated slightly more genes with expression divergence explained by changes in trans 
(Coolon et al., 2014; McManus et al., 2010). However, the earlier of these studies were 
performed using pyrosequencing on only a small set of pre-selected genes, which thus can 
hardly be extrapolated to the complete transcriptome (Landry et al., 2005; Wittkopp et al., 
2004, 2008). Also to note is the fact that the studies performed using RNA-seq technology 




strongly discouraged to do RNA-seq analyses without at least 3 biological replicates 
(Hansen et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2014), since variance inherent in this method is large and 
differences in the number of mapped reads can be due to random sampling and not due to 
difference caused by the studied conditions. A sign of this bias could be in fact that in 
McManus et al. 2010 the authors identified as much as 78% of genes having significant 
differential expression between the two closely related species D. melanogaster and D. sechelia. 
In contrast, in my analysis, only between 11% and 19% of genes are significantly 
differentially expressed between species. Working without replicates could also influence 
the number of differential ASE detected, as a measure of the random variance for each 
gene within one species is not available, and any differences in the expression of one allele 
relative to the other allele could be detected as significant. This could result in a larger 
number of genes detected as having expression divergence because of changes in their cis 
regulation. In my analysis, I have used three biological replicates for each condition and I 
used the software that has been shown to perform best in multiple benchmark studies, 
namely DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a) (Ching et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016; Rapaport et al., 
2013; Seyednasrollah et al., 2013), to execute the statistical analyses required to detect 
significantly differential expressed genes and alleles.  
Additionally, an explanation for my data showing many more cases of gene expression 
divergence due to trans regulation is the fact that I study tissues that are undergoing 
developmental processes such as tissue patterning and organ differentiation. These 
processes are more commonly controlled by transcription factors (Carroll, 2001), and 
changes affecting one transcription factor can influence the expression levels of many 
target genes. An interesting result is that only the genes that change due to variation in their 
regulation in trans show, in some cases, different direction of change in the two different 
tissues I have studied (e.g. a gene can be higher in D. melanogaster in the eye-antennal 
imaginal disc but lower in D. melanogaster in the wing disc) (Figure 4.3.9). This actually 
supports the validity of the analysis pipeline, because a change on one cis-regulatory region 
of a target gene (which is bound specifically by one “toolkit” transcription factor) will 
affect the expression of that gene for the transcription factor that recognizes that region 
equally in all tissues (see Figure 5.1, green cis-regulatory element). However, trans regulation 
can vary according to the different transcription factors that are expressed in each tissue. 
Changes in the coding sequence of a transcription factor can make it bind with more or 
less affinity to the different cis-regulatory elements that it binds to, and its target genes can 








Figure 5.1. Changes in tissue-specific cis-regulatory elements of upstream transcription 
factors are more likely to produce gene expression divergence. “TF”: transcription factor; 
“CRE”: cis-regulatory element. Red horizontal bars represent D. melanogaster genes (left) or alleles 
(right). Blue horizontal bars represent D. mauritiana genes (left) or alleles (right). Thickness of the 
black arrows represents the different expression levels. The modular nature of CREs makes it 
possible for one gene (in this case a “toolkit” transcription factor) to be differentially regulated in 
different tissues. In this scheme, the lila CRE represents a region active in the wing disc, and the 
yellow CRE represents a region active in eye-antennal imaginal disc. The yellow CRE has a 
mutation in D. mauritiana with respect to D. melanogaster that results in a lower expression of the 
transcription factor in the eye-antennal imaginal disc. Therefore, all the target genes have lower 
expression in the eye-antennal imaginal disc of D. mauritiana. In the hybrid, though, all target alleles 
have equal expression because the two CREs regulating the two alleles of the transcription factor 
are present in the cells. The other way around, the lila CRE has a mutation in D. melanogaster with 
respect to D. mauritiana that results in a lower expression of the transcription factor in the wing disc. 
Thus, all the target genes have lower expression in this tissue in D. mauritiana, but the alleles have 
equal expression in the hybrid. Alternatively, a mutation in the CRE controlling the expression of a 
target gene (green CRE) affects the expression of that gene in the parent and in the hybrid, and 
equally in all tissues. 
5.3.2.1 Evolutionary implications of the high number of divergent genes due to 
changes in trans  
Due to the larger pleiotropic effects that trans regulatory changes can have, as they can 
affect a large number of target genes, it is generally thought that cis changes are favored as 
main cause of gene expression divergence between species (Carroll, 2008; Warnefors and 
Kaessmann, 2013). However, my results clearly show a higher percentage of genes showing 
divergent expression due to changes in the upstream factors that regulate their expression. 
This variation in trans can be explained by changes that affect the coding regions of the 
regulating transcription factors or by changes in the regulation of these transcription 
factors, i.e. in the cis-regulatory elements of “toolkit” genes. My hypothesis is that these 
differences are mostly due to differences in the regulation of the expression of the 
transcription factor genes and not so much due to coding differences. Especially due to the 
fact that most components of the genetic “toolkit” are highly conserved at the protein 
sequence level (Halder et al., 1995; McGinnis et al., 1990). The scheme in Figure 5.1 
describes this possibility. Transcription factors from the genetic “toolkit” have been shown 
to present usually several different cis-regulatory elements (Davidson, 2001; Griffin et al., 
2002; Stanojevic et al., 1991). As I previously described, these transcription factors and the 
genetic networks that they regulate are often co-opted in different cell types and at 
different stages to perform different functions. These different cis-regulatory elements can 
allow this, as they are highly modular and one can evolve without disturbing the others 
(Figure 5.1). To test this hypothesis, the putative upstream regulators of genes found to be 




(Herrmann et al., 2012)) and the expression levels of each upstream regulators could be 
checked in the two parental species to investigate if they are differentially expressed due to 
changes in cis regulation. For instance, some of the genes that have expression divergence 
due to changes in cis are enriched for GO terms related to biological regulation, and could 
include some of the “toolkit” transcription factors that change in expression and affect 
other target genes in trans.  
Examples have already been described of cis-regulatory evolution of genetic “toolkit” genes 
giving rise to morphological divergence (Belting et al., 1998; Shapiro et al., 2004; Sucena 
and Stern, 2000). In most cases this is indeed by the presence of multiple cis-regulatory 
elements regulating the upstream transcription factor. In this case, a transcription factor 
that works correctly in one tissue, by the addition or modification of a regulatory region 
that could create a new function in a different tissue, does not disturb the function of the 
transcription factor in the original tissue. Sequence turnover of cis-regulatory elements is 
also much higher than that of the coding sequences, as they have less selective constraints 
(Prud’homme et al., 2007) and expression differences can have fewer pleiotropic 
deleterious effects. Therefore, it is more likely that between closely related species, more 
changes in the non-coding region of genes are present. My data allows to further test 
whether at early steps of speciation, among very closely related species, expression 
divergence of transcription factors governing the expression of many other target genes is 
the main cause of expression divergence of genes involved in developmental and patterning 
processes.  
However, changes in the coding regions of the transcription factors cannot be completely 
ruled out. It has been shown that, although the “toolkit” genes are extremely well 
conserved because genes from distantly related taxa can be exchanged and still perform 
most of the original functions (Halder et al., 1995), in some cases great divergence at the 
amino acid level can be observed. The protein domain that binds DNA is usually highly 
conserved, but the rest of the protein is not subject to such strong negative selection 
(Wagner and Lynch, 2008). That is why in some experiments where authors have replaced 
the ortholog of one species by another, they could reproduce some phenotypes but not all 
(Ranganayakulu et al., 1998), as the proteins conserve the specific DNA binding domain 
and specificity for some cis-regulatory elements but not necessarily for all the original ones. 
This divergence in protein structure while conserving functionality can be favored by the 
presence of multiple cis-regulatory elements in the regulatory region of these regulatory 




another tissue to perform a new function. Small changes that do not entirely disturb the 
original function, such as changes that code for modification in the protein’s unstructured 
regions or by means of alternative splicing, can take place to accommodate the new 
function.  
Finally, it is also worth to comment on the fact that between D. simulans and D. mauritiana, 
a large number of genes show compensatory regulation (Figure 4.3.8). This means that the 
species-specific alleles in the hybrid show significant differential expression, but in the 
parents, the orthologs are not differentially expressed. This is thought to be caused by co-
evolution of regulatory elements within each parental species that do not give rise to actual 
expression differences. However, in the hybrid, epistatic effects of one allele over the other 
become evident and these differences are expressed (Goncalves et al., 2012; Landry et al., 
2005; Tirosh et al., 2009). In closely related species such as the ones of this study, it may 
reflect changes that are not yet fixed in the population. These changes, as the expression 
divergence caused by changes in the cis region of genes, do not change direction in the 
different tissues (Figure 4.3.9).  
5.3.3 Technical consideration 
5.3.3.1 Inter-species RNA-seq using different sequencing types 
The reciprocal re-annotation method has allowed the comparison of gene expression levels 
of 13,457 genes across the three closely related Drosophila species (Torres-Oliva et al. in 
revision). It is to note, however, that some bias could have been introduced by the use of 
different sequencing types. Although the multidimensional scaling plot of the normalized 
datasets indicates that the sequencing type (single-end 50 bp or paired-end 100 bp) is not 
the main factor separating the data (Figure 4.3.1), still the two samples from D. mauritiana 
120h AEL that were sequenced with the two methods are slightly separated by dimension 2. 
This possible bias could explain that I had to re-cluster some of the clusters because all 
genes that were up-regulated at 96h and 120h AEL were grouped together in only two 
clusters (Figure 4.3.2). In order to better compare expression levels from the two 
sequencing types, I split the 100 bp reads by half and used the right and left paired reads 
together as single end reads. This improved the comparability of read counts between 
samples. But the samples coming from paired-end 100 bp sequencing had therefore more 
than 4 times more reads than the single-end 50 bp, as the throughput from this type of 




analysis (Dillies et al., 2012). The latest version of the DESeq2 software (Love et al., 2014a), 
for instance, reports that they have implemented a tool to include different sequencing 
types in the RNA-seq comparison analysis as a condition to mask. However, the different 
sequencing types should be split into different conditions. In my study, I used paired-end 
sequencing for all 72h AEL D. simulans and D. mauritiana samples and single-end 
sequencing for the 72h AEL D. melanogaster samples. Therefore, although the normalization 
applied by DESeq2 helps to equalize the dataset, some indications show that it cannot fully 
normalize all read counts. For instance, many more genes appear as significantly higher 
expressed in D. simulans and D. mauritiana with respect to D. melanogaster at this stage (Figure 
4.3.3). A closer look at the genes that had such high expression revealed that they are  
cuticle, myosin, ribosomal proteins and also many are unknown proteins. These genes 
could have very high expression levels that cannot be properly normalized in relation to the 
expression levels of the rest of the genes and therefore appear as up-regulated in the 
species with more total number of reads due to originating from paired-end 100 bp 
sequencing. Some of these genes that appear expressed at 72h AEL could be due to 
contamination during the dissection procedure, as eye-antennal imaginal discs at this stage 
are extremely small and their dissection is much more difficult than at later stages. Despite 
this, and after acknowledging and overcoming this problem by re-clustering the genes 
which are up-regulated at later stages, the analysis has produced unbiased results, as shown 
by the similarity of the biological processes of the different clusters to the results obtained 
with only D. melanogaster. As I recognized this problem, I proceeded to use the same 
sequencing type in all subsequent analyses, and all samples used for ASE analysis were 
sequenced using single-end 50 bp reads to prevent this type of bias. Probably a good 
addition to this analysis would be the dissection and sequencing of one biological replicate 
of D. mauritiana and D. simulans 72h AEL eye-antennal imaginal disc using single-end 50 bp. 
These samples could be used to properly normalize the other replicates that were 
sequenced using paired-end 100 bp reads. However, as more and more RNA-seq 
experiments are performed by different groups that could be interesting for other 
researchers to compare, it will be important to develop normalization methods that can 
account for these differences.  
5.3.3.2 ASE analysis between very closely related species 
I was also able to show that ASE analyses can be performed even between species so 




elaborate preparation of the references is required prior to mapping the hybrid reads. The 
coding sequences of genes are more conserved across species, and therefore are more 
reliable to identify orthologous sequences. Yet sequence conservation is precisely not 
required for ASE analyses, as only polymorphic positions can be used to recognize the 
origin of allele-specific reads. This is an intricate trade-off, as the more distantly related the 
species are, the more polymorphisms they have between orthologs; however, the less likely 
and complicated it becomes to obtain viable hybrids when crossing them. In my case, I 
could cross D. simulans and D. mauritiana without problems but a large number of genes had 
zero or very few polymorphisms in the coding region of orthologous genes. D. melanogaster 
could be crossed with D. mauritiana but not with the strain we used of D. simulans (YVF).  
In cases where references are missing for any of the species or where the available 
reference for one of the species is of superior quality than the others, some authors have 
proposed to perform in silico assembly of the genomic references of these later species 
using the species of better quality as scaffold (Munger et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2013), in my 
case D. melanogaster. Yet this is not an ideal solution, since it can be especially problematic 
to resolve insertions and deletions (INDELs). For the three species I used in my study (D. 
melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana) very recent publications (dos Santos et al., 2014; 
Hu et al., 2013; Nolte et al., 2013 respectively) have provided high quality genomes, and 
therefore I decided to use them. However, because these sequenced strains are not the 
ones I used in my analysis, I considered it necessary to use strain-specific genomic reads  to 
perform in silico replacement of polymorphisms between the used strain and the published 
strain for each species (Satya et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2013). After this correction, the 
number of polymorphisms between D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana was large enough to 
correctly identify ASE. However, this strategy was not sufficient to unequivocally identify 
the species of origin of the reads in the hybrids of D. simulans and D. mauritiana and an 
additional in silico transcriptome assembly using the parental RNA-seq reads was necessary 
(Satya et al., 2012). The annotation of full transcripts (including UTRs) instead of only 
coding sequence also greatly increased the number of polymorphisms between orthologs 
and thus the specificity of the ASE analysis.  
To verify the efficiency of these strategies, I analyzed the total number of polymorphisms 
between orthologous pairs before and after the process of in silico polymorphism 
replacement. Additionally, I investigated the allele specific expression of all mitochondrial 
genes, which should only show expression of the allele coming from the species that 




error rate for species-specific allele assignment can be measured as the proportion of reads 
from mitochondrial genes that are misassigned to the D. mauritiana reference, which was 
the male in both crosses. With my analysis pipeline I obtained less than 0.3% error rate in 
the analysis of D. melanogaster and D. mauritiana, which is less than was reported in a 
previous ASE analysis between D. melanogaster and D. sechelia (McManus et al., 2010). 
Between the very closely related species the rate was higher, but still only 2.5%. I could 
show that, in mitochondrial genes, this is mainly due to a single polymorphism that had not 
been correctly replaced (Supplementary Figure 11) and this probably does not change the 
overall results.  
5.3.4 Conclusions and outlook 
The study of the biological processes and regulators of the differentially expressed genes 
between these closely related species has indicated that the underlying processes could be 
slightly different. For instance, D. melanogaster seems to start its retinal differentiation 
processes later than D. mauritiana and D. simulans. This could easily lead to differences in 
the overall final size of the respective adult organs (Amore and Casares, 2010; Kim et al., 
2000). Analysis of the precise timing of the start of retinal differentiation in D. simulans and 
D. mauritiana will be necessary in order to determine whether heterochrony plays a role in 
setting the differences in relative head sizes between these two species and D. melanogaster.  
The genes with expression divergence due to trans regulation and which are higher 
expressed in D. melanogaster with respect to D. mauritiana show a very high enrichment 
(NES=9.48) for Pannier binding sites. Additionally, a cluster of genes with higher 
expression in D. melanogaster compared to D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Figure 4.3.4, green 
cluster) shows also a great enrichment (NES=7.17) for the GATA motif in their cis-
regulatory regions, to which Pannier is known to bind to (Ramain et al., 1993). Therefore, 
Pannier is a strong candidate for being one of the transcription factors that has evolved and 
caused many of its target genes to modify their expression dynamics, i.e. expression 
divergence due to changes in trans. As previously mentioned, Pannier is known to have a 
role in defining face cuticle and repressing eye determination genes, as it has been shown 
that removal of pannier expression leads to ectopic enlargement of the eye region (Singh 
and Choi, 2003) and its overexpression suppresses eye fate (Oros et al., 2010). The student 
MSc. Elisa Buchberger has started her doctoral project to further investigate the putative 
evolution of Pannier to regulate the differences in head cuticle that can be observed 




highly conserved, although a few amino acid changes are present that could influence the 
binding affinity to the regulatory regions of its targets or the affinity to bind to other co-
factors. A second likely hypothesis is that changes of the gene regulation are causing the 
differences in the expression of its target genes. Unfortunately, the expression levels of this 
gene in my RNA-seq data are very variable within biological replicates and it cannot be 
confidently asserted if pannier is differentially expressed between D. melanogaster and D. 
mauritiana during eye-antennal imaginal disc development. Interestingly, four different 
isoforms are reported to be expressed from the pannier locus, and already two of them have 
been found to be differentially expressed in the wing disc (Fromental-Ramain et al., 2008) 
and during embryogenesis (Minakhina et al., 2011). Again, the RNA-seq data that we 
currently have is not sufficient to correctly reveal the expression levels of the different 
isoforms in the eye-antennal imaginal disc, probably also due to the different expression 
domains of this gene. Apart from its function to promote head cuticle specific fate by 
repressing eye specific fate (Oros et al., 2010), earlier it is also involved in determining the 
dorsal-ventral axis of the eye disc by activating a cascade that includes Wg and the Iroquois 
Complex (Singh and Choi, 2003; Singh et al., 2005). Quantitative PCR analyses could be 
performed to determine if the expression levels of pannier vary between D. mauritiana and D. 
melanogaster during eye-antennal imaginal disc development. Moreover, available D. 
melanogaster lines that lack a full pannier locus (deficiency lines) will be crossed to wild type D. 
mauritiana flies to generate heterozygotes that have only a D. mauritiana functional copy of 
pannier. The measurement of the face size of these individuals compared to wild types flies 
can indicate if pannier is indeed the gene that has evolved to generate differences in the size 
of the face of these two species.  
To my knowledge, this is the first time that a transcription factor with divergent expression 
levels has been identified by the expression divergence of its target genes. This has already 
been described as a challenging task mainly in the case of cis-regulatory evolution, as this 
variation is more difficult to identify than coding sequence divergence (Coolon and 
Wittkopp, 2013). Again, the used strategy of combining ChIP-seq datasets with our RNA-
seq data using i-cisTarget (Herrmann et al., 2012) has provided a link between differential 
expression of a large number of target genes and their putative upstream regulator(s), 
despite the fact that the ChIP-seq experiment had been performed in a different stage 
(Junion et al., 2012). My results indicate that most of the changes in gene expression 
present between closely related Drosophila species are caused by differences in the 




during developmental processes, these regulators are mostly members of the genetic 
“toolkit” of developmental genes. Although this could be due to the fact that these genes 
are also more extensively studied, it would be of great interest to perform additional 
comparable ChIP-seq experiments using all the known transcription factors that fall into 
this category (Rokas, 2008). There is obviously not a single way how evolution can work to 
define new morphologies (Alonso and Wilkins, 2005; Wagner and Lynch, 2008), rather any 
change that is beneficial for an organism’ adaptation can be fixed. There have been reports 
of all kind of changes: either a coding change in a terminal gene related to physiology 
(Hilscher et al., 2009), cis-regulatory changes of this gene (Galant et al., 2002; Manceau et al., 
2011), a change of the conformation of the transcription factor that regulates several 
downstream genes (Löhr and Pick, 2005) or the complete re-deployment of a genetic 
network by addition of a new cis-regulatory element on an upstream regulator (Belting et al., 
1998). However, my work brings a new unexpected result to the standing controversy of 
whether changes in cis or trans are favored by natural selection to shape the different 
phenotypes (Carroll, 2008; Prud’homme et al., 2007; Wagner and Lynch, 2008; Wittkopp et 
al., 2004). That is, that changes in trans are not so uncommon as it was thought, and rather 
are the predominant cause of gene expression divergence during developmental processes 





5.4 Eye size variation in two closely related Drosophila 
species 
We have applied a combination of unbiased methods such as QTL mapping and 
differential expression analysis to identify the genetic basis of the differences in ommatidia 
size between the two closely related species D. simulans YVF and D. mauritiana TAM16 
(Arif et al., 2013; Hilbrant et al., 2014; Posnien et al., 2012). We could reduce the number 
of candidates to only 14 genes. Additionally, the application of different molecular analyses 
further reduced this list to only 5 putative genes, namely Es2, Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic 
subunit (Gclc), ocelliless (oc), Serine Protease Immune Response Integrator (spirit) and Tyramine β 
hydroxylase (Tbh). The analysis of coding sequence divergence in all genes present in the 
QTL region did not show clear evidence for any additional candidate showing important 
structural differences. Finally, the use of prior functional knowledge pinpointed the gene oc 
as the most likely candidate gene to be responsible for the observed differences in 
ommatidia size.  
5.4.1 Identification of candidate genes to regulate eye size differences 
between closely related species 
QTL analysis has been already successfully used in micro-evo-devo studies to identify 
evolved genes that cause morphological variation (e.g. Chan et al., 2010; Hilscher et al., 
2009; Steiner et al., 2007). However, even when a large number of visible and molecular 
markers are available to distinguish the genomic regions of the different studied species, 
this method most often identifies regions containing several genes. The identification of 
the evolved gene is generally the limiting step of this type of studies. Here we have 
demonstrated that the use of next generation sequencing of expressed transcripts can be 
used to reduce the list of candidate genes. With the analysis of differential gene expression 
based on RNA-seq data we could rule out 83% of the genes present in the QTL region, 
resulting in a list of 14 candidate genes that could be individually tested for their 
involvement in eye development using different molecular techniques established in D. 
melanogaster. 
We analyzed the expression domains of these 14 genes in the eye-antennal imaginal discs of 
D. simulans and D. mauritiana and also the effect of their knock-down in eye-specific regions 
in the model species D. melanogaster using RNAi (Table 4.4.1). Only 5 of these genes 




eye-antennal imaginal disc in D. simulans, while it seems to lack expression in the posterior 
end of the eye region in D. mauritiana, and its knock-down gave a phenotype both at 25°C 
and 28°C. spirit is also ubiquitously expressed, spatially equally in the two species and the 
repression of its transcripts in the eye region also gave rise to morphological phenotype at 
25° and 28°C. Tbh and Gclc have both a smaller expression domain posterior to the 
morphogenetic furrow and resulted in weak phenotypes when their expression was 
knocked-down in the eye region, only at 28°C. oc is expressed in the ocellar region of the 
eye-antennal imaginal disc, but also in the posterior region of the eye field. This expression 
domain was clearly wider in D. mauritiana TAM16 compared to D. simulans YVF (Table 
4.4.1, Supplementary Figure 12), and further analyses have shown that this expression also 
starts earlier in development in the former species (Dr. Isabel Almudi, unpublished). This 
gene also resulted in the strongest phenotypes when its expression was knocked-down in 
the eye region. Due to the fact that oc is also the only one of the candidates that has 
described roles in eye development in Drosophila (Royet and Finkelstein, 1995; Tahayato et 
al., 2003) this is currently our main candidate to have evolved to generate the observed 
ommatidia size differences between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF.   
Thus, combining evolutionary studies with developmental knowledge allows the 
identification of genes responsible for morphological variation. Evo-devo can therefore be 
used to reduce the number of candidate genes, but the fact that a gene is not well studied 
does not mean that it may not contribute to the evolution of phenotypes. For instance, 
recent studies have used a similar approach to identify genes responsible for evolution of 
genitalia morphology in closely related Drosophila species (Tanaka et al., 2015). From the 6 
genes they have identified as putative candidates, none of them had been previously 
described to play a role in the development of this trait. Therefore, the use of unbiased 
methods like RNA-seq to identify all genes that are differentially expressed, regardless of 
prior knowledge, is a useful step to identify candidate genes. If oc does not prove to be the 
evolved gene in following experiments, we will readily test the high ranked candidate Es2 
and spirit, for which no role in eye development has been previously described in D. 
melanogaster. 
5.4.2 ocelliless is the main candidate underlying ommatidia size 
variation 
The oc gene (also known as orthodenticle (otd)) is a well-studied homeobox transcription 




segmentation (Finkelstein and Boncinelli, 1994; Tallafuss and Bally-Cuif, 2002), and also in 
eye and brain development (Finkelstein et al., 1990). It has been described that oc plays a 
role in the early specification of the optic lobes and, in the adult, in the development of the 
inter-neurons of the visual system (Schmidt-Ott et al., 1994, 1995). oc is also expressed in 
the photoreceptors of all the visual systems of the fly: the larval eye and the adult 
compound eye and ocelli (Finkelstein et al., 1990; Vandendries et al., 1996). In the 
compound eyes, oc is necessary for the proper formation of the rhabdomeres and also for 
their proper subtype specification (Fichelson et al., 2012; Mishra et al., 2010; Tahayato et al., 
2003; Vandendries et al., 1996). 
Although a role in determining ommatidia size has not been described for oc, one of its 
known mutant alleles, otduvi, affects the morphology of the photoreceptors, specifically by 
causing abnormalities in the shape of the rhabdomeres and even causing rhabdomere 
duplication (Vandendries et al., 1996). These observations make this gene, and especially 
the regulatory region affected by this allele, a good candidate to regulate the differences in 
ommatidia size between D. mauritiana and D. simulans.  
Interestingly, oc function in rhodopsin expression can also give a hint of its possible evolution 
in these two species. Here I will describe the known link between oc expression and specific 
subtypes of Rhodopsins and photoreceptors. Additionally, I will report what is known 
about these ommatidia subtypes in the studied species. Although we have no data relating 
rhodopsin expression with ommatidia size, I propose how further investigations in this 
direction could be pursued.  
Each ommatidium contains 8 light-sensitive photoreceptors, called R1-R8, which form 
regular clusters with 6 outer photoreceptors (R1-R6) and two inner photoreceptors, with 
R7 being located on top of R8 (Wolff and Ready, 1993). Each photoreceptor forms 
extensive membrane foldings, called rhabdomeres, which contain the Rhodopsins that 
gather the incoming light. There are 6 different Rhodopsin types, Rh1-Rh6 (Hardy, 1985; 
Zuker et al., 1985). All outer photoreceptors express rh1 and thus it is the rhodopsins 
expressed in the inner photoreceptors that define the ommatidia type. In “yellow” 
ommatidia, R7 expresses rh4 (which detects ultra-violet light) and R8 expresses rh6 (which 
can detect green light); in “pale” ommatidia, R7 expresses rh3 (which also detects ultra-
violet light) and R8 expresses rh5 (which detect blue light) (Bell et al., 2007; Chou et al., 
1999; Papatsenko et al., 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 2010); additional ommatidia types have 
been described, like the “dorsal rim area” (DRA) ommatidia, where both R7 and R8 




rh3 and rh4 (Mazzoni et al., 2008) and R8 expressed rh6, and finally the “odd-coupled” 
ommatidia type, where R7 expresses rh3 and R8 expresses rh6 (Wernet et al., 2006). 
It has been shown that oc specifies rh3 and rh5 expression and represses the expression of 
rh6 (Tahayato et al., 2003). The promoter region of these three genes contains the binding 
site (TAATCC) for the homeodomain of oc. The same protein region acts to activate rh3 
and rh5 and to repress rh6 in “pale” ommatidia (McDonald et al., 2010). Posnien et al. 2012 
showed that in D. mauritiana TAM16 eyes, the proportion of ommatidia expressing rh3 is 
much higher than in D. simulans YVF. Conversely, the proportion of rh6 expression in D. 
simulans is higher than in D. mauritiana TAM16. Unfortunately, in this study the proportion 
of rh5 could not be analyzed. Hilbrant et al. 2014 performed a similar analysis to study the 
proportion of rhodopsin expression in different Drosophila species, including another D. 
simulans strain (Zom4). Although they did not include D. simulans YVF in the analysis, the 
proportion of rh5 expression compared to rh6 expression in D. mauritiana TAM16 was 
significantly higher than in all the other studied species. These results would favor the 
notion that D. mauritiana TAM16 has a significantly higher expression of both rh3 and rh5 
than D. simulans YVF, while the later has significantly more ommatidia expressing rh6. This 
corresponds with the fact that oc, for which we have identified a significantly higher 
expression in D. mauritiana TAM16 compared to D. simulans YVF, precisely activates rh3 
and rh5 and represses rh6. 
In our RNA-seq dataset we have detected higher expression of oc in D. mauritiana 
compared to D. simulans at late LIII stage eye-antennal imaginal discs. Differences in eye 
size between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF, unlike differences in face size, 
cannot yet be observed at this stage (Arif et al., 2013). Likewise, photoreceptors do not 
express any rhodopsins yet, since rhodopsin expression does not start until mid-pupal stage 
(Earl and Britt, 2006). Although we detect oc expression during LIII stage, it is only the 
expression of the spineless (ss) gene in R7 photoreceptors during mid-pupation that initiates 
the expression of the different rhodopsins (Wernet et al., 2006). Although it is thought that 
the determination of the different ommatidia subtypes is stochastic (about 70% are “yellow” 
and 30% are “pale” (Wernet et al., 2006)), it has been shown that these proportions vary 
among different species, and a certain level of plasticity exists (Posnien et al., 2012). The 
higher presence of oc in D. mauritiana TAM16 could account for a higher percentage of 
ommatidia expressing rh3 and rh5, as oc expression throughout the retinal field can be 
already established during LIII stage, and influence later the percentage of different 




Additionally, in D. mauritiana TAM16 eyes are especially enlarged in the dorsal region, and 
that has been thought to be caused by the presence of the DRA ommatidia type, which 
express rh3 in the two photoreceptors (Posnien et al., 2012). Our in situ hybridization 
analysis showed that this is the area where more oc expression is detected in D. mauritiana 
TAM16 compared to D. simulans YVF, which could also explain the higher proportion of 
DRA ommatidia in this region. 
The transcription factor Pph13 has been identified to counteract Oc activity (Mishra et al., 
2010).  Both genes are necessary for the correct biogenesis of rhabdomeres and Pph13 is 
necessary for rh2 and rh6 expression. I asked whether this gene could have also evolved and 
could also contribute to establish the inter-species differences in rhodopsin expression. 
However, pph13 gene is located on the 2L chromosome and therefore does not correspond 
to any of the identified QTL regions and it is not significantly differentially expressed 
between these two species at 120h AEL (data not shown). 
5.4.3 Ommatidia structure in D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
In the previous section I have discussed that the presence of more “pale” and/or “DRA” 
ommatidia could be due to a higher oc expression in D. mauritiana TAM16. However, this 
idea does not explain why the ommatidia in this species are larger than in D. simulans YVF. 
It is possible that the presence of one Rhodopsin type is related to the size and the shape 
of the ommatidia, or that Oc affects other target genes that have a role in defining 
ommatidia size and/or shape. Posnien et al. 2012 measured ommatidia facet only in the 5 
central ommatidia, thus it is not clear if this size difference accounts for the total 
compound eye size difference. If indeed photoreceptors expressing rh3 and/or rh5 are 
larger than those expressing rh2, rh4 and/or rh6, it could be that in D. mauritiana TAM16 
significantly more rh3-/rh5-expressing photoreceptors are present in the ommatidia located 
in the center of the eye. We have confirmed that the tested protocol for Drosophila head 
optical sectioning (Smolla et al., 2014) can be combined with fluorescent markers and the 
signal is not lost during the process of bleaching and clearing (unpublished results). Thus 
cell marking experiments, using for example Phalloidin staining together with α-Rh5 
antibodies to detect photoreceptor type, could be employed to measure photoreceptor cell 
size. A comprehensive comparison of the different photoreceptor types’ size could indicate 






5.4.3.1 Evolutionary and functional implications of different ommatidia 
morphologies 
Optical sectioning of D. mauritiana and D. simulans adult heads allowed a precise 
measurement of various ommatidia features. By measuring lens and pseudocone width of 
the central ommatidia, I could confirm the results from Posnien et al. 2012 and Arif et al. 
2013, showing that ommatidia of D. mauritiana TAM16 are larger than those of D. simulans 
YVF on their more distal part. Ommatidia length was not significantly different between 
the species, although the mean value in D. mauritiana was larger than for D. simulans. The 
number of ommatidia in the analyzed eye midline was larger in D. simulans YVF. These two 
species have similar total number of ommatidia (Posnien et al., 2012), but D. mauritiana 
TAM16 has an enlarged dorsal region, with also more ommatidia in this eye region. Thus it 
is necessary that D. simulans YVF has more ommatidia in other regions to compensate this 
difference and still have similar total number of ommatidia. 
The optical sections obtained by clearing and imaging with confocal laser scanning 
microscope (Smolla et al., 2014) can also be used to generate 3D reconstructions of the 
complete compound eyes (Figure 4.4.3A). This can be used to measure ommatidia volume 
and analyze ommatidia shape. For instance, it has been shown that more conical ommatidia, 
with larger aperture at the distal part and narrower at the base, increases the amount of 
light received by the rhabdomeres, and are thus found more commonly in species adapted 
to darker environments (Land et al., 1999). Measurements of inter-ommatidial angle could 
also be compared between the studied species, since this feature can have a direct impact 
on visual acuity (Hecht and Wolf, 1929; Warrant and McIntyre, 1993). Larger facet 
diameter can increase light sensitivity, but usually at the expense of decreasing image 
resolution. However, if the distance between the lens and the retina (pseudocone height) is 
enlarged, for example by a decrease in the inter-ommatidial angle, image resolution can be 
increased (Horridge, 1978; Warrant and McIntyre, 1993). It has been shown, for instance, 
that animals that have to fly through dense foliage concentrate ommatidia with small inter-
ommatidial angle and large facets in the “acute zone” of the eye, where they need 
maximum resolution and sensitivity, and ommatidia with wider inter-ommatidial angle on 
the sides, top and bottom of the eye, where images move to fast to need a good resolution 
(Horridge and Duelli, 1979). Therefore, measuring inter-ommatidial angle in the 




cleared eyes, the ommatidia lenses had been disattached from the ommatidia pigment cells, 
thus the original distance between the lens and the distal photoreceptor end could not be 
accurately measured. Improvements in the bleaching and clearing protocol that can reduce 
these artifacts and different incubation times could be applied to solve this problem and 
allow the measurement of this focal length.   
5.4.4 Outlook 
The next obvious step is to check if oc is indeed the evolved gene that causes eye size 
variation between D. mauritiana TAM16 and D. simulans YVF. In this direction, we want to 
take advantage of the CRISPR/Cas9 methodology (Barrangou et al., 2007; Jinek et al., 
2012), which is currently being successfully applied in a large range of non-model 
organisms (Chen et al., 2014; Gilles et al., 2015; Sugano et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013). We 
have used the model species D. melanogaster to analyze gene function using RNAi technique. 
However, to confirm the evolution in the sequence of the candidate gene we must use the 
species that present morphological differences. The aim is to generate flies with D. simulans 
YVF genetic background but containing the oc locus from D. mauritiana TAM16. If these 
flies have indeed bigger eyes than control D. simulans YVF flies we can confirm that 
changes in the oc locus are indeed responsible for the development of larger eyes in D. 
mauritiana TAM16. 
To identify the regulatory region that has evolved to give rise to the different in oc 
expression between the two species, we could also apply ATAC-seq technology, which can 
detect genome-wide open chromatin regions (Buenrostro et al., 2013). We could use eye-
antennal imaginal discs at 120h AEL, when we have seen that this gene is differentially 
expressed, and also at mid-pupation, when rhodopsin expression starts (Wernet et al., 2006). 
If a candidate regulatory region could be found, CRISPR/Cas9 could be used to replace 
only that sequence, therefore facilitating the procedure by reducing the length of the 
exchanged region.  
Oc is the homolog of the CRX/OTX gene family of transcription factors in mammals, 
which has three known members in mouse, CRX, OTX1 and OTX2. It has been shown 
that these transcription factors, even though they are separated by a large evolutionary 
distance, are involved in almost the same biological processes, including their role in eye 
development (Freund et al., 1997; Furukawa et al., 1997), and even share most of their 
target genes (Ranade et al., 2008). This indicates a strong evolutionary conservation, 




indicating a large degree of natural variation in its cis-regulatory region of the oc gene in D. 
melanogaster populations (Goering et al., 2009), could favor the idea that its various cis-
regulatory elements are the subject of strong positive selection, as it is the case for other 
homeobox genes or other components of the developmental “genetic toolkit” (e.g. Löhr 
and Pick, 2005; McMahon et al., 2003; Ronshaugen et al., 2002; reviewed in Wagner and 
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AEL   After Egg Laying 
LI   1st larval instar 
LII   2nd larval instar 
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7.2 Supplementary Figures 
 
Supplementary Figure 1. Genomic location of Vienna Tile Hb driver lines. Arrows indicate 
the regions used to drive hb expression with Gal4 system. Bellow, are colored tracks provided by 
the BDTNP project (Li et al., 2008) showing open chromatin profiles and transcription factor 
binding. The last black tracks show sequence conservation across different insect species. These 

















Supplementary Figure 4. Correlation plots for DESeq2 using direct counts. Relation between 
length differences and the log2-fold change. Comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster 
are shown on the left side, comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. simulans are shown on the 
right side. On the first row, the published annotations are used as mapping references; on the 
second row, the directly re-annotated references are used as mapping references and on the third 
row, the reciprocally re-annotated references are used. Dots represent genes with length difference 
> 49 bp in these annotations. Genes significantly differentially expressed in the presented analysis 
(p-adj < 0.05) are shown in red. A negative log2-fold change indicates higher expression in D. 
mauritiana. A positive length difference indicates that the ortholog of D. mauritiana is longer. The p-





Supplementary Figure 5. Correlation plots for DESeq2 including length correction. Relation 
between length differences and the log2-fold change. Comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. 
melanogaster are shown on the left side, comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. simulans are 
shown on the right side. On the first row, the published annotations are used as mapping 
references; on the second row, the directly re-annotated references are used as mapping references 
and on the third row, the reciprocally re-annotated references are used. Dots represent genes with 
length difference > 49 bp in these annotations. Genes significantly differentially expressed in the 
presented analysis (p-adj < 0.05) are shown in red. A negative log2-fold change indicates higher 
expression in D. mauritiana. A positive length difference indicates that the ortholog of D. mauritiana 
is longer. The p-value and rho of the Spearman’s rank correlation are indicated on the upper right 





Supplementary Figure 6. Correlation plots for RPKM-limma. Relation between length 
differences and the log2-fold change. Comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster are 
shown on the left side, comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. simulans are shown on the right 
side. On the first row, the published annotations are used as mapping references; on the second 
row, the directly re-annotated references are used as mapping references and on the third row, the 
reciprocally re-annotated references are used. Dots represent genes with length difference > 49 bp 
in these annotations. Genes significantly differentially expressed in the presented analysis (p-adj < 
0.05) are shown in red. A negative log2-fold change indicates higher expression in D. mauritiana. A 
positive length difference indicates that the ortholog of D. mauritiana is longer. The p-value and rho 





Supplementary Figure 7. Correlation plots for RPKM-voom-limma. Relation between length 
differences and the log2-fold change. Comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. melanogaster are 
shown on the left side, comparisons between D. mauritiana and D. simulans are shown on the right 
side. On the first row, the published annotations are used as mapping references; on the second 
row, the directly re-annotated references are used as mapping references and on the third row, the 
reciprocally re-annotated references are used. Dots represent genes with length difference > 49 bp 
in these annotations. Genes significantly differentially expressed in the presented analysis (p-adj < 
0.05) are shown in red. A negative log2-fold change indicates higher expression in D. mauritiana. A 
positive length difference indicates that the ortholog of D. mauritiana is longer. The p-value and rho 





Supplementary Figure 8. Cp110 coverage. (A) Alignment of the published annotated transcripts 
of the gene Cp110 in D. mauritiana (upper, shorter black bar) and D. melanogaster (lower, longer black 
bar). The top ruler indicates the length of the alignment in bp, the green bar shows the base 
similarity. (B) D. mauritiana RNA-seq reads mapped to the body of the D. mauritiana Cp110 
transcript. (C) D. melanogaster RNA-seq reads mapped to the body of the D. melanogaster Cp110 
transcript. Very few reads map to the 5’ region, more reads map from the central portion of the 
gene, and many more to the 3’ end. 
 
Supplementary Figure 9. Length difference of D. melanogaster gene models after 
reciprocal re-annotation. The annotation of the D. melanogaster genome is considered to be the 
most complete and comprehensive one. After the reciprocal re-annotation of the D. melanogaster, D. 
simulans and D. mauritiana genomes the D. melanogaster gene models could be artificially truncated. 






Supplementary Figure 10. Gene expression of conserved genes. Heat map representing the 
expression of the 1,000 that are most differentially expressed between stages (72h vs 120h) but that 
have consistent expression across species. Each row in the heat map represents one gene and the 
color in each cell (from white to dark blue) represents the normalized expression level as indicated 
in the color key (top left corner). Genes are order by hierarchical clustering based on the distances 
dendrogram (left side) and grouped into 8 clusters according to their expression profile (different 
vertical colored bars between the dendrogram and the heat map). The samples are also ordered 
using the shortest distance method (dendrogram on the top indicates the grouping of the samples, 
indicated at the bottom of the heat map). On the right side of the heat map are the enriched 
transcription factors for each cluster of genes as predicted by i-cisTarget. The NES score is 






Supplementary Figure 11. Parental and hybrid reads mapped to mt:ND3. The D. simulans 
reference for mt:ND3 contains a C residue at position 207 bp, while all the RNA-seq have a T 
(arrow). In D. mauritiana there is a T in this position and also its RNA-seq reads have a T. Therefore 
the hybrid reads map to the D. mauritiana allele (red circle), although these reads come from the D. 






Supplementary Figure 12. In situ staining of ocelliless in D. simulans YVF and D. 
mauritiana TAM16. Image kindly provided by Dr. Isabel Almudi, at the time working at Oxford 






Supplementary Figure 13. SEM image of GMR>>ocdsRNA eye. Image kindly provided by Dr. 





7.3 Supplementary Tables 
Supplementary Table 1. Hb targets in clusters 4 and 11  
Gene ID Gene Symbol Cluster Location 
FBgn0041171 ago 11 ubiq. lig. compl. 
FBgn0039908 Asator 11 cytosol 
FBgn0032629 beat-IIIc 11 extracel. region 
FBgn0024250 brk 11 nucleus 
FBgn0015609 CadN 4 membrane 
FBgn0026144 CBP 4 cytosol 
FBgn0028509 CenG1A 11 membrane 
FBgn0028953 CG14478 11  
FBgn0031632 CG15628 4  
FBgn0029804 CG3097 4  
FBgn0085400 CG34371 11  
FBgn0250867 CG42238 11  
FBgn0259735 CG42389 11 membrane 
FBgn0259823 CG42404 4  
FBgn0263392 CG43444 11  
FBgn0264502 CG43901 11  
FBgn0029834 CG5937 4 trans-golgi netw. 
FBgn0038676 CG6026 11  
FBgn0032399 CG6785 11 nucleus 
FBgn0004396 CrebA 11 nucleus 
FBgn0004198 ct 11 nucleus 
FBgn0000439 Dfd 11 nucleus 
FBgn0042650 disco-r 11 membrane 
FBgn0000463 Dl 11 cell surface 
FBgn0038071 Dtg 4 nucleus 
FBgn0002629 E(spl)m4-BFM 11 nucleus 
FBgn0002633 E(spl)m7-HLH 11 nucleus 
FBgn0260400 elav 11 cytosol/membrane 
FBgn0000635 Fas2 11 membrane 
FBgn0011592 fra 11 microtubule 
FBgn0259108 futsch 4 membrane 
FBgn0001085 fz 11 membrane 
FBgn0027343 fz3 11 membrane 
FBgn0264574 Glut1 4 nucleus 
FBgn0016660 H15 4  
FBgn0035160 hng3 4 lysos. membrane 
FBgn0034261 HPS4 11 cytoplam 
FBgn0001226 Hsp27 4 nucleus 
FBgn0001235 hth 11 nucleus 




























FBgn0053182 Kdm4B 11 membrane 
FBgn0017590 klg 4 nucleus 
FBgn0001320 kni 11 nucleus 
FBgn0015721 ktub 11 nucleus 
FBgn0026411 Lim1 11 cytosol 
FBgn0053087 LRP1 11 nucleus 
FBgn0040765 luna 11 nucleus 
FBgn0002643 mam 11 nucleus 
FBgn0261963 mid 11 cytosol/membrane 
FBgn0002932 neur 11 cytosol/nucleus 
FBgn0002945 nkd 11 nucleus 
FBgn0005771 noc 11 membrane 
FBgn0032123 Oatp30B 11 nucleus 
FBgn0004102 oc 11 cytosol/membrane 
FBgn0020386 Pdk1 11 nucleus/ubiq. lig. comp. 
FBgn0013725 phyl 11  
FBgn0264817 pre-lola-G 11 nucleus/cortex/ membrane 
FBgn0004595 pros 4 membrane 
FBgn0004635 rho 4  
FBgn0031118 RhoGAP19D 11 intracellular 
FBgn0083940 RhoU 11 membrane 
FBgn0041097 robo3 4 nucleus 
FBgn0003300 run 4 membrane 
FBgn0003310 S 11 cytosol 
FBgn0041094 scyl 11 membrane 
FBgn0010415 Sdc 11 nucleoplasm 
FBgn0003435 sm 4 nucleus 
FBgn0042630 Sox21b 11 cytosol/membrane 
FBgn0262733 Src64B 11 cytosol 
FBgn0266521 stai 11 membrane 
FBgn0020248 stet 4 membrane 
FBgn0014388 sty 11  
FBgn0003716 tkv 11 cytosol/membrane 
FBgn0026160 tna 11 nuclear chromatin 
FBgn0010452 trn 11 membrane 
FBgn0004360 Wnt2 4 membrane 








/ D. mauritiana 
D.melanogaster 
/ D. simulans 
D. mauritiana 
/ D. simulans 
Published annotation   
0 bp 6,118 6,228 6,976 
1 – 9 bp 2,043 1,773 1,527 
10 – 49 bp 1,127 1,081 734 
50 – 99 bp 239 495 378 
100 – 499 bp 341 376 265 
500 – 999 bp 71 27 62 
1.000 - 9.999 bp 55 12 50 
> 10.000 bp 0 2 2 
Total 9,994 9,994 9,994 
≤ 49 bp 9,288 9,082 9,237 
    Direct re-annotation 
  
0 bp 7,822 7,761 9,847 
1 – 9 bp 3,414 3,456 2,046 
10 – 49 bp 1,386 1,371 777 
50 – 99 bp 143 142 123 
100 – 499 bp 262 280 294 
500 – 999 bp 147 151 125 
1.000 - 9.999 bp 148 160 115 
> 10.000 6 7 1 
Total 13,328 13,328 13,328 
≤ 49 bp 12,622 12,588 12,670 
    
Reciprocal re-annotation 
  
0 bp 8,811 8,792 10,573 
1 – 9 bp 3,238 3,368 2,190 
10 – 49 bp 1,191 1,110 522 
50 – 99 bp 28 17 12 
100 – 499 bp 32 17 10 
500 – 999 bp 6 3 3 
1.000 - 9.999 bp 5 4 1 
> 10.000 0 0 0 
Total 13,311 13,311 13,311 






















40.45% 56.71% 2.84% 59.55% 
all coding sequences 40.03% 18.84% 41.13% 59.97% 
longest full transcripts 14.24% 80.14% 5.61% 85.76% 
all full transcripts 12.62% 25.16% 62.22% 87.38% 
genome 4.79% 86.97% 8.24% 95.21% 
 
Supplementary Table 4. Sequences of the primers used for the qPCR experiment. 

























































Supplementary Table 5. Differential expression of genes in QTL 













FBgn0004102 oc 99.7 1 3440.2 2565.5 -4.23E-01 3.41E-02 -4.25E-01 1.85E-01 
FBgn0004656 fs(1)h 62.5 710 51798.7 48313.6 -1.00E-01 7.28E-01 -1.03E-01 8.58E-01 
FBgn0004657 mys 98.6 10 38834.0 36864.5 -7.51E-02 7.02E-01 -7.76E-02 9.00E-01 
FBgn0010329 Tbh 99.5 3 434.5 70.0 -2.63E+00 4.89E-07 -2.63E+00 2.77E-09 
FBgn0011586 e(r) 100 0 5392.7 5696.2 7.90E-02 7.87E-01 7.60E-02 8.72E-01 
FBgn0011661 Moe 100 0 130384.8 120548.0 -1.13E-01 4.32E-01 -1.16E-01 8.30E-01 
FBgn0014032 Sptr 98.9 3 5231.6 7322.8 4.85E-01 5.76E-04 4.82E-01 1.89E-02 
FBgn0017566 ND75 100 0 20665.7 19456.5 -8.70E-02 6.36E-01 -8.96E-02 8.68E-01 
FBgn0020653 Trxr-1 99.3 4 55544.5 58217.1 6.78E-02 6.57E-01 6.52E-02 9.16E-01 
FBgn0021767 org-1 97.2 20 459.5 624.3 4.42E-01 3.22E-01 4.40E-01 4.77E-01 
FBgn0023506 Es2 98.8 6 4377.7 6350.4 5.37E-01 2.99E-04 5.34E-01 7.19E-03 
FBgn0025800 Smox 100 0 15568.4 16044.6 4.35E-02 8.15E-01 4.08E-02 9.51E-01 
FBgn0025864 Crag 99.8 3 31348.2 33993.0 1.17E-01 6.01E-01 1.14E-01 8.36E-01 
FBgn0026318 Traf6 99.6 2 6336.3 6070.0 -6.20E-02 8.23E-01 -6.45E-02 8.98E-01 
FBgn0026411 Lim1 100 0 3503.2 3259.1 -1.04E-01 6.75E-01 -1.07E-01 8.47E-01 
FBgn0026679 IntS4 99.6 4 10117.2 11463.6 1.80E-01 2.32E-01 1.78E-01 5.35E-01 
FBgn0027330 l(1)G0020 99.6 4 15824.0 16482.3 5.88E-02 7.50E-01 5.62E-02 9.21E-01 
FBgn0027864 Ogg1 98.3 6 2079.8 2132.4 3.60E-02 9.23E-01 3.34E-02 9.73E-01 
FBgn0029992 Upf2 99.2 10 13257.7 11640.4 -1.88E-01 2.29E-01 -1.90E-01 4.89E-01 
FBgn0029994 CG2254 100 0 2372.7 400.4 -2.57E+00 4.40E-08 -2.57E+00 1.44E-13 
FBgn0029996 Ubc-E2H 100 0 8177.7 8513.2 5.80E-02 7.83E-01 5.54E-02 9.07E-01 
FBgn0029997 CG2258 98.5 12 4174.9 3708.3 -1.71E-01 4.92E-01 -1.73E-01 6.86E-01 
FBgn0029999 CG1575 99.1 6 5829.4 7592.6 3.81E-01 1.21E-02 3.79E-01 8.12E-02 
FBgn0030000 CG2260 99.2 5 7493.1 8539.5 1.89E-01 2.78E-01 1.86E-01 5.34E-01 
FBgn0030001 cyr 98.6 7 223.7 357.6 6.76E-01 2.50E-01 6.73E-01 2.20E-01 
FBgn0030003 CG2116 98.8 7 7310.6 8225.6 1.70E-01 3.39E-01 1.67E-01 5.86E-01 
FBgn0030004 CG10958 99.7 2 7756.3 3828.2 -1.02E+00 1.33E-14 -1.02E+00 2.28E-10 
FBgn0030005 CG2120 97.5 8 657.9 615.8 -9.54E-02 8.34E-01 -9.88E-02 9.34E-01 
FBgn0030006 CG17982 96.3 11 4376.4 4226.2 -5.04E-02 8.27E-01 -5.32E-02 9.32E-01 
FBgn0030007 alpha-PheRS 99.8 1 15497.3 16036.9 4.94E-02 8.38E-01 4.66E-02 9.36E-01 
FBgn0030008 CG2129 99.4 3 2537.3 2613.3 4.26E-02 9.21E-01 3.98E-02 9.65E-01 
FBgn0030010 CG10959 98.4 7 1420.0 1410.2 -9.93E-03 9.91E-01 -1.26E-02 9.93E-01 
FBgn0030011 Gbeta5 100 0 1113.6 1134.1 2.63E-02 9.97E-01 2.30E-02 9.88E-01 
FBgn0030012 CG18262 98.1 9 3947.9 4171.4 7.94E-02 7.67E-01 7.66E-02 8.99E-01 
FBgn0030013 GIIIspla2 98.6 3 2201.6 1719.0 -3.57E-01 1.21E-01 -3.60E-01 4.24E-01 
FBgn0030017 CG2278 98.5 10 1478.4 1577.9 9.40E-02 7.76E-01 9.17E-02 9.31E-01 
FBgn0030018 slpr 99.4 7 12367.2 11516.3 -1.03E-01 6.36E-01 -1.05E-01 7.91E-01 
FBgn0030025 CG2147 98.1 3 3579.0 3689.5 4.39E-02 9.80E-01 4.07E-02 9.59E-01 
FBgn0030026 sni 100 0 739.5 1235.4 7.40E-01 1.30E-02 7.37E-01 9.67E-02 
FBgn0030027 CG1632 99.7 3 5954.1 3840.4 -6.33E-01 2.11E-05 -6.35E-01 1.70E-03 
FBgn0030028 Corp 99.5 1 152.7 149.4 -3.17E-02 9.90E-01 -3.35E-02 9.88E-01 






FBgn0030030 CG1636 99.7 1 3091.9 2778.1 -1.54E-01 5.20E-01 -1.57E-01 7.65E-01 
FBgn0030034 CG10555 33.9 447 16212.6 16046.3 -1.49E-02 9.87E-01 -1.75E-02 9.81E-01 
FBgn0030035 CG11190 98.6 9 11345.3 10108.8 -1.66E-01 3.04E-01 -1.69E-01 5.72E-01 
FBgn0030037 CG12125 100 0 4818.2 4938.7 3.57E-02 8.67E-01 3.31E-02 9.56E-01 
FBgn0030038 CG1440 99.8 1 21372.9 22430.6 6.97E-02 6.98E-01 6.70E-02 9.06E-01 
FBgn0030039 CG12123 97.7 5 1921.1 2313.8 2.68E-01 2.85E-01 2.65E-01 6.00E-01 
FBgn0030040 CG15347 98.7 3 210.9 298.3 5.00E-01 5.22E-01 4.96E-01 4.89E-01 
FBgn0030048 CG12112 99.5 1 2092.6 2733.4 3.85E-01 7.63E-02 3.82E-01 3.04E-01 
FBgn0030049 Trf4-1 99.4 6 16358.1 16069.2 -2.57E-02 9.29E-01 -2.83E-02 9.66E-01 
FBgn0030051 spirit 96.9 12 3695.9 2202.8 -7.47E-01 9.77E-06 -7.49E-01 2.89E-03 
FBgn0030052 CG12065 100 0 6635.0 6191.5 -9.98E-02 7.20E-01 -1.02E-01 8.21E-01 
FBgn0030053 CG12081 99.8 1 7215.0 7674.7 8.91E-02 6.52E-01 8.65E-02 8.36E-01 
FBgn0030054 Caf1-180 98 24 12724.7 14432.6 1.82E-01 2.00E-01 1.79E-01 5.81E-01 
FBgn0030055 CG12772 99.5 4 3923.8 3530.5 -1.52E-01 5.44E-01 -1.55E-01 7.30E-01 
FBgn0030056 CG11284 100 0 5893.5 5913.6 4.92E-03 9.93E-01 2.19E-03 9.97E-01 
FBgn0030057 Ppt1 98.1 6 5868.1 4683.2 -3.25E-01 3.85E-02 -3.28E-01 1.42E-01 
FBgn0030060 CG2004 99.5 2 9997.7 12238.3 2.92E-01 3.50E-02 2.89E-01 2.09E-01 
FBgn0030061 CG1785 99.2 4 16725.2 18873.6 1.74E-01 2.23E-01 1.72E-01 6.16E-01 
FBgn0030063 CG1789 96.6 8 5274.3 5969.7 1.79E-01 5.47E-01 1.76E-01 6.25E-01 
FBgn0030065 CG12075 95.4 46 12867.9 14201.1 1.42E-01 3.20E-01 1.40E-01 7.08E-01 
FBgn0030066 CG1885 95.6 11 2953.3 3896.3 4.00E-01 2.61E-02 3.97E-01 1.71E-01 
FBgn0030067 Rbm13 97.7 8 9496.0 9200.0 -4.57E-02 7.79E-01 -4.86E-02 9.34E-01 
FBgn0030073 CG10962 99.2 2 212.6 211.1 -9.83E-03 9.73E-01 -1.35E-02 9.96E-01 
FBgn0040319 Gclc 99 7 12141.5 4429.6 -1.45E+00 8.63E-05 -1.46E+00 1.04E-10 
FBgn0040928 CR15345* 60.4 42 245.9 164.3 -5.82E-01 4.37E-01 -5.85E-01 3.33E-01 
FBgn0040929 CG12659 100 0 1222.8 1051.9 -2.17E-01 5.18E-01 -2.20E-01 7.78E-01 
FBgn0041629 Hexo2 99.5 3 5933.7 7891.9 4.11E-01 6.05E-01 4.09E-01 3.21E-01 
FBgn0053181 CG33181 99.6 3 2698.7 3880.9 5.24E-01 1.34E-01 5.22E-01 1.01E-01 
FBgn0259734 Nost 98.9 15 2575.9 2509.4 -3.77E-02 9.57E-01 -4.03E-02 9.66E-01 
FBgn0261549 rdgA 99.2 12 5321.7 4069.4 -3.87E-01 2.36E-01 -3.89E-01 2.21E-01 
FBgn0261793 Trf2 90.4 82 10699.0 10942.3 3.24E-02 8.32E-01 2.99E-02 9.62E-01 
FBgn0261873 sdt 98.5 31 29017.8 26778.0 -1.16E-01 6.60E-01 -1.19E-01 8.16E-01 
FBgn0262976 lawc 98.6 1 748.9 906.8 2.76E-01 4.86E-01 2.73E-01 7.38E-01 
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